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SUWu?Jiy: Separate enclosure 
CHA?T1SII Z 
amsRAL intmtMCsxon 
Zt has be«n sftid that no life is fK>««ible wlttiottt 
•oil and no soil without lif«, i4Rn OM«S his Iif« to ths 
•oil «nd ttm sun, Hun soil is tho factory that minifseturss 
the plants which mtintaln hiin»n 11 f« and -^ i^ch also nnlntain 
tb« aninsl lifa assantial to hunsan lifs, Ifha «a«rgy on 
•arth as \m find it in tlw form of food, ooal# oil and othar 
nanifastaticns comes from plants that have gro^ #n an soil. 
All 'natural* loatarials B»n us«s« as %rall as all ths n^chlnas 
that his inganuity has davised* tha buildings partly nada of 
clay brides wl^ ich rast on clay eontainliKr soils* the roads 
and avan tha synthetics derive in soioa way or the other 
from 'nother earth*. Qreat <Sivi 11 cations have almost inva-
riably haa good soils »m one of their chief natural resour-
ces and these civilisations renained gxwat only aa Icmg as 
they properly eared for their soils. Soil is a basic fact 
of life and no wonder v^y tatamn beings* from tiasi imnsmorial* 
have worked c^ssistently to unfold ths mystery of the soil 
and that of its cl<NMst associate* the clay« 
Soil may be defined *the upper layer of earth which 
may be dug*ploughed etc.* or apeeifically the loose surface 
materii'l in which plants grow. • However* on account of 
•xtrnn* variability in phynieal and ciMinical compogifcion 
and diatxYiet nin«ralogical and dimtAeml proi»«rties«any 
attenpt to give a sinple maning to soil i« not aonatliina 
•asy to achiave. 
Xn a Inroad iiray. soil consiata of fiMir eonpiMianta* 
namaly* ninaral laatariala* organic imttar* watar and air-
all preaant in a fine sta^ of aub-diviaion and intinately 
Biixed* Ttm organic initt«r Mciata noraally in the fom of 
hunua "^ a dark eolcmrad product f ormad by the int«nd.xing 
of lignina and protaina. The product beaides being respon-
sible for ita fertility* contributes towards its acidic and 
colloidal properties, /untd then we have the nost inportant 
and yet highly intriguing consti|ient« the adneral mttar* 
to which Boost of the coii|>lexities aasoclated with soil 
inveatigationa are attributed. 
fhe nineral matter- product of phyaical and chenical 
weathering of rocks* ccmsists of particles of varying sizest 
those in the finer state of aubdivision ( 0*002 an) fomdng 
the clay fraction of the soil while the coarse fractions 
consist of mainly rock dtebria. the clay confers colloidal 
pr<^>erties cm the soils and develops plasticity cm coRdng 
in e<»itaet with a limited amount of water* Xts chemical 
constituents are silica, aluMna and water together with 
snail v^uantities of ircm, alkalis and alkalitHi earths* Zn 
topical cllmstes* iron end aluminium hydroxides m»ke up an 
a|ypr«ciabl« «i«»mt;# sowatitima t ^ grxMitsr part of the el«y 
fracticm. Ttm oidar conokpt that tb® clay imrt ic les ara 
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more or laaa aplwrlcal haa novr bean raplacail by a iMwar mie. 
Zt la now 'iiall •atabllattaa that t^ particlaa are landnatad* 
that ia,iMtda up of layera of olataa or flaloaa* the Individual 
alse and ahapa daiMnding UP<HI their nlnaraloglcal organiaation 
and tha ccndltlona in Which they have develooad» •«g** haxa-
gcmal bladea* rods or fluffy. 
For long clays ware ecmaiderad to be eonpoaed of 
aanrphoua insttar ana all attaints to interpret their orc^ ier-
tiae had to be baaed on the findinga of atrietly chemical 
nethoda of imreatigationa* Ixtenaive atudiea of X-ray diff-
3 4 
raction patterns* ' have revealed th^t even tha finest 
fraction of clays are crystalline in nature and conposed of 
conparativaly few and siapla buil<$ing units. Tha difference 
in the prc^Mirtles of various clays is now believed to d^and 
on the apcMSial arrangenant of these units in tha crystal 
lattice* 
ftte structure of the consaon cl«y fslnerals have been 
d«ten&ined in considarable detail by nuiaarous investigators 
based c« the generalisations of Pauling* two stmctural 
units are involved in the atosdc lattice of nost of the clay 
ninerala* the first consists of a silicon tetralwidron in 
which a silicon atois is aquidistant from four oscygens* or 
hydroxyls if needed* to balance the atructure* the silicon 
being in tha centre ( 9 - 0 distance 2.55At unit thickness 
4.93A), ITha second unit consists of two sliests of clossiy 
psclcftd oxygsn or hydroaiyls In *#hlcb Al# #• or Wg stosis »r« 
•aibsdasd in oetshsaral coordination so that they ere equi-
distant from six 03cyqr«n or six hydroxyle (0- 0 aistance 
2.60A^ f OB - OH distance 2.94Af unit thiclmess 5.0SA). Con-
bination of these structural units (held by ehesdcal forces) 
with Bodific^itions, finally give rise to the structure of the 
clay Binerals that are found in the <»lloid cley fractions of 
soils. (Vide figure 2) 
Generally soeaking three groups of clay minerals are 
distributed in nature although a few less faniliar ones are 
also knoim to exist* 1!hese are (i) kaolinite (ii) aontnori-
llonite and (iii) illite. 
The nans kaolinite for the *nineral of Icaolin* was 
first suggestsd by Johnson and Blafcs* in 1067 • fhese are 
hydr<Mis alumlniuiR silicates of the approximste coaf>ositl«Mi 
AljOj, asiO^. aSijO. their structure first suggested by 
S 7 
Pauling %ras worked out in dtaitail by Aruner and later by 
a 
Brlndley and his colleagues* In kaolinite* a single silica 
tetrahedral sheet is topped with a slightly distorted gibbsite 
sheet# both beii^ fornad by condensation and splitting off of 
water between adjoining hydroxyl group in vertex position. 
All the tips of the silic«i tetr^ «h€fdr<m« point in the sasis 
dirsction and towards tba centra of tha imit mda of clllea 
and octalMidral abaata. tha adnaral can thaa ba daaeribed as 
having a 1 to 1 non««x9«ndln9 lattica (ona layar of alllca 
to ona of aXunlna)• Watar cannot antar tbasa latticea end 
tiilm axplalns tha conparatlvely lo«r nolatura ecmtant as %f«ll 
as low Befalling of thesa clays* A dlagramnitie adga viaw and 
SOBS crystal structural faaturas of )caolinita ara reprasantad 
in figuraa 1 and 2 raapectivaly, 
fha structural forimile) teiisy ha aacpressad as ^^'^^ 
Al^ Si^ Ojg (SiOj 46.54% t Al^O^ $9.50Xr BjO 13.96%) and tha 
sisa of tha unit call is 7,2A^. Tha gimaral shapa of tha 
sdnaral isolatad frocs tha colloidal fraction of tha soil is 
that of a thin, plata like haxagon* Hr>raover« tba spaca 
lattica of tha sdnaral is such that thara is littla substi-
tution of ions in its struetura and thara ara no unsatis* 
fied velancias on tha claavaga aurfaca* Hanca thara is no 
adsorption of axehangaabla baaas on its surfaces undar 
ordinary conditions. Basa axchnnga capacity is thus insigni-
ficant axcapt whan subjactad to vary flna grinding. 
tha Rinaral waa first studiad by LaOiatalliar^ and 
has been aasigned tha forioula (OK)^ ^ ^*l4®20» **2*^' ^®" ""*' 
his collaaguas astafolishad tha identity of nantiaorillonita 
aa a dafinita clay adnaral specias. How tha nana,sontnori-
llcmlte* is used both «s a group na»s for all clay Bdnsrals 
with «n sjipsndiina Istties (exespt vwrsdculittt) and also as 
a specific Bdneral nanis. Structurally tlie mineral ccmsists 
of three layers* a gibbslte sheet enclosed between tvo silica 
sheets with tlwir vertices pointing towards each other end 
towards the centre of tho unit. As in kaolinite, these 
layers are glued together by primary valence forces due to 
sharing o£ oicygen atoiM in vertex position. (Vide fibres 
1 and 2). 
X-ray studies have shown stacking of silica-aluraLna-
silica units (in the c direction;^  layers being continuous in 
directic^ a and b) with the result that there exists a weak 
bond between tlHsin and an excellent cleavage. >?ater and other 
polar oiolecules can easily T>«»netr«te between the unit layers 
causing the lattice to eii^ eind in the c direction, the c*axis 
diawRsicm is*therefore*not fixed but varies from 9«6A^ to 
substantially coaplete separation of the individual layers in 
sons eases. Zt is for this reason that high volume changes 
in montnorillonite are induced by moisture variation. 
Many familiar names are associated with the investiga-
u tions on montmorillonite. These are t HofRiann# 8n(fkill and i^linr 
Maegdefrau and Hofaann**^ Marshall,^' Hendricks^^ etc. All 
of them contributed in ascertaining the physicoehenical beha-
viour of tlm mineral viss vis its structure* Tor example 
tfarshall and Hendricks showed that mcmtmorillonite always 
differed from its theoretical £ocmtl& i (^ )^ 481^^1.020. nB.O 
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(b) DUGRAMMATIC EDGE VIEW OF MONTMORILLONITE SiCVING TW3 COMPLETE LAYERS. THE 
RESPECTIVE CRYSTAL UNPFS ARE LOOSELY BOUND TO ONE ANOTHER BY WEAK OXYGKK 
LINKAGES WHICH ALLOW WIDE EXPANSION OF THE LATTICE. THERE IS HIGH INTERNAL 
ADSORPTION OF WATER AMD CATIONS. 
- SiO;^66.7^ ^z^-'i 28.3%, H^o 5^ 'because of mibetitution 
withlr^  the lattice of Al, Mg, f*, 2n, Cr •tc. and of SI by 
Al or P, giving m series of group ndnerals. Oainl^ns have* 
however,differed as to the autbenclty of the structure 
15 
prooosed la^ these worlcers. EdelioBn and Pavejee and 
1 fi KcCcmnell have suggested revis ions In t t a s e s t ruc tu re s in 
the l i g h t of the -aese e>rchange capacity da t a . 
liu.uITa 
the name illite was proposed \fy Grim, Bray and 
17 o Bracely in 1937 for the ndca like ndnerals %*ith a 10A 
c^axis soaclnj w- ich shfy^ s substsntially no ex!>anding 
lattice characteristics, i^ ® structure o€ the Illite group 
ot minerals folio/s the pattern suggested by i^ auling , 
18 19 20 
K&uguin , (Jackson mna '/est , '^ inc>Mll and Hendricks and 
21 Jafferscm • Ihe basic structure of Illite species is very 
similsr to that of montmorillonite with^dlfference that SOR» 
of Si (+4) is re^ alaced by Al (+3) ancJ t^ ie resultant charge 
deficiency is balanced by K ions bet^nnm the silica sheets 
of ^>rr. success!v"*-* units. In fact the K inns act as bridges 
binding the unit layers (gibbsite enclosed between t^ *o silica 
sheets scaring the vertex oxygen between them) toother so 
thct they do not expano in presence of water. (Vide figures 
1 ran^ 2> 
the structural forwul<% of the mineral is given as 
FIGURf. '•'-
y\6 
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Z ( b ) MONTMORILWNITE.A FREELY EXPANStBLE 2 : 1 LAYER MT 
THE INTER-LAYER CATIONS ARE FREELY EXCHANGEABLE. 
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2 ( c ) ILLITE STRUCTURE IS SIMILAR TO 2 ( b ) EXCEPT THAT 
THE ELECTRICAL IMBALANCE IS SET RIGHT BY THE 
PRESENCE OF K IONS SITUATED BETWEEN ADJACENT LAYERS 
SO THAT THE NET CHARGE IS 0 . 
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e«ll is lOA^. ZsoflK>ir0hott8 substituti'^n is possible within 
the lattic* rssultitig in wia« variation in conpoaiti-^n. 
ttuiSf thos« witb v^ry littltt r«plac«inant of silicfcm approach 
iRont»orilXonit« .PM1« those with l«rg« r®plac«ia»nt approach 
Buscovittt. thm b«e*c» of these clays is such la^er th^n in 
nsRdoers of aontnorillcmite species but higher thmn those of 
the kaolini'^ e^ 8'>ecie8* 
A nunbar of otli^r clay Riinerals chiefly those of the 
chlorite grou9« vermiculite, attaoalgite and ndxed layer 
Binerals HDave been reported in soils. The aost ccnanon of 
the nixed layer Rdnerals are oonbinations of illite and 
iBontmorillcmite and of chlorite and vemdculite* 
OOl«L0IDMi BSaAVIOPR AND aASE ^CHAHas Cf^.^fClTf O? CUiSt MIKgRALS 
The physical C!hefd.stry of soils is essentially a study 
of the nost reactive fractions of soil* the so called colloi-
dal »h6se. The colloid sized particles olay an ieoortant 
role in «in<Nirstandlng the Physico*chenic?»l behaviour of soils. 
Froie a Inroad view point* the colloidal particles consist of 
mineral and organic matter intimately associated and held 
together by various forces. The forrcer ia present almost 
exclusively as clay of varicus kinds '#hile the latter is 
represented by hunus. The minute silicate-clay particles 
ordinarily carry a negative charge. This charge arises 
essentially in twc wisys- firstly ^ isonorphous substitutions 
end secondly by icffilaatlon of hyaroscyl jroups attached to 
silicon of brolcen tetralittdron plants as In case of silicic 
acid Si-ai + BjO • sio"*+ h.o , rh© negative charges created 
by isonorphous ic« substitutions are wore uniformly distributed 
in the plate like clay partici^ -:*a wivereas those at comers end 
along edges are aevelO!>@a by ionizaticna Socnatieaas negative 
charges ir«y also orljin«»t© frcm irrpurities such as silicic 
Bci6, huiBic acid etc.» constituting ^. -^ art of clay surface, 
in ffiontmorillonite t^ here Kg for Al is t1ie R^Jor Isomor-
phous replacement # the seat of negative isoiaorphous charge 
is octahedral l«iyer. In illite, the isoiaorphous charge is 
largely in the tetrehefJral li?yer, being due to the replncewent 
of Si * by Al in this layer. The soil particles also exhibit 
23-25 
an aii|>hoteric character mm evidenced by their pa.ier to 
bind an anion as well. ft>« positive charge rray originate fr- n-
hydrous oxides of iron* aluminium and manganese and from exoosed 
octahedral groups* which react as b«ses by accenting pKJtones 
froRi ti'^e surrounding soil solution, the eseistence of negative 
and positive charges on the same rrdneral has been i^ ctaally 
deiuonstrated by Hiiessen f^orJting /ith th® adsor;>ti'^ n of 
negative and !>ositive gold sols on ikaolinite. 
th9 electrical charge on the soil particle is neutrali-
sed by an equivalent amount of op^ jositoly charged ions* called 
exchangeable* counter or ge*gen ions held to th« surface by 
couloRa>ic and van der faals forces, rhls gives rise to an 
ionic double layer* the huge clay ion forcdng the inner ionic 
10 
Imjmr with usually a nogative etmrg«« ana tlw awsrai of 
rather looaeXy hml6 ions, 'Vhich in soma ca8«« ev«ii p«fi«trat« 
th« particle*« forming th« outer ionic layer. >^08t of the 
eileorbed ions -e<MHfy get hydra ted when disoersad in vater 
and then dissociate leading to the fortetation of a diffused 
electrical double layer, the structure of the double layer 
is of great inter »t for on understanding of the colloidal 
behavic^r o£ such systenai and a detailed discussion of the 
27 
saios has been presented by Verwey »nd Overbeelc* 
the adsorbed ions nay be Ca « Mg # H ,X «lla «His^  
or SoT", Cl", lior, Hji^ oT, H'»oT"",HCor or anions of tmnio 
acids are ugnially rather easily displaced fron the clay 
particle. Vbr this reason they are spoken of as exehanga* 
able ions and the phenoneaon is known as ion exchange. 
SLchhoms work on oalciuia chabszite sho«#ed that ion exchange 
is a reversible process to which the law of mass action can 
be applied, (cf ion adsorption« nwaning an increase in con* 
centrati<^ n of an ion species on a solid caused by ion excha-
nge or other reactions). As early as 1913 <dtens end later 
28 Kerr utilised t'ne m^ss action law in ion exchange studies. 
29 the equati-ns derived by Vanselow ana by Krishnanoorthy 
and Overstreet have yielded satisfactory #r|uilibrui» 
constants for eitehange of eietal cations on selected bentonite 
clay and soil colloids. Sriksson has nhrr-m that the 
•quaticms of ¥€iiisei.ow and of Krishnanoorthy et.al. are 
fornally equivalent to Oomian equations '/hich hs^m beeia 
11 
•xt«a8iv«ly uead in clay studios. 
Ttm reolacemsnt o€ cations called cation •xchan^e or 
base excbsngs is one of tha most im>ortant of ??X1 soil pheno-> 
B»non since it largaly controls tb® atoraga capacity of a soil 
32 
for plant nutrient elensnts. According to Marshall next to 
ohotosyntbesis it is the most ini^ ort'int chemical reaction in 
the whole dentin of agriculture. It is a function of the 
structure of tVte cl?ty ndnersl itself and is a valuable guide 
in the identification of the minerals oresent in the clay. 
Si^ Mtrinants by ^ y# Qedroix* Hissink* f^iegn®r«and 
33 34 
others * have shoMn that the rate of cati-n exchange in 
soils is generally rapid* re -uiring cmly a few minutes for 
»:|uilitarlun. The exchange is a surface reaction and proceeds 
Just as fast as ions fmm the solution are supplied to the 
exchanger surface either by diffusion or shaking. Zn such 
systepas lisdbed reversiblity* or hysteresis* Bust be related 
to otlier cjxjBes. lAie rate is very rapid for kaolinite ndneral, 
the exchange taking place sifiinly on edges. Zn nontmorilltmite 
noet of the exchange occurs bet^^em t^e sheets and the rate of 
exchange is*therefore.likely to <topend on t\m interlayer spac-
ing or degree of swelling* i.e.* on the nature of exchangeable 
ions. Zn illite the rate of exchange is alo>'mr as it takes 
place along the ed^es a^et'^ een the narro^ « interlayer surfaces. 
INisperature has been found to increase slightly the rate of 
the rapid ion exchanv^ e. Cation exchange has also beess found 
12 
to IM liiflu«nc«d bjf various feetors such na ailutloo or 
hydration, valenco of lona, change in pH iin<3 size of tlno 
ttxehaBging ion* Influence of such factors have tteen (nctwn-
aively inveatigated hf Hendricics , 'Signer ana Jenny « 
3? 38 
Jarueov , Haueer and others. 
Base exchange is something of such cosnton occurrence 
that one thinks only in t^ r^ms of exchangeable cations,and 
the oos^ibility of anion exchan-^ e regcti«:a»s is almost ruled 
out. Xt is,ho4«sver#not so. Many workers including Jmmy , 
41 42 43 
aaviteovitch , Scarseth •, Xoth *etc., have shovm th?»t winy 
soils mid clays esdiibit anion exchange reactions. This tyoe 
of eicehenge is oossible in the following three ^ fsys (i) re-
placesient of hydroxy 1 ions, as sho^m by the mrk of Buswell 
44 45 
end X3ttdiNibostel and thi^ t of Mei^liffe nn6 co-<forkers on 
the basis of infra-red spectra and radio isotopie studies 
respectivelyf (ii) ionic adsorption of ohosphate#ars«tittte, 
borate etc., on the edges of the silica tetrahedron sheet 
by virtue of close similarity in the geonetry of these anif>n8 
and the clay ^neral structural units as suggested hf Hend-
ricks and (iii) exc^ a^n^ Q reaction through definite spots, 
which nay be considered anion exchax^e soots and cati<£m 
4& 
exchange spots. According to Sehofield ,^ such spots do 
exist, on the basal plane surfaces, due to unbalanced charges 
within the lattice. 
Sowm other colleid'-eheaBical pro^rti«s »fflsccieted with 
3.3 
th* soils and th» clay minerals Which can bs usefully enployed 
to invsstlgatui thsro »r« thcss which are based on tha rhaology 
and alactro-chanical behaviour^colloidal systens such as 
Viscosity • thixotrophy'^, rheopeacy« dilatency, rondbrance 
phenoiusnon # and the suspension effect of m^vjomr and Pell-
50 
menn • Investigations conducted alcmg these lines have 
thrown a flood o£ light in determining the behaviour of clays 
and soils. 
ACID CLKiS AHD TbSlR SiLSC PW^KMtAlC VltAKSlOHS 
^^ h^ m clays are subjected to acid leaching^ or nre 
electrodialysed* or oassed through a colunn of ion exchange 
resins, hydrogen ions are preferentially adsorbed by clay 
>artici®s resulting in the foriaRtion of acid clays. A clay 
cryat»l oresents two kinds of surfaces* planar and lateral 
to a contact solution* and the acid character of clay is 
en attribute of these surfaces, fhe luestim whether H* or 
Al are the exchangeable cations in clay acid is still open. 
Different ideas have been put forward to account for the 
acid character of clays. According to Marshall^*, Hendricks , 
S3 
Kelly and Nagelschiaidt , isanoxrphous reolacesaante in the 
clay lattice glva rise t^  aeidlcy in clays. Kdlliken* Mills 
S4 
and Oblanc *however*do not think chat such realacemtnts 
are the true cause of the acid character of clays, /teeording 
to thein clay acid is not an Arrhenius acid having ionisable 
14 
B^ (ftnd or Al^^) ions. On the other hand* it is wov likm 
n htntta acid in which on th« addition of a base to an aeid 
clay# a shift in coordination nunSaer of aluvniniufR on tha 
surface takes olace from six to four ma follown 
i«bere S^ represents neutral alundniunw and 3^, aluiEdlniun in 
four coordination state. 1!he csttion of the added ease is 
held u^ at the S^ site as follof.*^  
iM 4- mm 4-
S^ 4' Ha :5==2: S^ ,«Ii8 
1!h9 above machanism does not account for the nov established 
fact that H*ion8» ss "^ rell as» fO. ions are liberated frosi 
SS S6 S7 
acid clays tay treatment vith neutral salts • To mcplain 
this behaviour, supi^ orters of the above Mft^o nachanism have 
suggested other possible acidic principles which by dis80cia-> 
tirm could give rise to H or Al ions* According to doates 
et ®1* the Arrhenius acid character functions belot' |)li-7«and 
the Lsrtris acid behaviour is evident at hi^^r oK values. 
«g 
iiydroxyl groups are present in clay crystals as 
structural constituents. They nay also occur at the lateral 
surfaces resulting froro a hydrolysis of broken Si-0->Si bonds 
and in case of montsaorillonite such groups are or^ s^ent in 
the silica layer as structural constituents. According to 
Jacicson the aluBdniuin ion bonds through oxygen forcned a 
variety of functional groups vhich rjrovide the cation exchange 
site of soil l?yer silicTtte clays, fh© bonding is central to 
soil acidity throujh not only the acidic aluBdnohexahydronium 
15 
Bonoimric ca t ions but e l so through the weakly atcld Al- OH^*** 
d i pa i r a t edges of poiyBiarized hydrosey aluRdniiMR a tn ic tu rea 
in s i l i c a t e c l ays , these ca t ion exchange s i t e play an iiifior-
t an t ro le in deteririnlng the nature oP s o i l ac id i ty , Calas#ell 
ana Farshal l^^ and a l so Mitra and f4athur a t t r i ^ t e a p a r t of 





Mltra and Rajagoplan think that OK groups are solely reeoon-
sible for t'i^  acid cl-iaraeter of Kaolinite, They also obtained 
titriwatrlc evidence %*hich se it^ d to shoi* that two-third of 
the baso corMning capacity of hydrogen niica was due to its 
exposed structural CJh group and the remaining one-third was 
traceable to the negative isoworphous charge of tlie surface* 
Ihe results on the titrations of cl%y susp<9nsion8 
wi::h bases reveal tb t tlie {M v.3riations are in a loanner 
fiS fifi 6*7 
conperaole tc those of weak acids »'«'•«» , J^Q interaction 
between the colloidal cley ^cids and alkalla necessitates 
the postul; tion of cnobile end bound hydrogen ions which cons-
titute the electrical double layer, the inflexicms obtained 
durinJ he titrations of clay acids ara explained on the 
concepts of crystallinity and the layer lattice structure 
wlilch postulates tlm exlstance o£ exchange spots vith different 
63 bonding energies. 
Both cmductomatric an - potentiomtric titrations with 
16 
B-clays E»y h& «irs>loyed for cltaroct«ri«ing cley mlBarels. 
the l e t t e r hav« been more useful ly mt^loy^d in char«ct«rl«ing 
tile ao i l 8cl<la« Starting with tb« ?>ion«ering inv*«tigationa 
69 
of Braa€l@ld, on® coaws across t^m y^orks of Savar and Scaraotb , 
Itenlson , !^ «tfc8<5ti** a M otbera, who in thalr crm vay contribu-
t«<3 towartia tha intararatation of the titration cunras and tlia 
netur© of soil acidity. 
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Chalcravarti and nor* recently S^rkar and Oiat^rja* , 
while vorJcing '^ itb nixturas of ^ui^ cl»y ninarals* bava noticed 
that in such caaaa, ttt@ inflation ooii^ta due to individual 
ndnerala* t^ ftan narge >^th aacb other* ao that all the infXex-
ion ooints are not aeparately available in the oixture and from 
t>otentloBiatric titrations alone, it n^y not be i>oaj3ible to get 
a clue abcHit the identity of t'lm ntlnerals in a soil. Moreover* 
tite inflections given toy the clay acids are not sharp. 1^ 
overcoee euc^ t a defect* titrations In non-aqueous madia can be 
suggested, rhe idea for non*aquemi8 titrations --dttia first 
74 
suggested in the work of Volin and coworlwrs SOB» fifty years 
ago. A nuirber of organic solvents have bean suggested by 
75 
vari us workers for non-aqueoua titrations of weak acids. 
studies on clays have revesled that they eartensively 
foriB coKplax con»>oun*3s with organic substances. An e?ecellent 
survey of edsorotien of of^ganic n^iterial by clay minerals and 
17 
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of cley organic r««ctlons have be«n given by Mac«Bvaii Mid 
ariRj^^. Hjcb of tlMi '40Tk on clay organic conplextts pertain* 
to reactions between nontnorillonitejhalloysit* ana verteieu-
78 79 
lite. Hendricks and Gri«s et al« found that anall organic 
noleeules replace the exehangeabls cations on nontnoriXlonit* 
quantitatively, but with larger aaoleeulea the exchange la 
incomplete due to the "co^ nsr up effect". The ions are held 
by van der Waals forces and strong electrostatic bonda at the 
sites of charge. 
Organic anions are adaoriied at the edges of the clay 
particles ^ilo organic cations are adsorbed on the negative 
surfaces of the clay. 'Hiis is evld«mt from the nuch larger 
adsorptive capacity of the clay for the cati-ns. Hiua when 
an endne salt«such sm, R-fOitci" or a quaternary ammonium salt 
or base (a^ N^ Cl"" or a^ N'*'Oir) is added to a cl?ty water »ust>en-
sion» the organic c«tion reolaces the cations which wer@ 
originally present on the clay surfacesr In other words, " 
exchange adsorption * takes place. Ilieri. mppmsz-s to be a strong 
preference of the clay for the orgmnXc cation, which is often 
quantitatively Adsorbed until all the exchange positions are 
occupied hy the organic cation. Die aadno groups become 
strongly attached to the clay surface. th» adsorption of cjulno-
line by Hi^  and Ce*-^  iiK»itRiorillonite,illite and kaolinite in 
water suspension was studied by Oochler and Young. Sndth. * 
while studying the problem of alkaloi! adsorpti n by clays from 
18 
•qttttous solaticm« noticod that the reaction batwean bantonita 
and salts of oceanic beaaa vaa principally C«MI of base «ntchang«« 
Whare saturation vaa indicatad by floeculati''?n» Tha ^ Mii^t of 
alkaloids adsorbad %ras quantltativa. The worH of S|>ain and 
82 
^ita xavael'ed that organic basas such as tatra alkyl amBoniuRi 
basas cc^ld be usad as titranta for hydrogen aluieinuiin bantonita. 
Many ar<»EHitic aieLnes and their derivatives give colour reactions 
whan acsorbad on clay surfaces* the coloured confounds are 
generally believed to be seei-niinones. Long chimin aliphatic 
amines can also be anchored on clay surfaces* iitparting to then 
83 Strongly organophilic prc^Mrties* Cashen has used cetyltri* 
imthylaiancmiuRt bronide to distinguish planar and edge functions 
of elsys. Such studies provide methods of studying cation 
exchange* surf ace area mnc. miners logrical coR|>osition of clays. 
they lead to the possibility of utilising organic bases such 
as nicotine,quinoline*pyridine and ot>^rs with sinall molecules 
and fair solubili'ty in water for electrowetric titrations of 
acid clays. Org«»nic conoounds c^n also be used as flooenlating 
and peptising agents. 
In 1912 Laue and his associates noticed thnt crystals 
csn act as diffraction gratings to X-rays. Zmnadiately follow-
ing t is discovery X3ebye and Scherrer in Oenmny and Hull in 
tbe United States discovered that there existed a characteristic 
19 
%->ray diffraction e£f9ct for a fine graiiMd crystwlllna 
e^ gr^ igate, Furtb«r res«arch on single crystals •'f^s rasj>on-
sible for revealing the arrengementa of atoms in the crystal 
itself* A knowledge of the wi^ y in ^ -Jhich atoB» are georostri-
cmliy arranged in crystals brought about a revolutiftn in 
nodem science* particularly in Ohtentlstry and Solid State 
^ysics* X-ray studies have also played a vital role in clay 
84 8S B6 iBiaeral researches as rej>orted by Srindley, Bragg* Buerger, 
JaBws? Wilson and others. 
Ihennal analysis*although used to sui9i>leinent the results 
obtislned by other B^thoos of cl?»y mineral identification*gives 
a considerable a»::$unt of inforin^ cion cm clay nliMiralogical 
90 investigations, the nasthod originally dee to Le Chateller 
91 
and a^nliad to soils by J^ gafonoff and Jouravsky &s btsed on 
the recording of endothensic and exothermic changes during th« 
beating of el^y minerals. Sy imasuring the sice of the ^eaks 
and troughs on the heating curve* a '^entitatlve estint^ te of 
92 
the amount of a given leateri^^l ussy b» obtained. fisrcellent 
reviews on the subject have been mablisl^ Msd and a VP^luable 
account of the i^saian developments i s afforded by the 1953 
93 
Congress reoort edited by 9erg. 
Mechanical conposition*soluble salt analysis*nature 
and extent of exchangeable cations and tha t^ hole elenentsl 
20 
aaalyais ar« useful «isi>ect9 of s o i l and cl»y study whlcli ars 
usad in charaetarising ana avaluatin? the natura and baliaviour 
of s o i l s and clays* 
TRAcs summts 
A study of trace eleitants in relation to s o i l s has 
gained considerable iir«K>rt«tnce during the la s t two ckicades* 
these eleimnts have tae@n found to play an inportant role in 
tim l i f e processes of i^lants an^ S animsls snd their (teficiemeies 
and t o x i c i t i e s h'-^ ve considerably effected crop production and 
94 
animal diseases* 
The soil and its predortdnant constituent* the cl«>)y is 
of utmost inc>ortance to fran# b»cpiuse of i'-.s '#ide8t>re<3 use in 
the oroduction of B«in*« food ano the orohlefin encountered in 
engineering construction due to variations In the oroo^rtias 
of soils and clays. Ihe study of the clay min'srals can be used 
for understanding and interpreting a large number of problems* 
such as tectonics, chronology*soil behaviour etc. 
rbe physical prooarties of soils have mich to do t^ ith 
their suitability for i»?ny uses to 'fbich vmn r>uts it. rhe 
rigidity and BUO>orting oo 'er*both wet *snd dry, tlm freed-^ w of 
drainage, moisture storage c«">ec!i^ y,flite>*be^  limits,ease of 
21 
pMiAtration by root0»••ration and r«t«ntlon of plant nutrittnta* 
ar« ell IntimetaXy eoniMct«d with tha r>byalcal condition of tha 
•oil* tba clay iRliiarala*tbe nature of cation en'i tha perf«ctl'>n 
of crystalllBlty. 
Uaa has been iB^ da of the colloidal ^henonenon for tha 
{iravantlon of ttmerfagm hy propar conditioning of tha clay. It 
haa Ita liaoortance i« ihe construction of dans* ponda«lagoona« 
SaaT>agea hav® also bs®n sto'arxisa by raking bentonite of high 
b.a.c. into the ground. Our knovledga of th« atruetura^chantlcnl 
coinpoaltlon^ and colloid ch«iKlc»l behaviour of clays Is nf utich 
value In soil atabillsatlcn for the '>ur:>o»a of hlgh^^y engineer-
ing, e<MJ»tructlon of dans and flood control an5 also in having 
a better understanding of t; © pre^ertles such aa elasticity, 
dry strength, shrinkage etc* 
Of the different clay Bsinerals, the bentonite ap-^ears 
to be of gre?»t utility. Its uses range from such practical 
a.:>->lic??tiona as carriers In insecticides, sprays,solic? ®p«l-
sifiers, thlxotropic adhesives, lubricants, drilling of oil 
wells etc., to the solution of purely theoretic*! orobleins 
like the study of the flo^ c of lliulds, hydrodynamics and aer-^-
dynaratca and reeasursmant of non-hoirsogeneous electric fields 
by optical aett^ods. 
One of the latest develnoinenta in the i«o>licati3n of 
cla/ minerals has been the production of coherent, self su-Jport-
ing and flexible filam from tbelr sols 'irf careful evciporatlon. 
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Th«a4i filmi ar* o€ considerable scientific interest «n<! have 
iseen successfully used as neiclMrance eleetrodeis in the deter-
mination of ion activitiesr as electric insulators and in the 
field o£ packaging. 
Clays are useful as ingriedients in a vast nundser of 
products* for example*paints*paper and rubber* They are also 
used as agents in nv^ ny processes e«g.* water purification* the 
disoosnl of wast© waters end solutions carrying radioactive 
materials of high biological activity is a vital problem in the 
developmsnt of atomic energy* the use of clay has been sugges-
ted for this purpose for adsorbing the ions* 
ms pmBhmi 
The district of Aligarh cm account of its large alkaline 
and saline mnd barren areas presents a facinating field of study 
for soil clMmists* The principles and some of the properties 
discussed in the foregoing pages havs been applied usefully for 
trsis r>urt>ose* fork on the soils of this district was first 
95 
sterted by Lsather in 1376* A more specific soil survey of 
96 97 the district was undertaken by the soil Survey Organisation 
of Uttar i*radesh in 1949 when th«se soils ^-mr^ maoped and divided 
into six individual tyoes* The classification was mostly based 
on pedolc^ical principles such as profile development*colour* 
texture etc., and very little stady of the soils of the district 
was undertaken thereafter* Hence it was felt that a thorough 
23 
exstnlnation of tbe ^bysleal nnd domical charaeteristics of 
tltese soils tnay orovic^ usttful data ^ ich can be later usttd 
In inproving soil fartillty as wall a« the machanical proper-
ties* ?art I o€ the thesis deals with investigations done 
from tl^iei view oolnt and incoroorates the following physico-
chemical aspects? 
( X) ^ysico-chenical properties o£ Aligarh soils end chemical 
analysis of their clays. 
( XI) Electrosatric studies on hydrogen clays obtained from 
different soil types of Aligarh district. 
(XIX) X-rays studies cxt Aligarh clays* 
( XV) Differential thennBl analysis of Aligarh clays. 
( V) 'Stm&t element status of the Aligarh soils* 
the second part of the thesis describes the results of 
soma fundaiMmtal studies carried CMit on standard clays with 
organic bases as titrants in potentionetry* KLectroiastric 
investigations on standard clays have often b@en i»(^# tlw 
approach to the problem h^re has been nede from a sone'^ hat 
different angle*vis., the role of small organic cations in 
clay exchange reactions* 
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USED IH TBB PASS^r ItgVBSglGAriOWS 
Aligarh covers an lftf>ortaiit iiroa anong t.hm d i s t r i c t s 
o£ uttar Pradosb, tha d i s t r i c t l l s s towards north of th« 
QangB-YaiHttna doab within the paraxials 27**29* and 28^11 • 
north latituda and 77®29* and 78^38* East latltuda* fhe 
d i s t r i c t i s o? fa ir ly big s i sa with an araa of 19S0 sq.inilQS* 
I t s a l luv ia l ^apomlt» hav« « gantla 8lo|»e frow Horth-^ ^^ast to 
Sottth-Sast, Ihara ars savaral aataral daprassions i«>art frosi 
those orraad by th« rivar vallair« «»<5 drainaga l ines* tiopo-
grTtphically the d i s t r i c t presents a trough lllce appearance 
with high Oanga and Y«una banks at the extrane ri iw. I t has 
a semi-desert type of climate, the Lang*s factor for the 
distri<:t being 2S.6 tm per ^C and Pimymr'm N.S. juotitoit 7f, 
-Rm s o i l s of the d i s t r i c t ere a l luv ia l with l i t t l e leaching 
and considerable accumilation of s a l t s on the surfaoe* the 
a l luvial beds varying from reddish brof^ m to ash grey in 
colour pass through successive layers o€ sand# snndy-sllt 
and clay with occasional cospact beds of kankar of an indura-
ted character. In sosw places p i s o l i t i c small concretions of 
hydrated iron 05cide ®r» found disseminated in the s o i l beds* 
Sal t problem in Uttar ^adesh was recognised as early 
as 1876 end )« '^otm(iM»\*jJk VMS «M»f^  t<o /investigate the dateriora-
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ticm of soils in Aligarb district Wher« • vast area of avmr 
3 million acraa (about 15% of thm total) conslata of barren 
lands. Leathar^ (1376) mhchmd that the Injurious salts whicdi 
ware the decoicposition products of igneous rocks under natural 
weathering processes and which caused dawege wore present in 
the soil profile itself end they hecama evident on the surface 
layers un<^r certain conditions liHe a s*i(d.~aric: cliitiate* a 
hard kanlcar ^ an and teicporary abundance of hui^dity interspersed 
with dry periods. He called su^ -^h lands as *Usar*« Soil factors 
in the district such s nearness of '^ ater table and or iin^ edenee 
of draina<g@ d\ie to the hard Icanksr ^ an caused an intensification 
in Idle area of •User* patelties. The •'Jsar* reclaoitation coiBBd-
ttee of Uttar i^ radesh (1940) reported that tbe alkaline condi-
tions in the fioils of the district were mainly due to sodium 
carbonate and bicarbonate, the alkaline layers extended on a 
average to a depth of 3-4 feet. The distribution of saline 
soils* t^ bough conparativelv less ^Iso coverod a considerable 
area, these soils were characterised h-/ the presence of sodiuir^  
chloride and soaiun; sulphate and an open texture and existed 
in s state of flocculation. the alkali soils could be classm} 
as *solonet6* and t\m saline soils as •solon-chaka*• 
According to th« order of th« geneses of the principal 
soil types* the district of Aligarh has been grouped into aix 
natural soil regions as Indicated on the attached soil Kap of 
the district, (vide figure 3). ttm chief characteristics o* 
these soils*as investigated till the tine of wi«5erteking the 
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Zn tlM iMccmd part of the prettmit liiv«etlgatioii8«tbe 
Fat«ridl8 used ^mrm mononaincralic standards ohtalrmd tvom ^ards 
Haturel Science Sstabllshnent«Zne*Rochester* fh^ saRpXes *^re 
col lected hf I^« Ralpb J . Holmes and ver i f i ed under h is direc-
t ion in the nineralogical laboratories off Coluvft>ia University 
with tfm original aeitples of tha l o c a l i t i e s un-ler Project No,49 
of tha American Petroleuis Inst i tute of Clay Mineral Standards, 
the mineral sontoor i l l^ i i t e was from M0ri«M.8sissipi and 
yel la^ in colour* Kaolinite^edllcy white in colour#was c o l l e c -
ted froiT) Dixie sibber >Ht at Bath in South Carolina and i l l i t e 
frop; f^orris in I l l i n o i s . I t was dark grey in colour end fai led 
to disperse in t>ure water. 
R g g g a g n c a s 
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1. Leether#J.w. Agrie. Ledger tlo. 7 and 13»1397. 
2. AnonyioDUS Hep.Usar aaclasnation Oonss.* U.?«« 1938. 
3 . AgerwalfH. u and Mshrotra« C.L. Soil survey and Soil "ork 
in U.<?*.*Vol8. Z to ZV (Si£pdt.« Printing end Stationery* 
U.P., Allahabad) 1951. 
4. Raydhaudhuri«S.?. e t a l . So i l s of India (Z^CA^R.^Hef^-Delhi), 
1963. 
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OOLLBCflQH OF SOIL SAK^L^ 
According to «a axiomr analysis can be no batter than 
the sanple* Ihls is all the nore true in the collection of 
soil sanples* Ths general problem of soil saiipling has been 
aurTmriaed by the J^sociation of Jkgrlcultural O^vdata as 
£ollo</s s-
"Xn view o£ the variability of soils* it seens iiif>os8i'-
ble to devise an entirely satisfactory nathod for saR|»llng. It 
is obvious that the details of the procedure should be deteir^ -
mined by th@ ?3urpose for Which the sairple is taken*** 
mring the collection of soil samples hereunder descri* 
bed« the isportanoB of taking representative coR|>osit@ salvias 
was kept in nind and variations in colour,texture*slope and 
croj>rjing patterns were all adequately considered, the grass 
and organic matter ^ i^ ere removed front the surface and snail 
portions of surface soil from a depth of 0** to 6** from at least 
ten well distributed spots In the fields were collected and 
then irdLxed well. Jh® different sairples were collected frori 
the areas mentioned belowi 
1 . ALXGAKK r y g g I - QMiGA J W A D I R 
fhis soil la distributed in a narrow* belt of recent 
alluvial tract of the Gangs in th© north eastern comerof 
tha district in tehsil Atrauli. Ihe sarnples were collected 
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from tbd fields in thm neighbourhood of Sankrs bus-stand 
abc^ ut two furlongs from the river bank. 
2. ALiG;^i jygg II - EASfQ.a^ is^hmDS 
This soil covers elnost the entire tehsil of Atreuli 
except for a thin strip of Oanga khadir. The sasple for the 
l^ nssent i*ork was collected from the fields in village Msrahpur 
on the Jmgarh Hemghat road. 
3. MJGAan yygjs iii - CSMXRAL uy^^hmus 
«,i. ^ i l occur. via.ly in th. «ntr.l lc«-lyi„, 
tracts of the district in tehsil Kbil and tehsil Sikandra Eao 
and is underlain by a thick pan of kankar forndng at smm 
places a stiff inpenoiable rock in the bottom layers, the 
saii^ le '^ as collected from the barren fields around the 
Aligarh University. 
4. ALiGAmi ry^g iv - '^ ssrs.4N iSPhmDs 
She soil is mainly distributed in the tehsila of 
<^ <air«Igla8 and Kathras and toriiis numerous sandy ri<!^s. 
rhe sairple was collected frorr. vill-^ ge fslaspur. 
5. ALIQAICi n?E V - YimJUA iOiADlR 
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fhm ovurflowa of Yamuna in the extrmme nort1i-^ ini«t 
of the tdistrict has given ri«« to the formation of thia soil 
in tehsil iOiair* the soil is hard with cloddy structure and 
gets cuddled up when v©t» ttie aaKple was collected from 
village Tappsl situsted on the bank of Yainina river* 
Xhe tract of lani containing this soil type lies 
oarellel to the Yauains khadir in the form of a narrobr 
belt about six isil'^ B wide* ^ e soil is associated with 
ksnkar nodules and is slightly stiff. The saeple was 
collected from Jattari village in tehsil Khair* 
mMXSlS OF XtiS SOILS OF 
iOilQAati EttSTRICg mcIiODIHG TOB DBTga« 
yjMATiOH OF i r s gHY3ico->CHsi4iCAL paogsarigs 
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AMALYSXS OF gHE SOILS OF 
ALiQAm Disraicr IWCIAJPINQ IKS pgrsa^ 
KiMAnoH OF irs PHYsxco-CHBMCAL gaoPsariBS 
Soil analysis is ••••ntlally ths latooratory exainina* 
tion of soils and pr@8«nts an interastlng ehellsnge to a 
prospsctlva soil scisntist. Zn his Fishsr a^ard addrass* H.B* 
'Millard states, 
'Ihm RUfriber of chonical roactions* ths tyi^s of apparatus 
us«d# and tba varied techni^uss utilised by the analytical 
cheodat today itiaices one vho is broadly teined in this 
field valuable in solving probleros quite outside of analy-
tical cheaistry.* 
this challenge is acute because a soil consists of «a extra-
ordinarj^ cotiplex chemical i^xtura of diffeirent admiral and 
organic sul^tances* in which soil chemical analysis has to 
<kial with over sixty of the naturally occurring eleamnts* 
Furt}M»r the organic mitter* the mirHirochemical analysis and 
the determination of the physico-chemical cheracteristics of 
soils are analytical fields in themselves. Hewly i^veloped 
Instruments have broadened the field of soil analysis, Power-
ful techni ;ues used incluae absox^tion and emission spectre 
photomstry*fritted glass filteration#centrifugatlcn and sys-
tematic schemes of analysis of several constituents. 
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Tim 9«iMirel punx>se of soil analysis is to givo a 
quantitative exprassion of the constitution an<3 properties 
of the soil. Zn ti*is connection ^^m nay distinguish two 
distkuct aiina* Firstly there is the practical ain of disco-
vering and assessing plant nutrient defieiences vith a view 
to Riajcs recoRttrendations on the BMinuring of crops* Secondly 
soil analysis is the exact an<l quantitative specification 
of a soil for the purpose of ascertaining its constitution 
and of conparing it with other soils* 'Shis purpose is 
pritnarily scientific and is used to properly characterise 
soil and to arrange them in order^ ed classification* 
H&Qnmxaa, ooMPosxrioH 
The first inforiKstion required about a soil is its 
vnschanical coiri>03ition. By mechanical coirposition or texture 
is meant the prooertions in the soil* of particles of various 
sises such as stones*sand*silt and clay* 
Mechanical conposition is an inportant criterion in 
the study of soils* It influences the permeability of soils* 
their ability to retain mointure*their resistance to pene-
tration of plant roots and agricultural inplenents and aval-
lability of fertilisers* It has a profound bearing on all 
physico<->cheioical reactions and ndcrobiological properties* 
'Vhe success of any such analysis depends firstly u:xm the 
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pr«paration of the satrple to onsure coB|>l«ttt dispersion of 
a l l aggregates into t l ^ i r Individual priinsiry part ic les without 
breaiang up the part ic les thenselves* and secondly upon the 
accurate fractionation of the sanple into various separates* 
LOSS ON IQKITIOM 
Loss on ignition or loss of weight of an oven dried 
•airole on ignition is often eR|>loyed as an approximate nstbod 
for organic natter present in soil. According to Xsen and 
Coutts, it is an approximate indication of the eolloldality 
of the soil. It plays an isoortant role in soil fertility. 
HYOaOQEH ION OONCSgrTRATIGM (pH) 
This is the most important ehesdcal property of a soil* 
and is defined by the erfuation pn « - log^g a^^. Soil reaction 
is iieportant in crop production and soil managemsnt practices 
because ttm pH is produced by the chenical conditions which 
exist in the soil. Alkaline soils with a high percentage of 
•xchangeable sodiun have a pB value above 8.5. Idrm retuire-
msnts of soils depend upon the i^ value. 
All fertile soils have soms amounts of soluble salts 
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in theso* Mi oitterstanding of the concentration of total •olu-
bl« salts is inportant from tha vi«v* point of raadily availabla 
nutrients* in tha estiimition of salinity and in their possible 
toxicity to plant growth and norioal seed gerednation* The 
comron ions present as solubla salts aire M 8 « K « 0 B *Mg , 
00-""", BOO-'.Cl* etc. they are estimated by the usual proce-
dures of chemical analysis* and electrical c<mductivity nsasure-
nents* In the latter case the content is obtained from the 
follo'Hng relation, 
% salts 
4^ ., - rk^A t V * water in soil at extraction 
m s o i l • Sj,Uo4 U . . . „ / ^_, X. 
jSmtua/ em ^nQ 
BASa aCOhAtlQS CABMZm AND SXaiAHQgABLS CATIONS 
"Hike term "base-exchange capacity* or "cation exchange 
captvcity* ia rather loosely applied in soil literature* Very 
often it is confused vith "saturation capacity" and not infre-
quently is identified with "total exchangeable bases". As 
pointed out before* "base-«ucchange capacity* nuat refer to the 
power of tYm soil to condbine with bases in such a laanner that 
they cannot be easily removed by sinple leaching with water* 
but can be readily exchanged by an eiuivalent amount of other 
bases. In other ^ K^^ rds* it represents a limit beyond which the 
soil salt vould be easily hydrolysed. It can,therefore*be 
deter^ned by adding excess of base to the soil* followed by 
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exhaustive leaching with a neutral salt until the exchangeable 
ions have been replaced hf the basic portion o£ the neutral 
salt* 
A study o£ the cation exchange capacity gives an idea 
of the colloidal content o£ the soils and their capacities to 
store and yield the base needed by plants* It is one of the 
iRI>ortent identifying characters of the clay mineral* The 
caticn-«xchanc|e capacity of the colloidal fraction of soil 
exhibits a wide range due to the presence of hums end several 
ntlnerals* 
the exchangeable nstallic cation species of sost fre* 
<iuent interest in soils are Ca"*^ , Mg**» K*. Mn** and Ma** Sach 
exchange bio cation soacl^ as of soils is reportCid «s iMiq*of the 
cation per 103 gratri of soil on an ovenodry basis* Ttm asnount 
of exchangeable mitalllc cation is also calculated as percentage 
of the total cation exchange capacity*for exanple* for sodium, 
% Ma saturation • i»q of M« P^t 100 gii» of soil 
cation exchange capacity 
The develops«nt of physical iiif»ennsability in "t-slkali" 
soils is correlated with the percentage sodiun saturation or 
"degree of alkalisation*" vfhen the percentage sodiun satura-
tion exceeds 15 per eent# <*sterioration of the physical proper-
ties of the soil generally sets in* fhen a soil containing 
an excessively high percentage saturation with sodiuB is 
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•hakan with a naarly saturated gypsum soltttion* calcium etxchangas 
for sodiuiB and the conse uent loss of calcium in the solution 
is an approximate naasure of the gypsum requirement* tim 
gypsurn requirement is the equivalence of OSO. • 2 H^O or of 
sulphur that should he added to "reclaim* the soil by displacing 
4 
the net exchangeable sodium. Use of gypsum or sulfur* or 
5 
acidulatlon is the countersHirt of liming soils. 
CHgWlCJ^ g. ANALYSIS OF CLAg FaACflQH 
Elemental analysis of soil and rocks is the determina'-
tion of the total amount of the elements preswat in a mineral 
sample. Historically* this analysis was developed for the 
study of rocks and minerals but later on it was used to evaluate 
soil fertility and to give information about weathering and the 
soil forcrdng processes. Of this analysis* the chemical analysis 
of the clay fraction is most iit|>ortant. It gives an insight 
into tii& nature of th@ mineral or the minerals present in the 
clay fraction and is a valuable guide in the study of crystal 
chemistry of the minerals* in the interpretation of the cheirical 
processes of soil development ano as a background to soil 
fertility interpretations. 
systems of elemental analysis have been dividsd into four 
categories! (I) micro and semi-micro absorption s>ectrophotometric 
(IZ) emission spectroplwtometric (IZZ) semi-micro titrimetrie^dv) 
dstesical or eonv«itional methods, the above fnathods h@v@ been 
^nlty <s!f-»lelte<? In th© estlBstlan o* clay analysis reported In 
the present work. 
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S X P S R I K B N f A L 
thti BMK^anical. analysis of soil was d«t«nd.ned by 
7 International Pipetta nathod in which 10 grams aach of th9 
soil sanples ware dispersad in watar after treatinent with 
B.Oj and 0.2 M Hcl using 50 cc Ma^ C^O^ (8 gtt«/lltre) as 
dispersant* the {>arc«mtages of coarse* nsdium and fine sand 
were calculated from the weight of the residues left behind 
on 25*72 and 200 nash. (B.S.S.) sieves* the suspension was 
diluted to 500 cc and transferred to the graduated boiling 
tube which was irawrsed in a constant teaperature water bath 
at 2S^ l^C throughout \Am course of pipetting*10 cc sanples 
were pipetted out carefully at specified intervals of tinas 
from a depth of 10 cm»t dried and weighed, the percentages 
of nediuRL silt* coarse silt and clay were then calculated frost 
the weights of residues. Ihe results for raaehanical analysis 
for different soil sasples are recorded in table ZXZ. 
Loss on ignition was detemdned by the caathod of 
Mtchell®, in which saeplas were heated at SSO^ '-^ OO^ C for 
8 hours in a maffle furnace, the results are reproduced 
in table XV. 
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tkm pB smB r«eorcl«d with Bsekran pii mater nod*! O with 
qlmms and saturstttd ealoBwX elactrodes asseiebXy* A ItS soilt 
water ratio suspenaion was used for R^asuring the fail of the 
soil, the results obtained are recorded in table V. 
the electrical conductivity was recorded with Philips 
conductivity leeter. A IfS soili water ratio suspension was 
used for measuring the electrical conductivity of the soil. 
Itotal soluble salts were calculated from conductivity neasure-
tasnts using the relation,percentage of soluble salts 
9.064 X Laachos X % of water in soil at extraction 
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these were further checked by drying and weighing of tho clear 
supernatant extracts, the results obtained are recorded in 
table VI. 
For the deterndnation of individual soluble cations 
vis., Na , K , Ca and Mg , a water soluble extract of the 
soil was prepared by treating 25 grains of the soil '^th 125 cc 
of distilled water. 1h« mixture was than well shaken and 
allowed to stand and filtered. I9a^  and K** were estimaited in 
ttm ttxtract by flame photofi^ etry. Lange*s flame photometer 
with acetylene flanae was used for this purpose. 9ure grade 
sodium chloride and potassium chloricte standards in the 
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tr«atnent with 0*05 K MCI. Itte acid aoll was than laachad with 
IH aautral sodium acatata (pB 7) solution till it was conpletaly 
convartaa into sodium soil. Each sanpla was then givan fiva 
washings with IN CaClj solution. Ihe calcium soil thus pcoducad 
was washed with distillad water till the filtrate was free of 
chloride ions. The calcium was then replaced hf five \<rashln9s 
with neutral IN sodium acetate solution, the calcium thus 
replaced was then estimated in the filtrate by versene titration 
as reported earlier in this theses. From the amount of calcium 
exchanged the bese exchange capacity of the soil was evaluated. 
Ihe values so obtained for the bsc were further verified 
by estimating the values by Qanguli's method. In this case a 
S gram^of the air dried soil was treated with 0.2H HCl till 
acidic* shaken for half an hour and then filtered through Buchner 
funnel till the filtrate was free €rom chloride ions. Ihe residiM 
was transferred from the itechner funnel to a beaker and a suspen-
sion of known concentration prepared. It was then treated with 
the samo volume of a saturated potassium chloride solution»shaken 
for half an hour, and left over night. The exchanged acidity was 
titrated with standard O.IM NaOH using phenolphthalein as indica-
tor. From the amount of MaOH required, the bee of the soil was 
calculatad. Ihe results as obtained for the base exchange capa-
city are recorded in table XXXZZ. 
Exchangeable sodium and potassium were estimated in the 
neutral ancaemium acetate extract and calcium an(3 magnesium in 
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tbe berlum chlorid«-trlethanolarri.ne extract of tlie soils* 
Vhe estimations of tlie exchangeable cations in the extracts 
<^rere jnade as per metlods adopted for these eleirsnts in the 
case o£ whole eleKiental anal/sis* (Vide infra) the results 
obtained are recor<^a in table XII to XIV, 
Oypsum requiremsnt of the soils was neasured by Scho-
12 
onover^s asethod in which s 5 gram of air dried soil was 
treated with standard saturated gyi^ sum solution and the calcium 
excbi!»n:2ed estir<^ ted by versene titration using nurexide as 
indicator, the results obtain'^ d^ are recorded in table XXII. 
SLEI-taMTAI. ANALYSIS Of CLAY3 
th» eleiBantal analysis of clays Involved tbe ^terndna-
tion of silicon,aluniniun^ «iron»c«lciur>*inagnesiuir, sodium and 
|3otas£!iur% Po estimnte these eleinents, the clay WPS subjected 
to fusion ei her by sodiur. carbonate method or the acid process. 
Foe the estiira^ tlon of Si, M., Pe, CB, and ^g, a 0,10 gtn, 
of. the finely grounc sar^l® cL" ::he cl<!»y was fused %^ ith 1.0) gm, 
of pure sodium car'oonate in © 35 ml/platinum crucible till the 
ntixture was li'ifuified. fhe cooled ndxture in the crucible was 
treated with 3 ml of cone, >er~chlortc acii (^ «rc"<F pure grade 
60%) and boiled carefully on B s«n bath for 10 jrlnutes^ j-flilu' ed 
and transferred to a 100 ml voluiretrac flask, fltie auspensi n 
was then centrifuged at 2,500 r.p.m. for » few itdnutes. the 
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residue In the tubes was used for silicon eatinsstion and the 
solution utilised for determination of Al. Pe, Ca and ^ . fhls 
solution we will call as solution *A', 
For the determination of SILIO K the residue from the 
centrifuge w«s transferred to a nickel beaker and treated with 
2,5 gB«. of pure so* ium byorajtide pellets and the volume adjus-
teo to CO ml with distilleu water. Ihe pdxture was x>iled, 
cooled* and made to 50(3 ml, S ml of this soluti n was then mixed 
14 
with 10 ml of aitanonium molybdate reagent alone; with 5 ml (1»1/ 
HCl and t e mixture diluted to 50 ml. the colour absorbance of 
this solution was determined on Beusch an'3 Lomb spectronic *20 
at a wave length 430 mjK, A standard curve was eerliejtr prepared 
with silicon standards in the concentration range of 0 to 400 pi» 
as gi/en in figure 5,curve 1 using pure f|uart2 crystals for 
preparing standards. Prom the absorbance«the percentage of SlOj 
in the clay sanple was calculated. The results ere reported in 
table XV. 
For the determination of other elements 75 cc. of solu-
tion 'A' was treated .fith few drops of bromcresol blue^heated 
to boiling on a water bath and mixed with amrtonium hydroxide 
till tVie indicator turned from yellow r.o blue. It was then trea-
ted with bromine water* cooled and the volume made up to 100 cc. 
fh*- iron and aluminium precipitated were centrlfuged. {Ph« cle?tr 
centrlfuged liquid hereinafter called solution •9* was used for 
Ca and h'q determination.) tt^ residue in the tube was dissolved 
t 
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In 3 cc of 6 N H d , A known volune of this solution was 
warded with HmOH solution^cooled an*^  diluted to 50 cc and 
centrifuged. This gave a precipitate of iron and a clear 
aolutioii o£ alufniniuRu 
For tlT^  determination of the AiWMINIUh the centrifu-
ged liquid after rewsoval of iron was diluted to a kno'^ m con-
centration, 5 cc of this solution was t'nmn treated with 10 ml 
of buffer (ph 4,2) plus 13 ml of aluwinon reagent solution* 
anc then diluted to 50 ral. rhe absorbance of this solution 
was then recorded on spectronic 20 at a wave length of 520 in|*.. 
the concentration of aluitdniURt in the clay saitple was obtained 
from the standard curve, fhe standard curve for aluminium was 
drawn with aluminium standards prepared by dissolving a knc^m 
weight of pure alum in the concentration range 0 to 35 ppm of 
Al 0 in distilled water, (Vide figure 5,curve 3), the results 
2 3 
are recorded in table XVI, 
For the estimation of XHON«standards in the concentra-
tion range 0 to 4J ppm, were preoared by dissolving pure ferric 
amonium sulphate in acidic solution. Standard curve for iron 
was then recorded for the colour developed in the standard 
s»c|>les using potas ium thiocyanate as reagent, thet preci-
pitate of iron obtained above was dissolved in 1tl HCl and the 
volume rtade up to 100 cc. 5 cc of this solution was then mixed 
with 5 cc of 10)4 potassiam thiocynate solution, 10 cc acetone 
anci 30 cc. water. "She absorbance for the colour produced was 
50 
t«kan on Sauach and hoxtto spectronic 20 at a wavelength of 
490 mjUt" tkm concentration of iron \ma t\mn obtained from 
the standard curve and the percentage of ^^2% ^ " *^ ®^ ^^^^ 
•aifple calculated. 'The result* are recorded in table XVII, 
IV^ tal CAJXIUH plus MA3MS3IUM were determined In solu-
tion 'a* (left after removal of Fe, Al ami Si) b/ versenate 
titration and calcium alone by aiaroniurfi oxalate precipitation 
followed by pernanganate titration. The results for calcium 
and loBgnesiuni were further checked by the ewthod of Qysling 
1*7 
and Schwar«enbach* in wliich the extract from HP fusion (vide 
infra) was titrated with versene using nurexide anc* erlochrowe 
blacX T as inuicators. the observations and results for cal-
ciuRi and EAagn^ sium are recorded in table XVIII. 
Fdr the estimation of sodium and potassium a 0.50 qm 
of the finely groxsnd clay sample was treated with a few drops 
of 13N H^SO^ • 1 cc perchloric acid -f 5 cc of 48% hydroflourlc 
acid. tl»e covered crucible was warmed on a sand bath anc con-
tents evoporated to dryness, the acid treatment followed by 
evoporatlon was repeated three times. The dried residue was 
now dissolved in 6 K HCl ann the solution diluted to 10) cc. 
To estimate SO:lUM, uranyl acetate method of Caley and 
18 Foulk was followed in which 20 oc of tt^ e above extract was 
evoporated to dryness*mixed with 6 ml of water -f 15 cc of magna-
slum ur©nyl acetate reagent. The precipitate formed \raB filter-
ed in a Qooch crucible with asbestos pad and washed with 95% 
SI 
ethanol saturated with th« triple salt, the precipitate was 
then dissolved in 5 cc of O.lN MaOB (excess). Hie excess 
NaCXi was then back titrated i^rith standard B^SO.. tha percen-
tage of Na^O in the clay sanple waa then ealcula :ec, !RMI 
results are recorded In table XIX. 
19 POPAS ilUK vras estimated by tho cobaltinitrite process 
in which 10 cc of the HP extract was sdxed with 10 cc of the 
cobaltinitrite reagent in an ice bath, the. ndxture was Icept 
at 4°C for 5 hours in an ice b..th, the precipitate pro<luced 
filtered through a cSooch crucible with asbestos pad,washed with 
10% alcohol and dried. 
ttve precipitate was now dissolved in a Icnown volunie of 
O.OSK K>tiO^ « treated with an excess voluioe of Q.OSN sodium 
oxalate and the excess oxalate titrated with standard iCHnO. 
solution. From the net volume of KMnO. uaed up in oxidising 
the precipitate, the percentage of JC^ O w^s calculated, the 
results are recorded in table XX. 
In all the estimations reported in this chapter A.R. 
grade eheitdcals were used. Double distilled water was used 
for preparation of all solutions and dilutions. Iha conditions 
of each estin^ticn were carefully aojusted. H. st of the esti-
mations %#ere carried out in duplicates. Suitable blanks were 
run wherever nedessary. 
For the sake of cotivenience sunsnarles of all tYm analy-
sis data ars recorded in tables XXI« Kiai, XK2XI and XXIV. 
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H&OimiCAL MiAL^SlS OF TYPICAL ALldhMi SOILS 
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Loss on ignition of Aligarh soils 
Soil typm j 1 j II J III 1 IV • V j VI 
% Loss on ig-
nition 1.250 1.396 1.41© 1.700 2,344 1.184 
Bydrogsn ion concentration of Aligar^ soils 
Ooncentretion of soil in •xtrsct solution » 5.0 gn/25 cc 
Soil typs I I ,* 11 ,' III I IV J V I VI 
I • • t * t 
pB 7,8 7.0 3.8 7.0 8,0 7,0 
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Table VI 
Blactrical conductivity and total soluble 
salts of Mlgarh soils. 
Ooncentraticn of soil in extract solution 5 gfn/25 cc 
Soil type 
Soluble salts in the soil 
vmq/lOO gns Percentage 
z 
zz 
























Bstlnation o£ soluble sodiuin in typical 
Aligarh soils by FlaE» Pttotomster nstbod. 
Filter used Sodium 
Soil type 
iconc. of so-
! ;il in extra-
Jet in qw/mL 
Photoiaater 
reading 







































Bttination of solubla potassium In typical 
Allgarh soils by Flaioa ?l»otonat«r netbod 















































Bstimeticm o£ calcluitt and tBaqtmBiMm as 
•oIubl« salts by varsene titration (nuraxida and 
arlochrofiw black T) rathod. 
Ooncantration of soil in tha axtraot 
solution 
Volume of extract solution 
Strength of B.O.T.A. solution 




••D.T.A. solution usad in cc « Ci vmq/ • Mg maq/ 
I 100 gnu I too gn. 
Ca 
i 
Ca •»• Mg {diffaranca; 







































ait i imtlon of carbonat« and Mcarbotiata 
anions in Aligar^ aoi la. 
Concentration of s o i l in the extract 
solution 5,0 g[ir/25 cc 
Voluin9 of extract solution 





BjSO^ for Volume of HjSO^ for 
hCO~* COT" 
anions in i»q/lOO gas^  

































88tln»tlcn of chloride ion in Aligorb soils. 
C6nc«nitration of soil in the extract 
solution 
Voluisa of extract scluti^ 'm 
Str«ngtb of AgNO. 








































fiHf ?ti^  
iBtlmition o£ •xcbang«abl« sodium in 
Aligarh soils lay ii»ign«siuiR uiranyl aoatate msthod. 
Oonc«ntration o£ soli In the sxtract 
solution 
Voluns of sxtract solution 
2.3 ngiD of precipitated soaiun in 
standard 
Strength of MaOH 
Strength of H2^^4 
2.2S gm/% cc 
5.0 cc 
6,74 cc of HaCJK 
O.lN 
O.IN 
JNaOH ad-I B29O4 
^il typeided to {required 
J PPt. J 

















































tttlsiation tti «xchangeabl« potassium 
in Aligarli soils by cobaltiaitrite nethcd* 
Ooncentration of soil in the extract 
solution 
Voluns of extract solution 
6 tcqm of precipitatsd potassium 
in standard 
Strength of KKnO^ 
Strength of Ma^C^O^ 
7.5 gw/lO cc 
10.0 cc 




lia2C204; Volu» * Total K 
addted ;o£ KNnQi ;in neq 
! used ! 
*X»ki04 ad 
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T»> f^ M 
Wmtlvmtton of siliccHn as Si^O. in clays by 
»p«ctrophotOB«tric (molybdosiliclc add) inetbod. 
Ooncttntration of t*t\e clay in t2u» fusion 
solution 
Volume of solution 
ARsnoniuin molydatd solution addad 




































Sstlnation o€ alunlnluin aa ^ 2^3 ^^ clays by 
spectrqphototnstrie (aluistnon) natbod. 
Oonc@n^rat:lon of clay in the fusion 
solution 
Voluc« of solution 
Waftmt of pB 4,2 used per sanpla 







































Bstlmatlon o€ iron as "•2^3 ^^ days ^ 
spaetrophotovastric (thiocynat*) nathod. 
Concantration o£ clay in the fusion 
solution 
VoluiDB of solution 
Volume of scatone added 








Wavo length { Absorbance 































l^titmtlon of calcluin and neigiiesiuiii as CaO and 
Mgo In clays by versone t i t ra t ion mthcxL 
Concentration of clay In the fual^ ^m 
solution 
Volttse of solution 
Strength of E,D.T«A. solution 





































































Sstlsetion of sodium as Na.O in clays by 
magnasiuB) uranyl ao«tate mthod. 
CSoncantratlon of clay in the fusl<»i 
solution 
Volune of solution 
2.3 mgm of praclpltated sodiun^ in 
the standard 
O.OS gm/20 cc 
20,0 cc 










I added in 











1 excess NaCii 







Voluim of 1 
\ NaOH used 
















Sstliutlon of potassium as K^O in clays 
by oobaltinitrits nsthod* 
Concentration of clay in the fusion 
solution 
Volume o£ solution 
l.S ngim of prscipitatsd potassium in 
tb« standard 
0«025 gm/10 ec 
lO.O cc 
4,8a cc of JOmo^ 











in CO % x.^0 
1 
I I 





























R E S O i« P S A N D D I S C U S S I O N 
'rh« xtisults of analysis on the six typical soils typ«8 
Ow Aligarh district furnish the follo»*ing infor«ntion t> 
Data gisrein in table III ahov that the soils contain very 
little coarse inaterlal unsievable by 25 mesh B.s.S. sieve* the 
coarse material consists of a few nodxiles of kanlcar (lie!* con-
cretions) anc: pea slsEed iron irtanganese no- uies in soil type III 
and V, Ihe percentage of wedluits sand varies frop? 0.8^% to 6»07?i 
and that of fin© sana froK 48,04 to 71,09?4, ^ e sum of caeaiuie 
and fine sand fractions follo^rs the order IV > II > VI > III > V > I, 
rhe san fractions show the existence of quartz* labradorlte* 
calcite*inica and sowe dark brown particles of ferruginous mste-
rlal. rhe coarse silt,Rjeriiui« silt and fine silt fractions vsry 
from about 17 to 40% in th© reverse order to that of sands*viz.* 
I "> V > III > II > VI > IV, £he silt fractions are found to be conpo-
sed mos cly of quartz and felspar particles. *fh® clay content of 
these soils which i.-s by no ireans large,shows variations frous 6 
to 14^, Soil type I possesses t>^ e least clisy content and III 
ana V the highest. 
Prom the above data it can be Inferred t;hat tha deposit 
of soil type I is of a sllty nature with sandy to silty IOBK 
texture. Dhe textures of soil type II and IV are sandy loam* 
70 
the soils Btm friable r<fith a gooc p«nnaability. Soil typtis III 
and V are loam to clayey loam with cloddy •tructuro and low per-
Rieability. Soil type VI wrdrh forms a stiff loaw is compact with 
restricted pertneability. 
Results of loss on ignition which was fornerly taxen as a 
criterian for the presence of organic natter in the soils and 
which does afford an ap;>roxiinate indication o£ the colloidality 
of the soil and the sticky point value«varies from 1,134 to 2.344. 
(Vide t»ble XXIII) these obaervations are in accordance r^lt^i tVe 
nature of the soils where soil types III and V are hard and sticky 
and difficult to work with. 
A suimnary of results ot soluble salt analysis en the typi-
cal soils of Alilarh is recorded in table XXI. A reference to 
tlis table shcyvs that the equivalent conductivity of li5 soil water 
extract varies froin 0,1447 n ntios/cm in the case of soil type II 
to 0,7740 i!j siios/cin in case of soil type III, It is nearly in the 
same order as the pH values of the soils vi«,. III> V >I> IV * 
VI a> II. the soluble salts often cause salt efflorescence and 
can -^ seen in vast stretclies of the lands after the rains are 
over, rhls is specially the case with soil types I# III and V. 
Ihe solubles are highest in soil type III indlcatin'j poor drainage 
of the soil and lo'^ e^st in types II and IV indicating extensive 
learhing of the salts, except in soil type II, IV and VI, which 
are needy neutri^ l, water soluble carbonjste and bicarbonate is 
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amounts than the dlv«l«nts In tho soluble salts, rhis has result-
ed in undAslrable alkali and saline conditions in soil X, III and 
V with poor agricultural production. Ibe order of pt3 agraes with 
thrjt of the carbonate anr! bicarbonate and with tbat of sodium and 
potas8iuit< in 1«5 soil water extracts. (Vide table XXI) Moreover 
soluble magnesiuir. is higher than calcium in all the soils, h 
high sodium adsorption ratio is Indlcatsc In the case of soil type 
III followed by that in V. 
Of the exchangeable cations*sodium occurs to the extent of 
41% (exclusive of soluble sodiun) in soil type XZZ. (Vide table 
XXII) In associatl n with soluble sodium, this h*>s resulted in a 
high sodi'irn s«tur«*?tlon ratio in the soil. Segregation of calcium 
in form of hard Xanker nodules in the soils seems to be one of the 
factors responsible for this state of affairs, tha high sodium 
saturation*resulting in deflocculatlon of the soil and *Usar* 
conditions has rendered the soil difficult for normel agriculture. 
Xhe physical characteristics have been further ^ -rtarsen^ d by ii^ >er* 
meable *k«nkar* beds which do not pentdt leaching of the undesir-
able moncvalents. Of the exchangeable monovalents sodium follows 
bhe order IV > III > II > VI > I > V and potassium II > IV > V > I > VI > 
III, IMs order does not agree with the degree of alkalisation 
of the soils but if the solubles are lumi>ed with the exchangeables* 
the agreement becomes apparent. (Vide tables XXI and XXII) 
A refer mce to table XXII further reveals that of the 
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IV. this condition aeewm to have developed lyj^  extensive leech-
ing of the noils >ihich has been in progress since tiiaas Icineno-
18 
rial. According to Ratner percentages o£ calcium less than 50% 
of the exchange conplex reqruire calcium amendment in the soils* 
this is in accor^ Sence t^tb our e?c5:»*»rimental observations of gypsum 
r»iuiremant of the soils. Hc^ fever* tl^ e condition cannot be correc-
ted by use of lime as it will further raise the pH values* Svalua-
ticn of the gypsuitt requirement has revealed that highest amount of 
gypsum is needed by soil type III for its reclamraition. Ihe g'/psum 
reiuirenent follo^ .'s the order III) V> I >VI • II > IV which is also 
in orde of the pti values of the j^ oils* 
£xchange%bl<» calcium is greater than magnesium in all cases 
except in soil typ«« II. A high magnesium status' points to Iprmture 
development of eoil types I# V and VI. It m^ iy also be responsible 
for their stiff character. Lurtping the solubles and exchangeables 
together it is int;erestlng to note that the normal order of the 
strength of adsorption of cations vi«,, Ca> ^ig>K>N8 is not appa-
rent in soil types I, III, V ©nd vi, Ihis factor may indicate 
nutriticnel deficiencies,alkaline end saline conditions,unfavour-
able structure and toxicity to plwnts in the soils* 
A reference to table XXIII reveals that the bee values for 
th® soils follcrf th« order V > III > I > IV > VI > II. this oroer is 
indicative of ttie fact that soil types II, IV and VI have s lov 
capacity to store and yield the nutrients n€M»ded by plants* 
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20,7 to 36«0 BBsq/lOO gm clay, these values are in sgreeBwnt 
with tbe values obtained during condactoraatric and potentio-
netric titrations of tVje six clays, Illite and chlorite are 
both aisracterised by an exchange capacity ranging from 10-40 
msq/103 gm clay. Itie exchange capacity of the Aligarh clays* 
therefore,points to the existance of lllito vith possibly SOR» 
chlorite as the dominant clay ndneral in the soils* This 
conclusion is in agreenens with the results of X-ray.differen-
tial tberir«l analysis ana potentioiaatrie studies on these 
soils (vice infra) and alao with the findings of GleKian and 
Jackson,Driskell and Sahi who have reported frequent occurence 
of illite in alluvial and calcareous soils. fh& bee «i«h>« 
order V> III > IV ^  II > VI > I is probably also the order of illite 
content in the soils. 
the results of chemical analysis o6 the clays extracted 
from the typical soils are presented in table XXIV. ttie oercen-
tages of Sio^, ^2^3 *"*^  ^ 2^3 ^^ ^^^ sbo-/ large variations in 
different clays, this joints t> thti presence of almost the 
sama cl«y minerals in all the soil sattples. ttie percentage of 
KjO varies frorr* 3.70 to 5.80 and that of MgO from 3.30 to 4,90. 
these high values aro irniicativ** of the .presence of illit4c 
ty3Q of clay mineral in association with chlorite and or wont-
morlllonite or versjiculite. I^ is fact finds confirmation in 
tie silica sesiuioxide ratios w dch vary from 2.23 to 3.37. 
Itie silica alumina ratios in the range of 3.19 to 4.11 further 




































































































































































































































































ceportad by OriRi^ ^ In his results of cheitdcal analysis for illits 
«nd chlorite Bdnernls, the percentage values for P^jO^ (8,58 to 
12.77), AljOj (19.15 to 20.66) and SIO;^  (36.37 to 48.13) also 
0olnt to the sane fact. 
If w® acceot the criterian of the conrndttee <m clay Bdne-
rel analysis appointed by the Soil Science Society of Aiasrlca»that 
tlie BdnlBuiB value of JCO In llllte should be 10%, then on that 
assunpti n the a-rcentage of llllte In these clays would range 
from 37 to 58^, anc If 614 K-O is ta.cen as tlie criterian, then 
llllte content would vary from 60 to 9036. On the basis of ic^ O 
and ?^^gO contents,therefore,the order of llllte content should be 
VI > III > I > V > II > IV and that of chlorite 1 > V > II > IV > 111 VI, 
On the basis of chemical analysis results It can,therefore,be safely 
concluded that the predominant clay ndneral in Allgarh soils is 
llllte with siwsll quantities of chlorite. 
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CHAPfER III 
&LECvmb:E^XLc sWQim ON R I B 
TYPIC.^ SOILS OF ALlGMM-i DISfJtlCT. 
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TyPICAL SOILS or ALIGARH DiSgRICT. 
Slectroehemleal ontbods bav« found oxt«nsiv« usa in 
studying th© physieo-chendcal proi>erti«« of aoils* *5any authors 
including Hikh«rJ«« , iKitra , Harahall*, Brinaley , Puri # Qriip , 
7 3 9 
vioates « l.<ovr and Mhikari have carried out an excensivo and 
critical study of tb® different aspects of ion exchange in clays 
10 
and related weteriala using electrowstrie Rsthods. Bradfield'a 
experimants fron 1922 to t925 murlced the beginning of electro'-
cbeodcal investigations on clays. It was shovm that acidic clays 
were analogous to ^-m^k aci<-s in solution, that they could b« tit-
rated with brjses to fairly well defined end m>int8 and that tbe 
change in pH and conductivity during the ccmrse of such titra-
tions could be interpreted in tbe term of a weak acid model* 
During the same years investigations on soil acidity in 
Oerrany took a different course, Acid soils on tr^ a^tmsnt with 
neutral salts were found to give both free acic? end soluble alurd-
niuRi salts in solution. Extensive investigation of this pbenotna-
non by Kappen led him to postulate that soil acidity attributable 
to ndeeral iratter was a e ngequence of tlv? presence of exchangeable 
aluRiiniuiTt, More recent investigations ' showed tbat acid soils 
were Al-i; a'/stewe, the ratio of l^lAi depending upon the irethO' of 
acid clay preparation and the factor of time. Of the four methods 
Of preparation of clay acids viz,, treatimnt with dilute acids. 
81 
<lialysls«9leetrodialysis and passage of clay suspension 
through columis of acidic cation exchange resins* the last 
Rsathoa in coiribinetion with acid method was found to give 
alnost pure hydrogen clays. Itiese clay acids gave titration 
curves .<risich showed caora strongly acid characteristics than 
t e clay acids obtained by other methods* the ion eaoshange 
»ethoc of preparing acid clays first advocated by stout was 
strongly advocated by Ooleimn* Ifee advantage of the method 
is that it avoi s ettacJc on the clay lattice. 
Ihe clays were found to show some iinportant divergen-
cies from their behaviour as weak acids. fhU3« when clay acids 
were titrated with strong bases, the titration curves were sel-
dK>si identical. Instead the lyotropic series Li-Ha>K was often 
aps>arent in the positions of the titration curves. There was 
also a lack o' correspondence between quantitative potentio-
Rietric and conductowatric data, the dissociation constants* 
calculated by the conventional RST^ SS action forinila* were seldor 
constant over a wide range of concentrations. Phe variation in 
degree of dissociation along titra.ion curves reflected two 
factors- the geoniotricnl dig'-.ribation of Ions in the diffuse 
double layer and the presence of sites having different bonding 
energies u >on the clsy surfjs 
•-ifith all those factors to be taken into consideration, 
it was not surprising that ti*s interpretation of titration 
curves should present difficulties, rhe suggestions that 
82 
certain electrochemical features might be useful In cberocter-
Ising tVie clay minerals of soils Is evident from the work of 
a^ikherjee and Mltra. They elong with the Miasouri 9roup reco-
raended electrocistric titrations as useful methods for character-
ising clay minerals, the neutralisation curves of these polyaclds 
17 18 
were nvsrked by Inflexions* 'fhlle some -^rkers ' found kaollnl-
te and llllte as dibasic and tribasic res>ectively#no such rela-
19 tionshlp was observed by Kiarshall and Krlnblll who could detect 
only single inflexions for ell the three groups of. irdnerals viz,, 
iix>ntR)Drlllonite*illlce and kaollnlte. 
'Rm '<*ork (tescribed In this chapter deals with the poten-
tiOBeiric and conductoiietric studies on the six typical soils from 
Mlgarh district, Besides the end points* the bee values of the 
clays have also been evaluated from the neutralisation curves. 
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£ X P S R I M S N r A L 
She soil samples vmtB obtained from different locali-
ties as dkiscribed earliar and then broken up in s inortar using 
a rubber covered pestle. Vtie gravel portion '^ as r'^ Boved by 
sieving tl^ rough 8,s,3. sieve nuitiber 7, t^ te organic natter was 
oxidized with a 23 voluros solution of hydrogen peroxide till 
no evolution of gas occurred, ^ny excess of oeroxide was deco-
nposed by gently warming the Mxture for a few minutes* the 
cooled loiscture was then covered with water and soil dispersed 
with sodiurr oxalate, the mixture was shaken vigorously by an 
electric 1 stirrer for a few hours, the thin suspension thus 
ob;-='lned was i>a8sed through a four layer sheet of '^ latwan filter 
paper ->l3ced in the bowl of Intemetion CSiemical centrifuge at 
a speed of 350 J r.p.iti, the residue left over in the bowl was 
again stirred vith distilled water mnd centrifuges eis above, 
the process was repeated three or four timsts to get sufficient 
clay suspension, 
the clay 'Usp«n«ilon was ti-jen treate<a «^ ith sodiutn chlorioe 
anc dilute hydrochloric acid till the concen-racion of the auper-
natent liquia was 2N with reso^ -ct to srdium chloride and 0,1K 
with res >ect to hydrochloric acid, Ihe mixture was shaken for 
h«lf an hour after which the 3upem;stent acid salt solution x/as 
reinovad from the clay by cJecantation, The clay was again treated 
84 
with the salt aolution,shaken for half an hour#«nd then fr«ea 
of supem«t«nt lliuld. It was then washed vlth distilled water 
till free fr m chloride ions and the suspension stored in pyrax 
glass bottles and used in the preparation of hydrogen clays when-
ever renuired. to obtain hydrogen clay the sodium clay suspen-
sion obtained as above was passed thrt^gh a coluim of B-Dowex-
SOW-xa cation exchange resin at a speed of 3 ec per itdnute till 
20 
the oh of t>H2 liquid becarae crmstant (vide Aldrich and Buchanan >• 
Freshly prepared sainsles of acid clays thus obtained were 
used for potentiomatric and conductoroatric studies. Ihe ticie 
interval between the preparation of acid clay and each titr^ -'tion 
was kept as miniraam and unlforie as possible to avoid the effects 
of alURinluni movensnts in hydrogen clays. Standard solution of 
NaCfti was used as titrant. to titrate tbe clay 8uspension*35 cc 
of 1 to 2% of the clay suspension was taken in a pyre^ beaker and 
tbe base added in 0.1 cc Increioents after every three lainutes* 
During these intervals the suspension was shaken by a n^gnetic 
stirrer. Ih© pa weasuressents were made with aacknwn f*H foeter 
loodel O with saturated calomel and glass electrode asser^ly. The 
time interval of three minutes after each addition was found to 
give sufficiently constant and equilibrium pB readings. All the 
titrations were cofipleted within three hours of the preparetlon 
of hydrogen clays. 
Siinilftr procedure was adopted for conductivity B»«sure-
ments. All the i«ieasureir«nts were fade at 30^±l^C with the help 




F I G . 6 -jaH TITRATIOM CuRVtS FOR THE TYPICAL AU6ARH Cl/K^S 
WITH NaoH 
8S 
'Sh® rmsviltm obtained for pH and cc^ductlvity rasasurs-
nsnts are racordad in tablaa XXV to XXX and rapraaantad in 
figures 6 and 7# curvaa t«2»3*4*5 and 6* A sutnrmry of tha 
results ftrrivs-^ at ano t^ .e bee values as obtained from the 
inflex^ion points on the titration curves for the above cleys 
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i*otentloi»»tric and cc^ductometrie t i t r a t l c m s 
of Alignrh s o i l ty^ I clay yrith NaCii, 
C o n c e n t r a t i o n o f hydrog«n 
Volume of s u s p e n s i c m 
3 t r « n g t h o£ UmOti 
VolusA o f 
KmCii i n c c 
3 . 3 3 
3 . 0 6 
0 . 1 4 
0 . 1 8 
3 . 2 4 
0 . 3 0 
3 . 3 6 
3 . 4 2 
3 . 4 3 
3 . 5 4 
0 . 6 0 
3 . 7 3 
3 . 3 3 
0 . 9 3 
1.00 





c l « y sus^>9n8ion • 
of a l k a l i , 
P« r 100 
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3 , 3 9 4 1 gin/35 c c 
3 5 . 3 
N 
9 . 6 
c c 
; CSoncHietance 









































l>ot«ntionetrlc and conductoiasitric t i t ra t ions 
of Aligarh s o i l typm 2 d a y with HaOB, 
Ooncentraticm of hydrogen clay sustMnsicm 
Volume of 8U8t>€!n8iof} 
0.2268 gin/35 cc 
35,0 cc 
S t r e n g t h o f Nacari 
Volume o f 
NaCSi i n c c 
0 , 0 0 
0 . 1 0 
0 . 2 0 
0 . 2 6 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 3 2 
0 . 3 8 
0 . 4 0 
0 . 4 4 
0 . 5 0 
0 . S 6 
0 . 6 0 
0 . 6 2 
0 . 7 0 
O.SO 






maq o f a l k a l i 
! por DO giB 
I c l a y 
0 , 0 0 
4 . 7 1 
9 . 4 2 
1 2 , 2 4 




2 0 . 7 2 
2 3 . 5 5 
2 6 . 3 7 
2 3 . 2 6 
2 9 . 2 0 
32 ,91 
37 .61 
4 2 . 3 9 
4 7 . 1 0 
5 1 . 5 5 
5 6 . 4 2 
6 1 . 2 3 
6 8 . 5 0 
9 , 
pH o f t h a 
fidxture 
3 . 4 0 
4 , 0 5 
4 . 9 0 
5 . 4 0 
5 . 7 0 
5 . 8 5 
6 . 6 5 
6 . 9 0 
7 , 4 0 
3 . 0 0 
3 . S 5 
9 . 0 0 
9 . 2 0 
9 . 5 5 
1 0 , 0 0 
1 0 . 2 0 
1 0 . 5 0 
1 0 . 6 0 






























£>ot«ntioiMtric mnd conductotiretrie t i t ra t ions 
of Alignrh s o i l ty!>« 3 clay v i th J^ aCl;. 
Concentration of hydrogen c lay sus >ensiaR •• 
Volums of 8U8f»en8ion 
s trength of HaOi 
Voluine of 
n&CAi in cc 
0 . 0 
3 . 1 
0 . 2 
0 . 3 
0 . 4 
0 . 5 
0 . 6 
3 . 7 
0 . 3 







2 . 0 
2 . 2 
B»q of »lk7<!li ; 
: p«r 100 
i c lay 
0 . 0 
2 . 9 
5 . 8 







































3 5 . 
3584 giR/35 cc 
0 
U 
9 , 6 
c c 
Conductance 





















^ t « n t i o n B t r l c and condiictoiretrlc t i t r s t l o n a 
of Allgarti s o i l typn 4 clay with NsOi. 
Concentration of bydro^n clay suspension • 0.3962 gin/35 ec 
Volui»e o£ suspension » 35.3 cc 
Strength of N«» 
Voluce of 
Nacit In cc 
0.0 
> . l 
0 . 2 
0.3 
3 . 4 
0 , 5 
9 . 6 
0 . 7 
o.a 
0 . 9 
1.0 






2 . 0 
2 . 2 
2 . 4 
2 . 6 
vmq of a lkal i 
; >er 10) gwi 
clay 
0 . 0 
2 . 6 
S . 3 



































































Pot«ntloBotrlc and conductorwtric t i traticms 
of Aligarh s o i l tyae 5 clay with KaOFU 
Concentration of hydrogen clay susoenalon 
Voluma of suspensicm 
strength of MaCfts 
» 0.3S05 gin/35 cc 
m 35.0 





























naq of a lkal i 
3er 103 gm 




















































































^ t s n t l o n a t r i c end conauctosnat^ric t i t r a t i o n s 
of Allgarb s o i l tyoe 6 clay wlfh HaCH. 
O:>ncentration of hydro^pm clay suspensicm 
Voluf» of suspension 
s t rength of HaOh 




i^aUi in cc 
0 . 0 
^ . 1 
0 . 2 
0.3 
) . 4 
0 . 5 
) . 6 
3 . 7 
3 . 3 




iQsq of a lkal i 
: p&r 100 
clay 
0 . 3 
4 . 4 











































P I S C t f S S l Q H 
the following points eimrgo froas the potentiomatric 
and conductoflwtrlc ntudles on acif^  cleys prepared from t^e six 
soil typ«e o£ Mlgarti district* 
th@ potentiomatric and conductOBiatric titrations of the 
cla/8 isolated from Aligarh soils are sho^^ in figures 6 and 7, 
the bee values as evaluated from the inflexion points on the 
titratic^ n curves are oresented in tiible XXKJ, In mo??t of the 
cases only one distinct break is realised, viz*, at 20«>, 27.S« 
30.0, 29,0, 35.9 and 23.0 mas resi>octively when soil types I, II, 
IIZ, IV, V and VI are titrated ootentiowetrically, Iliese breaks 
occur in the pH range 7,7 to 8,9. th'- cec values at which tliese 
breaks occur are in the neighbourhood of those obtained by other 
BWthors rnd reported elsewhera in this thesis. There are also 
•^ eak br aks in the titrati -n curves of soil types I, IZ, IV and V 
in the r* range 3,9 to 5,2 at 7.0, 7,5, 5.0 and 9.0 ires restxective-
ly. 
In th'3 c-^ nduc tome trie titrations there is an initial fall 
in the conductance of the acia clj*y suspension on addition of NaCH 
follcved by « rise. Here too the breaks in the titration curves 
at" 
at alwost^the sana bee values as in pti titrations t)"a9rel3Y confirm-
ing the results of >x>tentioiBetry. 
the cec values as obtain;d at the main breaks in the 
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nPif p^ 
ZnflexloDs and besa •xchang* capacity 
valiMs of the AXigarb clays as obtained with 
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{pti values at inflexion points are Indicsteri in parentheses> 
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titration curves ?»nd th© on at tl\& breaks point to th© existence 
17 
of lllit« es the dondnant Riineral in the clay samples* Signi-
ficant Bultlple Inflexions reported earlier for llllte fay some 
13 
workers could not be realised during the titrations but the 
shaLoe of the curves and the nature of the neln Inflexions obtain-
19 
ed agree with the work of Marshall and Krlnblll on llllte and 
with the iRoro recent vock where freshly prepared hydrogen clays 
with nsLnliml alunLnlum obtained after passing through coluims of 
acidic exchange resins have been titrated with Inorganic bases. 
fhe weak initial Inflexion at Ic/ bee values In the oonductoinet-
ric and potentlonstrlc results of soil types 1« IX, IV and V ney 
Indicate tl\e presence of another BdLneral such as chlorite or 
kaolinlte* It Is Interesting to note that this inflexion Is com-
pletely absent from the titration curves of soil types III and 
VI, 
insults on bac tune, an examination of the titration curves 
vide figures 6 and 7 gives an indication of the difference in the 
conpoaition o£ the saitples. ^us#llllte content seeina to iollcA 
the order V > III > IV > II > vi > I, 
the conductomstrle end ^otentloiaetrlc titrations although 
give reliable data of bee but they do not provide quite exact 
InforKiatlen about the nature of clay mineral present in the soil. 
In such studies,therefore,a Judicious contolnatlon of cheitdcal. 
X-ray, differential therinal, electronic mlcz^scoplcal and elec-
trometric siethods has to be undertaken and the results of each 
95 
study conflriBBd and «ubstantiat«d by tho«e of others, fh© 
results of X-ray and differential thermal analysis studies on 
the clay sanples is given in tl^ following chapters. 
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SOlI«S JtfID CLAYS Oi' ALIGA^gi DISTalCT, 
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SOILS Al^ D Ci:«AY3 OF Pd^lGAMi D I S T a i C T . 
Among tbe many piethoda of studying clay minerals,the 
X-ray itsethcd i?5 nov the most wid«ly used for tb«ir id«ntifi-
cation and is of i>sr«iw^ int ieoportance for studying their 
crystalline characteristics. tlM basic principle un<3erlying 
th© identlficartion of Biaterials by X-ray is that e«ch crysta-
lline substance has its o-^>m characteristic atomic structure 
which diffracts X-rays, the diffraction lasthoc is n<-n-destruc-
tive and re uir-s only simll amounts of inaterial. It can be 
used for the analysis of mixtures and offers ?x>tentialities for 
quantitative analysis* X-ray identification procedures were 
developea first for naterials in the form of fine powders*but 
data for single crystals*their lattice peraineters and space 
groups* have also been collected and tabulated in a form which 
permits identification of nseteriala in single-crystal fom. 
Clays being essenti-illy fine grained materials can be studied 
by »ray powder tedmiquos except in a fm^ special cases w^ iere 
icacro-crystalline material also exists. 
historically it is difficult to pin do>m exactly when 
X-rays were first utilized for clay-ndneral identification, but 
the loethod made great headway in the early 1930*s* ci ief ly as 
a result of the pioneer work of a nunber of invescigatcrs in the 
2 3 
united States, ^aulinj * sketched out th@ structural principles 
9a 
4 3 6 
of the layer silicates* lioee and Mmrv ' * dmmonatrBtod the 
important advantages which accrue froas applying X-ray methods 
7 3 to claysfOruner' initiated the f3etailed structure analysis 
of the better crystalline claya« and Hendricks followed with 
a long series of crystallographic studies. 1!h& detailed struc-
9 
ture analysis of nuscovite nica by JacHson and West was a 
nsajor achievesient at this time and confinned the general princi-
pl».8 developed by <-'auling. It would taka too long to trace in 
detail here thvj n^in lines of developsMint of x-ray clay-nlneral 
studies. It will suffice to note that follo'v'ing the Second ^orld 
i^ ar specialized ^ devoted to clay-ndneral studies were started in 
wany countries! in Belgium in 1947, in Qreat Britain in 1948« and 
subsaqiiently in France,3«#eden,<3ermany«ano the United States. X-ray 
studies have played a Biajor role in the large voluipe of clay-
Biineral research undertaken since 1945. 
Various sathods have been proposed for the X-ray identi-
flcati n of >^owder substances of wiiich the moat iiqoortant and the 
roost coitprehensive is the X-ray f^*der Obta File* published by the 
American Society for resting Materials. Ihis card file and its 
companion Index Volume are kept nn to date by continuous revision 
of old data and inclusion of new data. 
^hen an inciitont X-ray beatn strikes the crystal, it is 
diffracted by the atoms or ions of the crystal. Itie diffraction 
pattern produced is uni.:i:ue for a given crystal structure^, lliis 
diffraction pattern consist of the different orders of the basal 
spacing reflections together with general reflections of all orders 
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of hkl. since the a and b crystalline piano of th« most clay 
niin«rals ar© roore or l««s alike, the general reflection* are not 
HJUch different from each other except for intensities o£ the ref-
lections which depend on the nuaiber of atoms in tTie plane and 
different isomorphous substitutions* But the basal reflections 
differ and are the most inportant diagnostic feature for the iden-
tifier :ion of the minerals. Of course for a detailed structure 
study* the general reflections are also to be analysed. 
As the X-ray beam passes thrcnigh the sanple, it encounters 
imny randopily oriented crystalities. Among them there ara bound 
to be many that are oriented in such a way that a particular set 
of hkl t>lane will iraka the correct 0 angle for diffraction to occur. 
J!h6 individual reflections from hkl planes of the randomly oriented 
crystals form a cone of half opening angle 2 #• fhia cone inter-
sects the n«rroi>/ strip of film, producing isvo nearly circular arcs. 
Ihe distance S bet*^ 'feen ^ airs of arcs on the film is prcK>ortional 
to Qragg angle 9. Since 4 d is full opening angle of the diffrae-
s tion con©, S • a.49 or 0 » ~-. .... (1) where S is the measured 
4ii 
distance between a pair of arcs, 9 is in radians, ann R is the radi-
ISO 
us of the film. By nultiolying the right side of (I) by d^rees/ 
TT 
radians, the angle 0 is expressed in degrees, as tollo>4m, 9 M M^-^ 
degrees. Substituting for R a velue ecmal to ±22. • 
TT 
9 ' " ^ IT 4R laoj • 
In most cases i t i s convenient to %K>rk with a camera whose 
radius i s a multiple of ~r«»9«* 114.83 vm\» In t ds case Q m i. 
Ti 2 
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!.«•« the Bragg anl@ 0 can ba obtained directly by dividing tb« 
reading on the film by 2. j^owlng the value of 0, Hnkl can be 
calculated from Bragg*s equation as follows « 2 d sin ^  or 
X \^iereX"* wavelength of X-rays used. 
2 Sin 0 
& m angle of Incident and diffracted beams. 
d s interplanar spacing. 
i^ e d spacings is iP units are analysed with the help of 
X-ray data file wbich gives a clue to the iawntity of the Bdneral. 
Difficulties hav@ .been experienced in clay i&ineral identi-
fication by x-rays due to the structural sisdlarities between rtrany 
of the clsy ndnerals and in the fact that raany clay minerals show 
deviations from strict three diioentlonal regularity %^ iich fall out-
side the normal procedures of X-ray identifications. In such cases 
of the applicacion of X-rays to clay mineral identification* the 
effect of thermal treatment is somatimas very useful and this treat-
ment may often usefully be combined with X-ray analysis as an a^id 
in identification, such thermal effects hav@ been fully investiga-
ted b, a c e n - ^ n y l " and oth.r.H farther th. u « of organic oo,»-
plexes provide -m additional help in the X-ray examir:ation of clay 
minerals. Gl/c rol and ethylene gl/col treatmen s of clay minerals 
12 
hav^ i been tried for this purpose. iis an alternative to the use of 
organic conplexes, atmosphere of controlled humidity may be used 
while recording the X-ray diagram. Aldrich, Bellman and Jackson 
have recommended 92% relative humidity ana have described s detailed 
procedure for obtaining a suitable state of hydration of the clay. 
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Clay nirMirals exist for the nost part only in very finm 
particlea^and sons forms of po^ fder raathoda usually taxst b@ used 
to obtain the diffraction data. Because of certain inherent cha-
racteristics of the clay minerals > special camsras and techne^ues 
entirely adequate for other mnteriala have been found to be un-
satisfactory for clay isineral investigations* In the clay mine-
rels tl-iere are fe^«if any,reflections obtained from Bp»cin;i® less 
tl»an about I KX, and therefore with copper Kj^^ radiati<m# it is 
unnecessary to extend eit^ eE• the film or t^ ie ca»«ra to values of 
o o 
2 ^ greater than about 90 or 100 . the specinan,therefore«can be 
brought nearer the focus of the X-ray tube and the exposure tine 
shortended hy oedtting that part of the usual cylindrical camera 
corresponding to 90*5:2»<: 180°. 
ftm first--order basal reflections of the clay lainorals 
are frequently their most inportant r-.jflections. Such reflec-
tions may <s>rre8.>ond to spacinga as large as 20 to 3M3 A« and it 
is to obtein clear recordings of such low-angle reflections that 
special cameras and s;>ecii*l techniques hsve been devised. Furtiser, 
it WBY be necessary to study the exact shape or profile of such a 
reflection, and for this purpose camaras capable of recording spa-
clngs of the order of 50 A^are ra mired. * Cameras with dia-
meters of 9 to 20 cm are coiwionlv^  enployed in clay-ndneral work. 
16 Cano auis and Kac^an describe a simple adaptation of the single 
oL 17 
crystal rotation camera. Adaptations of circular po«^r cameras 
are usually destgtve^ with a trap for the primary x-ray beam which 
obscures the region of the film %/here reflections from the longer 
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clay »ln0r6l spacixigfl (Mscur. Aie subject of focusing caseras 
18 
and nonocbronators bes bean sunreyed by Srlndloy and by 
Jasnund. Wolff dcialgned a nodified form of (luinier focusing 
camera in which either tr«ro or four cameras are corrtoined in a 
21 
single unit. Brindley and Crooke designed a four-camera unit 
on >r nciplos similar to those enibodied in the serni-focusing 
flat specimen camera. 
i^ ost of the clay minerals occur in flake-sh'-^ ped units*and 
conse juently whon a po**der is packed, en aggregate orientation of 
the flakes develops readily, thus, cat« must be taken in the pre-
paration and notinting of clay samples in the camera* or enhanced 
basal reflections will be obtained from an aggregate arrangement. 
For some ty >e8 of work where basal reflections are particularly 
desirable*as in the study of mixed-layered structures* advantage 
may be taken of this tendency to develop oriented aggregates. 
22 
Bradley* Qrim* and Clark have described a method of forming 
well-oriented aggregates and using tlwm in X-ray diffraction 
studies. 
rh« investigations described in this chapter doal with the 
Jt-ray studies on the six soil ty^es of Aligarh district. Ifeta 
obtained on clays extracted from these soils in tneir sodium form 
is also included. 
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For thm oxanlnation o£ soils untkir X-rays* the rav soil 
sanoles wttr® drisd in t\m air taxd ground in m mortar vltb rubber 
covered pestl«, Ooars® and undesirable material was removed by 
sieving, For the ex«Bdni»tion of clays un?^r X-ray, the soils were 
disiMrsed and th& clays; separated in tbeir sodiuin form as described 
in chapter III, Ifl^e sodiaw cl?»y8 were then dried at llO*'c, ground 
and sieved through 200 wesh sieve befotw u»e in X-ray studies, 
Ittm soil and clay sairples vmre filled ui3 in the specimen 
holder ano the material closed with cellophane tape on elthT side 
of the holder, Ihe gp^ sciBen holder was carefully mounted*concen-
tric with the pin y^ sle of the camera, Noninus Quinier -madruole 
focusing camera with a built in adjustable bent quarts monochroma-
ter which could record d-values upto 28,0A® was utiliz«id for record-
ing ti»e X-ray diffraction pattern. It was loaded in the dark room 
with tht=^  re tuired film, 
l*ie exposure -^ma effected with Cu Kg(^  radiation of wavelength 
1,5405 A*^ . Ihe X-ray tube was opo rated at 32 X» and 8 mA, 25 hours 
were given as exposure time, the ex'>osed films were developed in 
the dark room in tl*^  usu«l Pfssnner, Vh& distance S was measured with 
the help of a fluorescence tube fitted on a glass bench, the value 
of d w 8 calculated from the relation 0 » »., and the d values cal-
culated using Bragg*s equation, Stm values of *d* 'nire further 
checked with direct scale measuremsnts, the results were analysed 
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with the iMtlp of X-ray Ponder Data File. 
the results are recorded in table* XXXZZ to XJQCVII and 
the X-ray patterns for soils ana clays in figures 8 and 9 res-
pectively, fhrn abbreviations used and the intensities estime-
ted aret 
VS (very strong), s (strong), i-S (medium strong), K (fl»diuin), 
if (^ a^k>, vv (very weak) and w*.* (very,very weak). 
Xllite,quartz, labradorite (felspar), chlorite and calcite 
are Indiccted 't>y t\\& letters I, Q, L, CI and C respectively. 
lOS 
Tffbj^t y?oq[; 
Iiattice spacing in A units and estimatsd 
Intensities of the lines in X-ray diffraction 
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lattice spacing in A units and ostimitftd 
intensities of the lines in X-ray diffraction 
pattams of Aligaxti soil type 2. 









4 . 2 6 
4 , 0 5 
3 .89 
3 . 7 6 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 0 




2 . 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 

















1 4 . 0 0 
1 0 . 0 0 
7 . 2 0 
5 . 0 0 
4 , 5 0 
4 . 2 6 
-
3 . 8 9 
-
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 3 5 
3 . 2 0 
3 . 0 0 
-
2 , 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 






























































2 . 3 9 
2 . 2 8 
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.o Lattica spacing in A unlta and oatimated 
intensities of the lines in X-ray difffractic^ i 
patterns of Aligarh soil type 3. 
flaw s o i l 
%kl 
Clay in Na-forw 
\kX 






1 0 . 0 0 
-
-
4 . 5 J 
4 . 2 6 
4 . 0 5 
3 . 3 9 
3 . 7 6 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 3 5 
3 . 2 0 
3 . 0 0 
2 . 3 4 
2 . 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 


















1 4 . 0 0 
1 0 . 0 0 
7 . 2 0 
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4 . 5 0 
4 . 2 6 
-
3 . 9 9 
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-
3 . 5 0 
3 . 3 5 
3 . 2 0 
3 . 0 0 
-
2 . 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 


















1 4 . 0 0 
1 0 , 0 0 
7 . 2 0 
5 . 0 0 
4 . 5 0 
4 . 2 6 
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3 . 8 9 
3 . 7 5 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 > 
3 . 3 5 
3 . 2 0 
3 . 0 0 
2 . 8 5 
2 . 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 



























L , I 
Cl 
I # j 
L 
C 
C l . I 




2 . 3 9 
2 . 2 8 
2 , 2 3 
2 . 1 2 
2 . 0 0 -
1 . 9 8 
1 . 8 2 
1 . 6 7 
1 . 6 6 
1 . 5 4 
1 . 5 0 
1 . 4 5 













2 . 3 9 
2 . 2 8 
2 . 23 
2 . 1 2 
2 . 0 0 -
1 . 9 3 
1 . 8 2 
1 . 6 7 
1 . 6 6 
1 . 5 3 -
1 . 5 4 
1 . 5 0 
1 . 4 5 













2 . 3 9 
2 . 2 8 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 1 2 -
2 . 1 4 
2 . 0 0 -
1 . 9 8 
1 . 3 2 
1 . 6 7 
1 . 6 6 
1 . 5 3 -
1 . 5 4 
1 . 5 0 
1 . 4 5 
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a. I 
c,L,a & c 
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I l l 
Ttbie apqcv 
Lattice spacing in<^unlts and estlnnted 
intensities of the lines in X-ray diffraction 
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2 . 2 8 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 1 2 




1 . 6 6 
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Tf b;^ y 3qp<y| 
L«ittl€» spacing in A units and estiB»t«d 
intensities of the lines in X-ray diffraction 
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2.45 2.45 V1«f o»z 
contd ..• 
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2 . 3 9 
2 . 2 8 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 1 2 
2 , 0 0 -
1 . 9 8 
1 . 8 2 
7 . 6 7 
1 . 6 6 
1 . 5 4 
1.513 
1 . 4 5 
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2 . 2 8 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 1 2 
2 . 0 0 -
1 . 9 8 
1 , 3 2 
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1 . 5 3 -
1 . 5 4 
1 . 5 0 
1 . 4 5 
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.o Lattice spacing in A units and est ineted 
i n t e n s i t i e s of th@ l ines in X-ray diffraetlcm 
I»attem8 o£ Aligar^ s o i l typ« 6* 
Haw S o i l 
%}a 
«•» 
1 3 , 0 0 
7 , 1 0 
mm 
4 . 5 J 
4 . 2 6 
4 . 0 5 
3 . 3 9 
3 . 7 6 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 3 5 
3 .20 
3 . 0 0 
3 . 3 4 
2 . 5 5 -
2 .60 
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7 . 2 0 
5 . 0 0 
4 . 5 0 
4 . 2 6 
-
3 . 8 9 
3 . 7 6 
3 . 6 5 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 3 5 
3 . 2 0 
3 . 0 0 
-
2 . 5 5 -
2 . 6 0 
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O I S C O S S I O N 
Hie r»ault« for the X-ray diffraction data for the aix 
typical soils and clays of Aligarh district ar« given in tables 
XXXZX to XXXVII and the X-ray photographs in figures 8 and 9 
respectively. No 'tuantitiitlve inatho<3a could be used for the 
estiination of different cl«»y Rdnerals in the soils and clays but 
approxipaate relative proportions could be deduced from the inten-
sity of the lines as rmrealed by vlsu^ l^ coBi»'?rlson. 
X-ray patterns confirm the presence of illlte as the 
dominant clay ndneral and of chlorite in SBisller qusntlties* Lines 
at 10«00« 4.50« 3*89 and 3*35 A^ indicate the existence of illite 
and at 14,00, 7.20, 3*50 and 2.34 Pp indlcnto chlorite, aecause 
of the presence of chlorite In very si^ll quantities in the soils* 
the 14 A® line for it coulo not be detected in the X-r^y patterns 
of soils* but it could be clearly observed in the clay fractions 
in which the chlorite content was high. The presence of chlorite 
was also confirmed by talcing X-ray patterns of clays heated to 
603°C for half an hour* as a result o6 ^ hich the intensity of 14 A** 
vas increased. 
rhe content of illite is higher in soil types I« III, V and 
VI aa indicated by weak (w) lines at 10.0 A^ than II and IV where 
this intensity is very very weak (ww). However* the line at 
4,50 A° for Illite shows that illite is richer in soil tyt>e8 
V 
Figure 8 x-ray po^^der ohotographs of t yp i ca l Aligarh s o i l s 
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III, IV, V and VI then In types I and II. the low contont of 
illlttt In type I Is confirmed by the bee value obtained in elee-
trometric studies. Idne at 14.00 A** for chlorite is very very 
weak (ww) in tl^ e ease of soil ty;>e 1 mm)- V an- reniKins only (<;l) 
in case of soil ty.'sea tl« III* IV and VI and can be recognised 
only wltb difficulty. ®U.« suggests that chlorite ccmtent is 
richer in soil types I and V th»n in II,III,IV and VI. 
Strong lines at 4.2$, 3.35 and t.32 A® indic-ftes the pre-
sence o£ quartz and 4.Q5, 3.75, 3.65 and 3.20 fp lines correspond 
to those for lebradorite. A greater quantity of quartz is present 
in soil types I, III and IV than in II, V and VI as indicated by 
intensity of line at 4,26 A^. 
Calcite is also present in these soils as revealed by 
lines at 3.00, 2,23 and 2.00 A** and wt»ich is confirmed by the CaO 
content of the clays as revealed by cAieitdcal analysis. Its con-
tent is greater in case of soil ty^s I, V and Vl^lndicated by 
the intensity of line at 3.0 A^ than in II, III and IV. 
iCaolinite.Mcmtiiiorillonite and verndcalite could not be 
detected «ith<^ r in the soils or their clay fractions and the lines 
at 14 h and 7 A persisted even after h^ a^t treatSAsnt. Ferrugi-
nous tninerals and som» asorohoas materials were also Indicated in 
all samples. 
Fron the above data it appears that all the soils are sin^ 
liar in their mineralogical malce txn though their prooortion may 
m^i^^^^^Mf'-T^'^. /f^w^,^s^^^^^^ .^^ j^w^3-i^^?^^f^4'^¥^'^'^^yrW3#'-^Ms^^'%^j-r'^'^ ^  ^^g^jlg^^^^^^ggjl^g^^g^^g 
'^"-^sm 
Figure 9 x-ray owder -ohotogr^^ >hs of ty^^ical /a igarb clays 
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vary and th«t« nay be I l t t l a Just i f icat ion in claasifjfing tbmm 
into dlf€«r«nt s o i l types. 
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CHA?TER V 
DiFrsaat^riAL mamj'iL M-IAJLYSIS SIVDXBS 
ON CI a TtPlCM. 301LS AND CLAys OF ALiaAi^ DISTHICT. 
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DIFggRgNYlAL msHMAL mAL-JSlS STODISS 
ON TtiE TYPICAL SOILS .^ P^ CLAYS OF ALKSABii PISTRlCr. 
!4hen « substance is subjected to themal treatinent*either 
a cheBdcal or a physical change stay occur Which generally nanifests 
itself as heat energy. Changes *^ hirh produce heat are called 'exo-
thermic'# while those which absorb heat are called 'endotherirdc*. 
flie principle of differential thermal analysis consists of in mea-
suring, by a suitable experimental set up« the tenperatures at .*hich 
thermal changes ta)ce place* their intensity and general character-
istics, &m tenperatures at which thermal chanjes take place,their 
intensity and general character are characteristic of a particular 
substance under study and hence differential thermal analysis pro-
vides a criteria for its identification, the thermal changes may 
be due to dehydration, transition from amorphous to crystalline 
form, or destruction of crystaline lattice,oxidation,decomposition, 
etc. 
Differential thermal analysis has been increasingly used 
for the past three decades and has reached the prominance of other 
techni iues such as X-ray diffraction, electron diffraction micro-
scopic analysis,etc., as a helpful research anc control tool, the 
technique h®s been extensivelv' applied to the study of clay minerals 
in which tha chemical coirpounds and crystal structure of several 
minerals are so similar that a chemical analysis,petrographic 
exaiB^ nation or x-ray diffraction vill not readily differentiate 
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tbenu Ihls techniqu® 1^« •l»o y^^n found very useful In other 
branches of loineralogy. Its ieportance is rapidly increasing 
because of developmanus In equipnient requirsmants and because of 
the potential value of the date with the growth of knOMrledge of 
crystal chemistry and theriwcynamica of non-matallics. 
Hie differential theriral analysis is based on the nethod 
of measureRMmt by vhich th*3 difference in teiic>erature between t\m 
sanple to be studied and the reference material or that of the 
furnace is (tetern^ ned by n^ans of a differential thennocouple, 
^^ hen tx^ exactly 8indlar«tberiBally inert imterials A and B 
are placed systematically in a furnace and the tepf>erature raised 
slowly* the tenperature of A after a particular interval of time 
is the same cm that of 3. But if B is replaced by another subs-
tance C vhich has different thermal characteristics but is other-
wise similar to A, a difference of teitf>erature will arise bet '©en 
A and c when the teRf>erature of the fum??nce is raised uniformly. 
Generally* this difference is small and v/ill attain almost a steady 
value if the rate of heating is uniforsu If the substance C is 
replaced by anothsrr substance D w ich undergoes a physical or 
chemical transformation at a particular tetisperature* then at the 
temperature of transformation of substance D, there is either a 
sudden adsorption or evolution of heat depending upon vhether the 
transfornation is endotherndc or exothermic and this will tempo-
rarily retard or accelerate the rate at w ich the temperature of 
the substance D increases. A difference in tenperature between 
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A and D rttsuXts during tb« tb^rnal transfonwitioR. Farther 
uniform increase in the taitperatura results in a snail constant 
difference in temperature betve«ri the tx#o sanpl^ is provided no 
other trans£orB«tion takes place* 
Differential thenml analysis consist in the interpret 
tation of the inflexions caused in the curves of type nantioned 
above. Ihe departure of the seme line resulting from the diff«-
erence in thermal ch;iraeteristics between the test soeciman and 
the inert on€t is known as 'drift*, the inflexions in curves 
caused due to theriml transforicmtions in the test sanples are 
kxkcy.m as 'pesKs*? wb@t>»er they appear as peaks or troughs. 
o 
she samolQs to be studied are placed in one of the hies 
A 
of the specimen holder. In the second hole of tiie holder is 
placed a material* usually calcined aluodnium oxide ( o<- Al.O^) 
Wf.ich does not exf>erience any thermal change in temperature 
range of study. 1^«ro sets of thernocouples are plated and conn-
ected as sho^ <m in figure 13. Into tbe third hole of the holder 
is embedded a tlientiocouple >?hich measures the temperatures of 
the hol^r. 
Hie lK>lder«with the specimen i3n<di the inert material is 
placed in a furnace* the terr^ e^ratur® of which is raised at a 
uniform rate. Vfm differential couple records sero emf if no 
thermal transfors^tion occurs in the sanple. During a thermal 
reaction the temperature of the sample t#ill be greater or less 
t an tVwt of the inert material,depending on whether the reac-
tion is sorothermic or endotherndc for an interval of tima until 
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the traiui£oriQatlan is over and the tttnpdraturo of the sanpla 
again attains the tenpereture of the furnace. Conse tuently 
for «n interval of tisse during thermal transformation an ©inf 
is 0et ur> in the differential tharioocouple circuit w^ .ich is 
recoroed as a function of time oc of the temperature of the 
furnace* Zn the theriaogras»« usually the differential tenpe-
rature (A t) and the teinperature of the furnace (T> are recor~ 
de<3 or plotted such th®t the endotharmal peaks are shoim down-
wards @nd exothertr<al peaks upwards with respect to th@ base 
line A r • 0. 
Differential thermal analysis has b^en np ^ lied more 
extensively to the study of clays than to «ny other material. 
All clays ere characterissed by an en«^ otheriT®l reaction between 
53^°- 700°c due to the loss of (CB) '#ater» by a high teitpera-
ture en<Jotheri&9l reaction due to the destruction of the lattice* 
and by a high temperature exothermal reaction resulting from the 
crystalis«tion of a new ^hase. Soma are also characterised by 
i^n initial low tenperature endotnerRal reaction due to loss of 
adsorbed -»^ 'ater. 
the studies described in this chapter deal with the 
diffenmtial thermal analysis; characteristics of the clays 
extracted from the siK typical soil types of Aligarh district. 
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g X P S R I M E H C A X i 
the apparatus used €or the differential tbemal analysis 
o£ clay sanples consisted of e fumaoef a specinan block* a 
s^ eciiTjen holder, a '>otdntiotnater« a ndllivoltroeter» a reflecting 
type galvenometer, resistances, thers»cou:)les and a prograame 
controller etc* A schematic diagram of the apparatus is presented 
in figure 10. 
fh& analysis v»s conducted on the clays which were sepa-
rated fr?>ir the six soil ty>«s of Migarh district as per the 
Rjetrori al eady described in chapter I of this thesis. Since clays 
are ^ t^ i^ ® sensitive to environroantsl conditions, it vas considered 
desirable to take clays saturated ^ith the saB» cation viz., scdi-
uiR* Further the sodium clays %#ere finely pa^ d^ered and then pressed 
through 300 mesh sieve to give a uniforn powder and to ensure good 
packing of the speciiren* fh@ sanr^ les were also dried in vacuum 
over a saturated solution of hgino^) ^fBJO to ensure the sans rela-
tive huiRi<^ lty in case of RII t^ je saRplesr as it h^s an icportent 
effect on the nature oC the lot^  peak system. 
Sefore taking the D. f.A, run, a prelininary study for 
the effect of i ^at in the experimental range was made on differ-
ent clay sanplea by heating the clays in a silica crucible. Ihose 
of the Aligarh clays t/r.ich exhibited a tendency to fuse into a 
hard mas© .^ware mixed with 20 J mash calcined aluraLna ( -Al«0,). 
'jfhe prep^ ''red sanple was tlien placed in one of the cavities of 
re/^P£/?/lr(/J?£ RECORD 

















th« specismv block, ttm second cavity v«« filled with cK-AljOj. 
the packing of the materials In the epednen block was ntsde 
uniform ono bard h^ m^mnB of a glass olunger* A differential 
thermocouple was then connected to the clay si:>eclinen and the 
Inert material. 
fhernwgrarfis were then r©cor<2ed by carrying out the dlff-
ecentiv^ sl thermal analysia sewl-autOKatlcally with Leeds ano Kor-
thru> proqr&mm controller /rich could control the tenperature 
rise at the rate of 13"c p^r minute. Itils Is supposed to be the 
best rate for clay mineral analysis* Ifce diff-jrentl??l tewpera-
ture A.r« was recorded by a sensitive galvanometer using chromel-
alumel thermocoaple. "Cha temperature T of the saiiple was recor-
ded by a pyrometer. 
Ilie results obtained were plotted on a ^ raph for various 
saitples and are given in curves 1« 2* 3« 4, 5 and 6 of figure 11, 
and the data In tables XXXVZXI to XLZZZ. 
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Yablg XXKVIII 
isiifferential thentml analysla of clays 
extracted frcm Allgarh s o i l type !• 
i>article s i z e (passed through) m 200 vmsh s ieve 
Inert R^terlel a << •> '^2^3 









































































































































































































Qifferefitial thermal analysis of clays 
Gxtr«ct«d from Aligarh soil t:y»e 2. 





















































































































































































































£^fferential tbarniil analysis of clays 
•xtracted front Aligarh s o i l type 3* 
Particle 8iz« ipassed throu^} m 200 mesb sieve 
Inert isaterial • <^  - ^2^3 
X^rmocouole « Chrotnol-alunsl 
9 
30 0 
•0 - 3 
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260 - 6 





















































































































































Tlb f^t m^ 
Ol£€«r«ntial tlwrmeil analysis of olays 





















































































































































































































XxLitmrmottiml th«nail analysis of clays 
extracted frcm Mlgarh s o i l type 5. 
A r t i c l e s i z e ( p a s s e d 
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- 2 3 
- ^ ^ 
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A l . o , 
m Chronwl-alttml 
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- 1 1 
- 1 2 
- 1 2 
- 1 2 
- 1 4 
- 1 7 
- 2 1 
- 2 5 
- 2 8 
- 3 2 
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Dlff«r«ntlAl tbennal analysis of elaya 




















































































































































































































fi I S C U 3 ;:i I O .1 
fh® d i f f e r e n t i a l therrtai analys is dlagracB of the s ix 
p r inc ipa l s o i l tytmB of Aligarb d i s t r i c t reproduced in f igure I t , 
Indlca ta th« t the clays have slciost s s l n d l s r mineralogies 1 
Ttmkie u?>, fhe i n i t i a l endo-thenfitc peaks a t lOO '^c in a l l cases 
are due to the removal of 8» ls tu re from the saitples. 
E^cothernlc peaica in the range 200-500 c Indicate the 
presence of organic anc ferniginous nsaterial which apr>ears t o 
be higher in s o i l types I , IV and VI than in types ZX, I I I and V, 
^ a r p endotheritdc oeatas in the reqfion 50a-550®C which are 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of i l l i t e or ii<c>ntronite are obtained in almost a l l 
cases . Skui r e s u l t s of cheiricsl analys is and X-rayfha^iever, rule 
out the ;»08aibility of tha presence of non t ron i t e . The endothor-
nlc -Jeek. expected for i l l i t e i s absent in case of s o i l type I . 
vbicL i s probably due to the 'jfiae 3xotl^ri«ic aea^ WBsJcing i t . 
s o i l type VI gives tine most in tense peak a t 550°c ',rhile ty>e IV 
the l e a s t i n t ense , shotting the maxiimm and ndniinuiQ aroounts of i l l i t e 
resisectively amongst these s o i l sanoles . fliis i s in agreewent 
with the ca lcula ted values of SB% and 37% as indicated by the 
chendeal ana lys is of so i l types VI ^nd IV resi>ectively. 
Sinall dents oT. varying i n t e n s i t i e s in the range of 
600-900°C sha^ the presence of c h l o r i t e * c a l c i t e and i l l i t e in e l l 
^ 
>f 
. i #tfl 
tf 
, , . • , < , 
,• -XJIJlXTXltltttL^ 
iiii 
a /CO 2ifo 300 .^oc soa eoo yoo SCO goo looo 






the soils* Soil typms Z and V sbohr the nvxiiaim e£fect pointing 
to a higher chlorite content, fm endotheredc effect between 
303-43D C, slinost in ell cases,indicates the presence of sesqu-
ioxioes* iHirtn«^ r aoil t'^ p^ea I# III and V indicate sra^ ll endo-
therirdc effects at 220-130° end 200*C respectively, pointing to 
the presence of other clay minerals in these sanples. 
JAie results are in agreeiaent with the X-ray and chemical 
analysis studies reported elsewhere in this thesis* 
H S F.a a S H C S 
1* Mackenzie, a.C. I^ e Differential Ibermal Investigation of 
Clays (itineralogical aociety,ix>ndon), 1957, 
QiAPfllH VI 
'^aACa SL^'-ia^g STA'-gUS OF TYPICAL 
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SOILS OF ALIOAaii DISTftlCr. 
Of the 8lxte«n elainents kncr^ m to be •ssentiel for plant 
and adcroorganisKi growth* Mwan «rtii rtrxuired in such snaall ruan* 
titles that they are called tnicronutrl«mts or trace elemants. 
S^^^am are iron, nanganese* zinc« copper* boron* molybdenun ana 
chlorine, Qtbor eleisents such as silicon* vanadlurr. and sodium 
aoj>ear to be helpful for the growth of certain species* Still 
others such as cobalt* iodine and flcwrine have baen aho'.m to 
be essential for animal growth, but apparently not wrjuired by 
the plants* 
Mcronutrients have becon® of aore ^ Ide-soread concern 
during tlie past fifteen years than was tl^ case earlier. One 
coRstion characteristic of all the ndcronutrients is that they 
are re uired in vary small aifounts. Also* they are all hsnwful 
when th« evsiiabl© *orrrs are present in the soil in large quan-
tities. I'olybdenuas* for exaitple* vmy be beneficial if added at 
rates as little as ^  to 1 ounce per acre, while 3 or 4 pounds 
of available malybcNinum per acre may be toxic to most plants. 
As Bdjht be expected* th« specific role of the various 
itdcrcmutrients in plant an" microbial growth process is not well 
understood. ' the meagre Information avail able* however* suggests 
that several trace elements are effective through certain enzym@ 
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systeniBa For exanple copper* iron and nolybdonuss are capable 
3 
of acting as "electron carrisra" in enasyim systene which bring 
about oxidation reduction reactions in plants. J^parently such 
reactions* essential to plant drnveloptmnt ana production* vill 
not taita place in the absence of these sdcronutrients. Zinc 
and pianganese also functi *n in enzyuB systems wr;ich are iwcessary 
for inportant reactions in plant wetabolisRi. 
iHolybdenuRi and itianganese have been found to be essential 
for certain nitrogen transformetions in microorganism as well as 
in plants. >iolybd©naB; is thought to be essential for the orocess 
of nitrogen fixation* both symbiotic and nonsynbiotic. It must 
be ^r sent in plants if nitrates are to be mstabolized into andno 
acids and pct>teins. In eaca case Bolybdenum apparently is an 
essential pert of the respective enzyme system w ids facilitates 
the nitxx>gen change, 
2;lnc is thought to be concamed in the fomv«itlon of some 
growth horraonas an, in the reproduction process of certain plants. 
Copper is involved in respiration and in the utilization of iron, 
4 
A boron deficiency decreases the rate of water absorption and 
of trenslocatifn of sugars in plants- and iron is essential for 
tha synthesis of proteins contained in the chloro^lasts, 
Parent msterials tend to influence* in a practical way* 
the ndcronutrient contents of soils* perhaps even move so than 
5 
that of nacronutrients, Deficiences of trace elements can 
frequently be related to Icfj contents of the ndcrcmutrients in 
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the parmnt roeJcs or transported parent aeterial. SiidLlarXy* 
toxic quantities ere coirroonl/ related to atanorraslly large smounts 
in .soil forndng rocks and minerals* 
M might be expected* the scent data available indicate 
that sources of the seven ndcronutrients vary warkedly frcm area 
to area, XLso* becausse ol" the extrairely snail ru< ntities of some 
of these eloprents "^ resent ir; soils anc in cocks, little is known 
eb< ut the specific compounds in which they are founi • All of the 
ndcronutrients have been found in varying 'quantities in igneous 
rocks* i^ io of Uiem, iron and insnganese. have pctjmLiMsnt structural 
positions in certain of the original silicate minerals* Other 
isay also occupy structural positions as minor repL^cements for 
the major constituents of silicate tidnerals. As ndneral decom-
position and soil formation occur* the mineral forms of the ndcro-
nutrients are changed* Just aa was the case of maccisnutrients. 
Oxides* »nd* in some cases* sulphids of elements such as iron* 
manganese and sine are fofjised. Secondary silicates*including the 
clay Bdnerels* nmf contain considerable uantitles of iron end 
manganese, i^m ndcronutrient cations that are released as weath-
ering occurs are subject to colloidal absoration Just as are the 
Ca or K ions, /anions suc'n as the borate and nolybaate jmy suffer 
8bsorr>tion or reection in soils sifcdlar to th?t of the phosphates. 
Chlorine* «fhirh is by fdr the most soluble of the group* is added 
to the soils in eon»i<5tor.>.ble quantities eacVj year through rain 
water. Its incidental addition in fertilizers and in other wayis? 
helps prevent the <toficiency of chlorine under field conditions. 
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Organic tmttet: i s an Imaortant »Bcondairy source of aowo 
of the t r ace oleirents* In uncul t ivated p r o f i l e s tiNcre i s a -atsOA 
g r e e t e r eoncentr t lon of n i c ronu t r l en t s in the surface soi l* laacb 
o i I t presumably in the organic f rac t ion . Althc^ugh the eleinenta 
thus held are not always read i ly ovei lable t o plants* t 'neir r e l e -
ase through decorfmJsiticn i s undoubtedly en irHportant f e r t i l i t y 
fac tor . 
6 l l c r o n u t r i e n t e are aos t apt to l imi t crop growth under 
the following condi t ionst (I) higV.ly leached acid sandy s o i l ; 
(2) muck s o i l s r (3> s o i l s very hi^h in piaf and (4) s o i l s vi^iich 
h?;ve iseon in tens ive ly cro?>i>ed and Vteavily fersilissed with m^c-
ronutrients only. 
I*ie loLcronutricint ccajtents of organic s o i l s are dependent 
u!3on the extent of the washing or leeching of these elemants in to 
the bog area as the deposi ts fonaed. Intensive croi^tilng of mack 
s o i l s alr^o accentuates t r a ce elenvmt d e f i d e n c e s . iSventually 
tne i«Lcro« as well as* BtBcrcmutrlents raist be suar>lied in the 
form of f e r t i l i z e r s i f good crop y ie lds are to be sa in tc ined . 
7 
Ihe soil pt, end calcium ccmtent have a marked influence 
on the availability of all the micronutrients except chlorine. 
Under very acid conditions* ntolybdenum is rendered unavailable* 
while at hiijh pi'- teiues all the cations are unfavourably affected. 
Overllning can bring ebc ut the deficiency of iron* ntenganese* 
zinc, cooper and even boron. Such contritions occur in nature 
in many of the calcareous soils. 
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Saoh of th«i four mlcronutrient cations {Tmt iti, Zn and 
Cu) are influenced in e characteristic way By their soil envi-
8 
ronnmit* Hcr^mver, certain soil factors tend to h^ v^e the seme 
g«aernl effects on the availability of all of them. 
AS tne pti is incre-ssec, tue ionic forms of the latcronu-
trient cations are exchanged to the hydroxides. All the hydro-
xiJes or the trace element cations are insoluble* SOIBS m>r& so 
than others. Ihe exact pH at '#hlch precipitation occurs varies 
from element to element and even becvnsen c^ xldat;! n stages of a 
given element. In any ca8e,hc?wever, tlm principle is/seme- at 
low '3i^  values the solubility of ndcrcmutrient cations is at a 
maximum and as the ;* is raised# their solubility and availabi-
lity to slants decrease. Aie dkisiraMlity of m^ i^intaining an 
intermediate soil vti is obvious. 
ihree of tl^ e trace element cations are found in soils in 
more than one valence state, rhese are iron, raanganoae and copper, 
'rtie lower--valence statss are encouraged by conditicns of lo*^  oxy-
gen supply and relatively Viigher moisture level, the changes 
from one valence state to another ars in most cases brought abr-ut 
by microorganisms and organic matter. In some cases t'e organi-
sms may obtain tbeir energy directly from the inorganic reactions. 
Ihe oxidized state of iron, manganese and copper are generally 
much less soluble at yi^i values corsnon in soils than are tbe 
reduced state. For examr>le, the hydroxide of trivalent ferric 
iron >recipitate8 at pit values nerr 3.3 w^ iile ferrous hydroxioe 
does not precipitate until a >^ti of 6 or higher is reached. 
H6 
IdRO induced chlorosis (iron dsficiancy) in fruit trees 
b«s been found to be encouraged by tbe presmice of tbe Mcerbo-
nata ions. Ihe chlorosis aoarently results from iron deficiency 
on soils vitl) higV> pB. In soioe way the bicarbonate ion inter-
feres 'ith iron isetabolisnw £lnc« iaanganese«and irem ions are 
founo 3s integral elemmts in certain silicate clays* ©stseclally 
of the 2 to 1 type. Depending «>n conditic>ns these ions inay be 
rel ased from the cl^ys or they may be fixed hf them. Since the 
cotal luantitles of iron ana manganese in a soil is sufficiently 
large« the fixation of these ele»»nts by clays is epparantly of 
little significance. 2dnc fixation is aomswhat more serious* 
hotirevar* since the total amount of this element in soils is usu-
ally quite stnall. 
Each of the four idcronutrient cations may be held in 
organic cos^nation. Jhilcroorganlsm also asr^ i^mllate them as they 
are apparently re quired for many nicrobial transformations, the 
organic coufxmnds in which these trace elements occur undoubtedly 
vary considerably, but they lnclu<3e proteins, amino acids and 
constituents of huBus and other acids such as citric and tarta-
ric, ^^ mong the most if«portant« are the so called organic com-
plexes which are a confoinati^ m of sastallic cati'^ ns and certain 
organic groups. These complexes may protect th« micronutrients 
from certain harmful reactions, such as precipitation of ir<m 
by phosphates ana vice versa. Cn the other hand, complex forma-
tion may reduce micronutrients evailability below that necessary 
for normal -5lant needs. 
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On soil« high in organic matter, complex forineticn by 
cop>«r is thought to b® responsible for th« deficiency of this 
el€)nint« Begular applications of oopper-contoinlng salts rmy 
be necessary for tlie normsl production of vegetables on these 
higb«-org®nic-containing soils* Zinc deficiencies h»ve also 
been attributed to reecticns with org^mic nstter, Advantage 
bes been t@iCj@n of the eoRplex-foriaing tendencies of manganese* 
cop!>Br»Kinc and especially iron in the devel<:K>insnt of synthetic 
corrc>ound8 called chMilates. fhese confKHinds can bo used to 
supply selected iidcronutricmts in fornis -vhich protect the ca-
tions froBi sor.» barK>fal inorganic reactions in soils and at the 
saine time the chelated nutrients can be utilised by gra^ /ing 
plants* 
fine ^>rork described in this chapter deals with the tr«ce 
eleiti^ nc status of typical soils of Aligarh district* 
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Po£ t r ace ®l«ir)@ntaX emmXysis, ft&ahly co l lec ted senpl .6 
oC- cbe typ ica l Aligerh s o i l s were used, £be follo-j-lng raethtHss 
iij«rs a.opted for the ©8tii«»tioTi of d i f fe ren t alsrrantst 
iK..cUs»« fi^diilC mi:> 'fOrAJL I'^in 
aeaqeotf» neu t r a l 1 H aranemiUR! acetate* 1 H amracmiuirs ece t s t e of 
aH 3« d l l BCl, 1,5Pi ortboohenanthroline solution* 10% hydroxy-
lamlne hydrochloride solut ion*standards of iron* 
^2fi!ftSSi££* ^ avoid oxidat ion, ferrous ircm was quickly e x t r a c -
te<i with neu t ra l 1 Vl arrronluiri ace ta te solut ion frow th© freshly 
du:; s o i l sannle* the @ntir»^ process being cottpleted within five 
irdnutes -yfith tVi«s help of a f i l t e r puRp* Total ir<Mi ^*as a l so 
s i r r l l a r ly sxtractee: '-fith I ii arrronlum ace ta te o;: -H-i 3 t o av-'^io 
undue cc;nfcact of tVi© acid e x t r s c t e n t wifch the so i l* 4 t o t a l of 
S'^O cc of the eKtractent was used per 25.0 grrs of the s o i l in 
each case for ex t rac t ing the element. 
She f i l t r a t e s 'jere freed of aittsoniuir. ace ta te by evoi>ora-
t ion Oft a hot ? lata end the iron taken in solut ion with 1 cc# 
I N HCl sno d i lu ted t c 50 cc with d i s t i l l e d water . 4 ce of the 
above 8oluti«"'n in each case was use<3 for the deterRdni-^ti'-m of 
"I s""* 
i ron eolori i t ie t r ical ly using orthoohenanthroiine as colour reagent. 
•P. standard curve '^ms f i r s t dra»>#n with the Vmlp of i ron 
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standards In the concentrat ion range of 0 t o 70 pom using 
Beuscli end IjonSa spectronic 20 for noting al:»orbance e t a 
-.wavelength 493 r. • Iron was tl^en t^termin^d in t^ie ex t r ac t s 
iTsy f i r s t re<lucing tba i ron with d i l KCl -*• a lO i^ so lu t ion of 
bydroacyiaitsine hydrochlorieie an<3 tlr^n adding I cc of orthopbe-
nantl iroline reagent for colour development* *^ «Aworl3ance of the 
so lu t ions was noted a t 49J isfi and the i ron ccmtent in ppta 
evaluated from the standard curve vide f igure 12* curve 1. Xhe 
r e s u l t s for exchange-:bie» f e r r i c ani t o t a l i ron are given in 
t^,bles KLiy «nd KLV, 
Reagents t Neutral i^rsnc i^iuin acetate* neu t ra l amr^ icmium ace ta te 
with Om2% hydroquinon®, sodiun? bismuthate* n i t r i c acid, 0,01 N 
m-nij., 0.01 n ferrous aianonium sulphate . 
Procedure i gjetraction of exchangeable anr^  reducible inenganese 
•-</a3 effected with neu t ra l normal attcnonium ace ta te 'Afith.'^ uf, and 
with 0,2'i4 hydro lUinone respec t ive ly . To 30 gram of the soil« 
400 cc Of ai^»niuRi ace ta te ma a.d<3ed. The suspension was shaken 
a t fre ment i n t e r v a l s for 6 hours and then f i l t e r e d on a Buchner 
funnel. 10 cc of the solut ion '«/as evaporated with imo^ t o dry-
ness on steaiD hot p l a t e t o destroy organic s e t t e r , hydro tuinone 
and excess of airrooniuK; aceca te . Ih® residue '-ms dissolved in 
d i s t i l l e d water and nrntM to volums. .this so lu t ion was u t i l i s e d 
for r.!«ngv?,ne»e deterndnacion. 
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to 50 cc of the above solution* 50 cc of dll.nitrlc 
acid plus 2 gm aoaium b i sautha te - ^ r e a<M9d anc th@ p r a c i p i -
t a t a forred f i l t e r e d thr'^ -^ U'^ )-- Qooch crucible* ''ttie 'Soocb ano 
the bea ter v^ aa c^>r«fully wes1-»®<3 with 50 cc of d i l HNO-, A 
25 cc so lu t ion of 0.01 m of ferroua atrsoniuirs sulphate '^aa 
tb®n addend to i t end tlK^ excesa of ferrous attatoniURi sulphate 
t i t r a t e a with ^»Ql i<i <^aBC% solutic^n. Pror.i th^ -^  VOIUCKS O£ 
ferrous suloha-.e U9@a, the luanti ty of Banganas© was ca lcu la -
ted . th& ra£3ul*xs for exchan9@Qbl@ and r e ^ c i b l e manganese 
are -aiven in t ab le s Ki'^I ««« Xi-VH. 
mmmmmmmmmmmimmmmKmmmmmimmt 
aeeaent^» a i j ea t ion mixture (100 cc of 60si f^Clo^ -t- 10 cc of 
cone. h^siC'^it cone. Bmxmint 1% scxiiuiR d ie thy l dii;hio-carbeir»"'-
'Z&0 25ji aKsRioniaifc ch lor ide , coi>|5er standards* 
Procedure» A 5 qrmtn ??oil saoi'sle -"'ras taken an^ ^ digested on a 
hot p l a t e with 15 cc of di<|«stion Mxture on an ortl'iot>hos->fso-
r i c acid bath t i l l th« s o i l iorviad a c l e a r v/hite residue f^.na 
almost a l l the i>erehlorie acid ba<:^  ev«por®ted off. the residue 
yj&3 dissolved in .;ater# f i l t e r e d , an« the VO1UK» of the f i l t r a t e 
jt£.6& t o 50 cc* 
So 15 cc of the above so lu t ion , 5 cc of 25% airtnonium 
chlor ide alus cone. 'iiriKonia were added t i l l the solut ion became 
neut ra l to licKsus ano then 3 drorss in excess •^ #ere a lso added 
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and the volume frade upto 27 cc* "ffne so lu t ion was eientrij[fu^ed 
J9t 20f}Q ror. for 5 minutas. 
10 cc of tbe abo'/e so lu t ion taken In a 25 cc |>yre^ 
f lask , itfaa t rea ted with 1 cc of sodium d ie thy l d i tb ioca r -
benat© aoluticm ana t^-m VOIUID® am^Q up t o the iT»irk» fti© 
colour atosorbanca of the soluticfl was then recorded with 
Busch snd Loch spectonic 20 a t a wavelength of 440 mf^m A 
»t®ndar<: curve /®s a l so a r » ^ in th@ concentra t i -n range 
) to 6v) p;5m of copper vide f igure 12, curve 5, th»» r e s u l t s 
of cooper evaluated froits t>i« standard curve in Aligarh ao i l s 
©re given in t ab l e XI.VZIZ. 
j*fgaEi|lS£* CUrcuMn-oxelie acid re«gent (0,04 giti of f ina l ly 
ground curcuRdn • 5 grair; of oxs l i c acid in 95% e thano l ) , 95% 
ethanol and boron s tandards . 
12 
^*roce^re« For tbe est imation of water soluble boron, « 
5J grsRi s o i l sairple wis boi led with 100 cc of <2istillec3 water 
in a f iask f i t t e d with a ref lox condenser* Hie susi>ensicn 
was centr ifugea a f t e r adding a fa*^ drops of 1 K CaCl- so lu t ion . 
5 cc of tVe asxjve solut ion '^ ras taken in a 100 cc bor«*5n 
free beaker, then 4 cc on curcurin oxal ic acid reag«flnt ^^ ms 
added and tnix-^C '-jell. P inei ly the solut ion was evaporated to 
dryness in an oven regulated a t 55i S^c. A coloured substance. 
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rosdcyanine, waa developed during the evaporation anrl drying. 
Hie beaKer containing tha dried r«isidue vas cooled to 
rooiT: tanoerature and tlie residue dissolved in 95% etbanol and 
filtered, the absorbance of tVie solution was reccr^^a with 
Buadi^  and l-ont) spectrcmic 23 at a wavelength of 540 mf\,m A 
boron standard curve was earlier prepared in the concentration 
range of 0 to 60 ppm of bor«m wide figure 12*curve 2* The 
results evaluated for water soluble boron are given in table 
MSi^SD^* ^'''* sodiuci citrate, >®rel'jloric acid, 2 14 l-dt 1 U HCl, 
2 ii 'ii®mi, 3>i ^'2*^ 2* ^ nitroso- 2 n?»t>h':bol reagent, c^ iloroforri and 
cobalt standards* 
i^ rocedure t A 5 graits soil san^le was digested v^ ith 5 cc of 60% 
perchloric acid ana 20 cc of i n i.cl near to '^ Kjillng goint for 
15 ndnutes and then filtered, Ihe residue <m the filter paaer 
Nfas carefully washed and the filtrate collected in a 50 cc 
voluiretric flask and diluted to the Bierk. 
10 cc of the above extract was treated with 10 cc of 
sodium citrate solution and the f*j adjusted to 3.5 with the help 
o£ 2 £^  i CI. ro tr« solution 10 cc of i% li^o, was added and 
colour developed with 2 cc oc I nitroso- 2 nephthol solution, 
fh© colour was then carefully extracted with 50 cc of chloro-
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fojntn. Hie chloroform l a y e r was 'fashed w i t h HCl and then t^/^ 
2 ti s^aOiim 
Sh9 chloroforiR phase was u t i l i s e o fo r t a i d n g absor-* 
banoe is^asaremsnt uainy dausch @nd i o i ^ 9i>ectr<n)ilc 20 a t a 
wavelength of 53J m ^ . A a tandard curve fo r c o b a l t was a l s o 
yr^mrmd i n t h e range of 0 t o 30 P^IE v i d e £±<pjir& 12,curve 3 . 
i%e r e s u l t s fo r tot^^l c o b a l t i n Al igarh s o i l s a r « given in 
t a b l e !<• 
Sg^.a[SB.ii.' Acetone i r a e g e n t grsEde) # 1% «C5C?I i n d i s t i l l e d wa te r , 
iiCl Ci^a. s p e c i f i c g r a v i t y 1 .8 ) , laolycidenum standar<2a. 
•?roc»'>H'iur@t A 2 grsr : s"-role of s o i l , grounded t o O&SB through 
6^ 1 Rssl. s ieve» '^^ -^-^ s t^Ren in a 35 cc p l a t i n u r . c r u c i b l e con ta in ing 
about 1 graR: of anii»'drous scxUufr. c a r b o n a t e , .'.six gra^i Piore of 
so;*tUR!. carbv^.-nata was nix- d v i t h t h e s o i l bf s t i r r i n ^ i wi th a 
gXtisa rod . fhe naLjtture was fused by g r a d u a l l y i n c r e a s i n g t h e 
r a t e o£ h e a t i n g t i l l tno whole of i t was li--,tii€ied. 
Ctie c r u c i b l e '^m& cooled ana tb® sodiiiTi c*:k:- cis^inte-gre-
t e d in lt)0 cc of w?te r c o n t a i n i n g 2% of e t h a n o l on a steam h o t 
o i a t e fo r a oe r iod of s e v e r a l hmars . Xh-^:* s o l u b l e so<5iurr inolyl>» 
d a t e was f i l t e r e d from iron* t i taniuitw cslcitiir<« ms'jnesiuRi e t c . * 
• ^ i c h reKieineci i n s o l u b l e . 
2*3 cc oi tlie above soluti '/^n wa* eva 'soratec t c d r y n e s s . 
1S4 
the residue UBS tnk&n u?> '-ritb 20 cc of 3 N HCl, wenosfi anc; 
centrifu-.|e<3, 
£o H cc of tJ^e ebov« sc lu t ion 3 cc of conoentrate<3 tiCl 
wss adcied and a colour develoiMd by adding 1.5 cc '^f 10^ iCSCM 
solu t ion + 8 cc of acetone. Ute solut ion in the fl»sk was kept 
on e '^ater bath »t 65*^ C for t'.d«> hours . A s l i g h t turbi- i i ty s^nlcb 
8P.?«®re6 wag centrifug®d bsfore csking the residing on Busch and 
Lornb B^ectccnic ?3 . rhe standard curve for mslybdenuiR recorf^etS 
in the range of ) to 5) onr. i s given in f igure 12, curve 4, rh© 
observat icns nnO r a s u l t s «V'5luated are r®cord«d in tab le LI. 
"in a l l th@ @stlinations reported in t b i a ehepter A. fi. 
grade checdcala w«ir« used, rouble distill«<3 water ves used for 
n>r®p?iration of a l l so lu t ions and d i l u t i o n s , the concit ions of 
each estifi-ation wsir& careful ly adjusted. Most of the est ima-
t ions were car r ied out in dup l i ca t e s . Sui table blenks •^ere run 
<»rher^ver necessary. 
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t ab l e XLIV 
Sstirration o* exchangej^bXe ferrous Iron in Aligarb 
s o i l s hv sr>ectro3btoretric tortho-i^enanthroline) isethod. 
concentrat ion of s o i l in the ©xtr-^ct 
Volume: o£ e x t r a c t uaed 
Volupe of hyaroxalaitdnQ hydrocbloride 
VoXuna of I.S^i ortboJ5'henanfcV>roltne 
4,3 gii/2 cc . 
2.0 cc , 
1.3 CC. 
s o i l tyi3® 
X 
XI 
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SmtiWBtion of mxdh&ngi9»hlm ferrous and ferr ic iron 
in /JLigarh s o i l s by mp^ctropUvstotrntric <ortlK>ph©ii«nt!icolinei 
<scma»ni&ration of tfm s o i l in ttm «Ktract 
VoJ.ue!@ o£ • x t r a c t us9d 
Volume of hydroxyianLiMi hydroe^'ioricla 
Volura of l.S'-v. ortl-oi?li*ia«s»taroliii« 
2*0 gm/4.0 c!c. 
4.0 oc . 
2m0 ce« 
t«0 cc» 
Soi l type 
waiv»la«g« 
l ing fron l^- m 
;«t«ii<Sava \lrotk i n 
Far r ic 


































E s t l i ^ t i o n of exchangeable nvsnganeee In Al igarh 
s o i l s t y sodium b i s B u t b a t e i ^ t h o d . 
Concen t ra t ion of s o i l s i n t h e e x t r a c t 
Volume of e x t r a c t used 
atren-ath of f e r r o u s amroniuir. s u l f a t e 
atjcengtli of fjotassiuff; ?>erm-n-ganat® 
Volaiiie of ferrous; auffoniuitt s u l p h a t e 
15.0 gi«/75 c c . 
75 .0 c c . 
0 .3 m 
0.0 IK 
25.0 cc 
s o i l t y p e 
•Vol.of iOtio^ 
Iadded i n c c . 
JVol.of F© s o ^ , 
!U8€K3 UO i n c c 
Exchangeable 

























i s d 
^ b l ^ W^U 
^tiia&tim of r e d u c i b l e nianganese i n Al igarh 
s o i l s "iyy sodium b i a m i t h a t e i tetbod. 
C o n c e n t r - t i o n of s o i l s i n tho e x t r a c t 
Volux«2 of ®3Ctract us«d 
S t r e n g t h of f e r r o u s ait3r<D»iuirt su lp l i s t e 
S t r eng th of pot-nssiiinj r.3Qrn»snganat© 
Volupse of f e r r o u s air^-onium sul;:->h3te 
3,0 gR</53 c c . 
5 0 . J c c , 
0,0 m 
•3»0 IH 
25,0 c c . 
a o i l tyr>« 
Vol.of Ki'nc^ 'Vol.of 1^ so^, 
added in ec . J(^*^)2^°4- ®^2''' 
!used uo in cc . 
Reducible 





















i a 3 . i 
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t^h\^ ^hvni 
lat i toatlon of t o t « l coK»«r in M.igarh s o i l s bsf 
Bp©ctrot>boton»tric (sodiuK d ie thy l difebiocarbamate) inetboa. 
Concentration of s o i l in the e x t r a c t 
Voluiasj of e x t r a c t used 
Volufie of 2:^  sodiun^ d ie thy l 
Qltniocarbt^sfsate 










c c . 






Absorbance {Copper read-! 
'ing from st™| 
'andard curve 
Total cop~ 




























£sti. nation of wat«r soluble boron in Allgarb 
soils by soectropbotowBtric (curcuwin-oxalie acid) laattnod. 
concentration of aoil in th@ extract 
Voluee of extract used 
Volume of curcumin oxalic acid re»^nt 






{Boron read- , 
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Edtlimatlon of total cobalt in Aligarb soils 
by aoectro^hotowetric ( l--nitroao- 2 neahthol ) uathod. 
Concentration of soil in the extract 
Volume of solution used 
colour extracted \fitb 




{Cobalt read~i Total co-
Absorbance \ir^ from st«-t bait in 





























Sstimation of total molybdenum in Aligarb soils 
by 8pectro??hotoii»tric (potaasium tbiocyanato) WBtliod, 
Ctoncentrstion of S'11 in tbe fusion soluti'n 
Volurre of solution used 
Volume of 1056 Ksa^ ' solution 
Voluire of acetona 
VoluRe of concentrated BCl 
1.0 qw/10 cc, 






! used Absorbance 
rot«l molybde-
















P I S c y J S i o n 
llie r e s u l t s obtained on the t race eleit^nt s t a tu s of 
tb© s i x s o i l tyr>«s of the d i s t r i c t as indicated in teblra LII 
reveal t b a t J -
IlMire i s a subs t an t i a l va r i a t ion in the t o t a l iron 
content of the s o i l s which v a r i e s from 7.50 pryjn t 23,00 povtu 
Of t l . is i ron , a c -nsicer«ble -^ert e x i s t s in f e r r i c or ^ r e c i -
s^itated s t a t e and hence i s unavailable for ^lant nu t r i t ion* 
fnis conditi '-n seaivi^ to be thm re-sult of the caleare-'sus and 
a l k a l i n e condit ions which e x i s t in most ci these s o i l s , fe 
A A A 
v a r i e s froia 2.03 pms to 4,37 ppm and Pe from 4,75 TJOTO t o 
25,00 po«u fh is range i s ind ica t ive of the fact t h a t tlie 
reducible iron content of the Aligarh s o i l s i s very lo-^ r and 
the re i s a necess i ty o£ a!>'>lication of t h i s i tdcronutrient . 
I h l s i s in accordance with the observatl '-ns on storm o lan t s 
which c l ea r l y exh ib i t iron deficiency. Ferrou- su lpha te , i r -n 
che la tes or fe r i c diitethyl dethioearbannate tmy be e f fec t ive ly 
employed in form of spray i»aterial# in jec t ions or otlter-^ise 
on e f f i c i e n t croos «nc3 t r e e s . 
Exchangeable, reducible and ac t ive Sortm of nsanganese 
have been fcHinvJ to vary from 43.9 p^m t o 227 p:»is, 146.S x>9m t o 
329.6 pm> and 190.4 p:»m to 556.6 pptti r e spec t ive ly . .^According 
16 to ^3^rR^n and Banner a t l e a s t 3 )»>» of exchangeable in 
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pr«Mmt In alkaline soils to be free fron;^  aefici«ncy t/hile 
17 
^^ Jch«rj«« has a«t a llirdt of 39,5 ?>s>in for available ranganes«. 
On tba basis o£ these studies* soils of ths district have no 
deficiency of trangenesa, ratlier it is %rBll above average end 
may be responsible for toxicity to son® crops liHm paddy In tl^ 
district end also for available Ircm cSteficiency in soils. 
'i^ ater soluble boron varies from 1.4 p>in to 6 ppm in 
18 
Aligarh soils. According to aeeves et al* 3.3S aam ia the divi-
ding line for water soluble borcm in case ot nonral end aeficlent 
19 
soils vMle aicbsrd et al# bave reported a concentration of 
belov 0.7 ppns as safe for sensitive plants, 0.7 to ID.fs patn as 
iBargin«tl and core than 1.5 p-^m as unsafe. On t^ «« basis of tbe 
above scale boron content of these soils Is on che hlgl^r .'sioe* 
wbich is <|Uite possible? as tie luain source of irrigation in the 
district are the tube wells and canals. Soma sensitive crops 
ar«#tli©refore, liable to injury by tlie borcm content of the soils. 
tti& main crops of the district viay '.<^ieat# jowar and barley which 
have- bet^ n classified as semi •tolerant to boron toxicity by Satonf 
however* should not be affected by the high boron content of the 
soils. 
Itie cobalt mnd cottar r^nge of the soils viar 8 ppm to 
37 ppra and 39. e ppm to 63 OOBJ respectively are well above the 
deficiency licits anC hence no ao^lications o£ cobalt or copt>er 
ere necessary for tsanaging the crops of the district. A limit 
of above 5 ppta of cobalt in soils has beon found co be satisfac-
tory for croo growth and aninsal nutriticoi iy Walsh et al,'* and 
a limit of 2 pfaiR to lO:) prm of copper ha® been reported by Bergsl^ 
in nonml soils. 
166 
Mrailability of roolybdenuTO to plants h&a been found 
to 6mp9nc on the soil reaction. HIUB -»mile even 2 ppm Riay 
be Indicative of deficiency in acidic soils* a value of 0*05 
ppm molybdenuir. content may be sufficient to nset the neec3s of 
plants in soils with a t^i value higher than 5«S. The Migarh 
soils are characterised by a total absence of molybdenum con-
tent, fience ^ irtain crops such as berseenv Riaize* cauliflower, 
citrus are bound to be benefited by the apalieation of issalyb-
denum as fertiliser* 
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CLAYS "nm oi^^mic BJ»SSS. 
Since 1916* *^)en Sliarpe & Eoagland ca r r i ed out pa 
t i t r a t i t>ns of na tu re l ly occurring s o i l s with Ca (a*) 2 solu-
t ions* the electrocbersical nature of clays VJ-JS engaged the 
a t t en t i on of s o i l cbendsts , Wtie Kis?^ouri groio ' ss well 
4 5 
as rAikJjerje* ^nd b i s coworicers * recoirraanded electroeretr ic 
t i t r a t i c n s as useful ir^tbods for charac te r i s ing clay miner.^ls* 
rh© neutrali. 'sacion curves of tVtese :>olyacids were F* riced by 
6 7 3 inf lexions td^ich indicated vm&k ac id ic c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . * 
Ihe isethod of t i t r a t i o n in nonar-ueous media was eKtended t o 
9 ID 
these s/starr® by Ganguly end co^ forkers and Singhal ?nd ^ alik 
with a vie%ir to obtain nrore well ^fined »nd sharoer inflexions 
at the enc point of titrations. 
Ihe interacticm bet-^ een the colloidal cley nciua and 
alXalies necessitatec tl-w* ^ oostulation of inobll® sno-- br.und 
hydrogen ions vhicl* constituted the electrical oouble layer, ^^ 
Adsorption data were interpreted on the basis of electrlcf»l 
12 double layer. Ihe inflesdons obtained during the titrati ns 
of clay acids were ex^ il^ ined on the concepts of crystalllnity 
and the layer lattice structure / ich r>08tulated the existence 
of exchange spots vith different bonding energies!^ Accord:n^ 
14 
to JacJwon, the alundnium ion b:?nds thr^nigh oxygen forired a 
v a r i e t y of functlonfa groups which provided the cation exchange 
169 
sit«8 o£ soil layer silicate clays* Ihese playod an ln«K>rtant 
role in detersdning the nature of clay acidity* 
Studies CO clays also revealed tbat the clay possessed 
a strong preference for SOR« organic cai:ions which vere often 
(lUantitatively adsorbed until all thet exchange positions "mce 
occuoied by the organic cetinn vi«., the aKlno groups* GrlR^ , 
-dlaway and Cuthbert Bhcrjf&d that sRiall ions were adsorbed by 
clays cwnly upto the cation exchange capacity, whereas larger 
ions were adsorbed in excess* sirdth, while studyins the 
adsorption of slksloids by claya frcm aqueous soluticMns noticed 
that the reaction bet^ reen bentonite and salts of organic beses 
was principally one of base exchange* where saturation was indi-
cated by flocculisticn* Ihe '<«NKight of alkaloid adsorbed epproe-
ched 8 definite liesLt anc this limit represented equivalent 
quantities of the various allcalolds* In line with the observa-
tions of Smith, it was noticed by us that alkaloid nicotine cau-
sed iwaadiate precipitation of hydrogen clays and the reacti^ n^ 
17 
culd be stoichioenstric* l^e vork of Spain and /hlte revealed 
that organic bases, such as tetraalkyl aDsncmium bases couia be 
used as tltrants for hydrogen aluminium bentonite* fhese ol^ ser-
vations coupled with tV»e basic nature of heterocyclic brtses such 
as nicotine, pyridine, isoquinoline, es well as t>ieir fav ura le 
solubility In water suggested t^ >e rjossibility of utilising these 
and similar other organic bases as useful tltrants for clays* 
Ih« present work with nicotine, pyridine anc> ctuinoline was uneer-
ta^^n with a view to exarrdnlng the possibility of using their- for 
i?a 
th« titration of days and t>!«r©toy dh&raetMriainq tlm letter 
on the basis of th© features of tba curves. 
& ^ ? k. H. I i'- •. H r A L 
tim st^ n^dard cleys obtained frc'tn localities as descri-
bed elsevrVsere in tbis tbesis vere broken U'> in a itortsr usln^ 
m rubber covered f>estle. Ili^  organic Batter .'as oxidizec ".^ritb 
"hydrogen perostioe anc the rdxture diluted with distilled -'eter 
end the clay dispersed wlt'n electrical stirring, llie suspen-
sion obtained was passed through sheets of '/hatiaan filter natxer 
fitted in the bowl of International CSieiKlcsl Centrifuge at a 
speed of 350J rjw»» to remove any coarse Katter, 
the clay suspension was tben treated --^ith soaiurr' chlo-
rite anc dil, hydrochloric acid till the corscentr tirn o€ the 
sU:'>ematent liqui^ i ^ •^as 2 N '*ith resrJect to sodium chloride '-snc; 
O.lN with resoect to hydrochloric acid* fh@ irJLxture was shaken 
for hslf an hour after which tlie auaematent acitS salt soluti'^ n 
was removed from tha clay by decantatlon. Tli© clriy wsss again 
treated with the salt solution, shaken for half »n hour, ana 
freed of supematent liquid* It was then washed ./ith cistilled 
weter till free fr.m chloride ions and the susi^ ension stored in 
pypsK glass battles for use in the Preparation of hydro:;en clays* 
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%ih«acvor required. So obtain hydrogen clay the sodium clay 
sU0;>ension was passed tbrougli » colut«n of H-Dowex-50^ '?-X3 
cation exchenye r«»in at «a speed of 3 cc per minute till the 
piB of the liquid becait® constant, (Viae Aldrich and Bucha-
18. 
nen ) 
Freshly prepared samples of acid clays thus obtained 
were quicJtly used for i>otentioB»tric ancS conductoretric studies. 
Xhe tip«j interval bets^ een tlie preparation o€ ecid clay ?»nd e-^ ch 
titration was kept es winiiwiri and uniform as possible to avoid 
the effects of aluioiniuiR eocvevnents in hydrogen clays* 
Standard solutions of sodium hydroxide#nicotine»pyri-
dine end quinoline were used a» titrants. 
nicotine was purified by distilling it at a teitKserature 
of 93 C and 4 nun pressure in sn inert atR»s"»here before preps-
ration of its standard solution. 
Binary mixtures of the clay ndnerals in l»l r«tif> by 
'.reight '!<fere obtained by iniKing the hydrogen cl^y suspensions 
of known concentration. The concentrations of the hydrogen 
clay suspensions r^ere determined Py drying 1> ec suspensions 
in an electrical oven regulated at 110 c. 
Ihe pH readings were recorded with Becianan pK neter, 
model C», with setureted calotoel »nd glass electro«ie asseitibly. 
Conductivity msasurensnts were carried out %^ it>i the help of 
Philip*s conductivity mater with dip type cell. IChe laaasure-
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msnts w«r« iraae a t 25- 1*^C i n « t h a r w o s t a t i c w s t e r bsith, 
to t i t r a t e tb© c l a y s -^ifh sodiuiR bydrox lde , n i c o t i n e , 
p y r i d i n e and q u i n o l i n e , 1> cc off about 1.5 t o 2% of t h e hydro-
gen c l a y 8a8:">ensicrt 'TOS taiten in -ayreK gl- .as t u b e s , Vo oach 
of t h e s e sartpless va ry ing aiw^unts of t h e b«s® (J,ic)3f^- KaCf;, 
O.^D37N n i c o t i n e , 0,063i< t>%»ri':'^ i.ne ana 0.0181? "fUinolir;«9) '-mro 
ao.ded -?nd t h e suspansi'-'-n » t i r r®d occas i ' ^o^ l ly f'>r t^-re*- b-';-»..irs 
before r e c o r d i n g oti anr? C'-^ntfuctanc©. 'Ph© s t i r r i n g tirr^/ and 
t h e t o t a l tiRW! for t i t r a t i o n s ^ms ker>t as uniform as ooss i ' ^ l e . 
Clays were furtb-'-?r t i t r a t e d t o examine t h e ef "ect o£ 
t i i t« wi th WaOh an^ p y r i d i n e where 25 t o 53 cc of tli© c l ay s u s -
o e n s i v-n was tsth&n in a •,>yre*j? be-^ ^Ae;:: snc tl'ie base edoed in snv?.ll 
i n c r e n e n t s a f t e r every t h r a a rrdnu':es. •>:>.tin^ t I s i n t e r v a l t\-e 
sus-'jonsi n 'f^.3 sbaiten by a i»-jnei:ic s t i r r e r . I^e t iw? i n t e r v a l 
of t i . r ee n lnuces witV; s t i r r . i r i ; j was f'^:un'. t o g ive f a i r l y c c n s t m t 
^tid • ' . ju i l ibr iup: mi r e a d i n g s and. no m-r^ ^^ wsd d i f f e r e n c e v/f^ s ^yit^er-
ved in t h e t i t r a t i a n curves "bts ned in cav^ .-: o€ ^^oint -^n:' c n -
t i n a o u s t i t r a t i o n s ! . 
Binary miKtures o^' c l a y s r ^ c e ®lso t i t rate-?" in en e-'"*c-
t l y s l F d l e r rann@r as t h e 'Jur© rl.--'yf-: -/tt ' ' ' t na .-•»'•)<:-!-•«§ r^enci'-ned 
b a s e s . Al l t he t i t r - t i f ns -•mr-:» ciTioleted ••fitl-in tjtree h-:njt:s ox 
t h e pr®p?.rauiv.n of hydrogen c l a y s . Phe cJatP c i t .^ ined "-r-x t i t r?s~ 
t i ' - n of hydrogen clen's v i t h q u i n o l i n e 7™s ^'oune --.o I'*? s ip- i la r 
t o th^'-t of 3"r ioin€ er-.'' h e n c e , f o r t'-.e s.--><«e' of b r e v i t y , i s n^'t 
r e o i r o e d her®. 
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•fh© cat ion ©xcViange caop-city values ot the c l -ys anci 
t h e i r binary mixtures \#er0 evaluated from tbe inflecti^m oolnts 
in t h e i r t i t r a t i o n curvfja, Pliesa values were further veri£-;©<5 
by a«nguli*8 iT»-.ho<5 in whiirb fcije hydrogen cl^^ys of knavn con-
cen t ra t ions snct tlusir afor«saic: inixtures %*«re ta.<en in di f ferent 
pyrex beakers and t r ea t ed witVs e-us l voluities of a saturated solu-
t ion of potaasiuiR ch lo r ide . fh& mi^turas wera Jcet>t overnight 
with occasi .nal shaking ana. then t i t r a t e d with standard sooiurts 
hyclroxiue solut ion usin«g ^Vjenolahthr--lein -;-5s i nd i ca t c r . 
'flftt-j result 's obtainad for ;•>:-. and conductivi ty rsvaasure-
Bentd with soc:iuR-. •hydroxide are recorc'ecJ in tab las 13.11 t o 
LVIIX, tvice f igures 13 and 14, curves 1# 2* 3, 4# 5 sno 6)0 
v i t h tjyricMne in table?? 1.1 K to hXIV (vide f igures 15 «nd !€>» 
curves ) , 2, 3, 4, 5 .-md e>,;^wltb n ico t ine in t ab les u^v t o 
i*K.c (vice flguries 17 ano 13, curves t , 2, 3, 4, 5 anc 6>. A 
suimnary of the r e s u l t s a r r ived a t and tlm cec values of tlie 
c lays md t e i r mixtures are given in tabbies liKxI to L^  i n . 
In t ab le LXXl are a l so given the bee values o*" t?-e clays and 
t^  a i r mixturas ea detertrdnen by tho s^l^XfA^ method. 
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Table hill 
Poten t ioBie t r ic and conductornetr ic t i t r a t i RS 
of montKsoriXlonite 'ifith sodium hydrojcide. 
Concen t ra t ion of c l ay in r>ot®ntioii»try 
Concen t ra t ion of c l a y in c nductonst^try 
Voluine of suspens ion used 
S t r e n g t h of NaCB 
0.4Q10 gin/53 cc . 
9.43^9 gm/SO c c . 
50.3 
_li 
5 7 ^ 
cc . 
— • i 
^imq of a l k a l i 











































f^ e--? c£ a l k a l i 














































S»otentioineitric end conauctomatric t i t r a t i e n a 
of l I l i t M with sodiuffi hydrc»cid«. 
( toncentr^t in of c lay in ootentiomstry 
Concentrstion of c lay in conrSuctorratry 
Volunie of axxap&nni'm used 
Strength of Hm<Jti 
0.5335 gin/53 
0.5460 gm/53 




9 . 6 8 
Hsq of a l k a l i 
per 100 gm. 
Nrr of a l k a l i ; Conductance 


















































































l^ ^Hy i^ v 
PotentloEietrlc and conductotnetric t i t r a t l cv i s 
of k a o l l n i t e with sodium hydroxide. 
Concentreti-n of clay in tK>t«ntioifjetry « 0.3156 qm/2% cc . 
Concentration of clay in con- uctort«3try • 0,7373 gnt/25 cc . 
Volutr« of su8pensic» ua^d « 25.3 cc . 
Strength of M«Uti «• ^ 
9.68 
F«q of alkali 
per lOO gffi. 
oH of t ' e 
mixture 
I ^ ^ of a l k a l i 
; per 100 gnu 
Ccmductanee 
X 10 Bdios. 
O.OQ 
1.40 
4 . 2 0 
4 . 9 0 
5 .60 
6 .30 
3 . 4 0 
9 . 8 0 
1 0 . 4 0 
19 .60 
? 7 , 0 0 
4 1 . 0 0 
5 5 . 0 0 
mm 
3 . 7 5 
4 . 0 0 
5 . 2 5 
6 . 4 0 
7 . 0 0 
3 . 1 5 
9.3i> 
9 . 8 0 
10 .30 
10 .60 
1 0 . 9 0 
11 .20 
1 1 . 3 0 
"" 
0 . 0 0 
3 . 2 4 
6 . 4 3 
9 . 0 7 
1 1 . 0 1 
1 2 . 3 1 
1 3 . 6 0 
1 4 . 9 0 
16 .20 
19 .44 
2 3 . 3 2 
2 5 . 9 2 
2 9 . 1 6 
3 2 . 4 0 
2 . 4 3 
2 . 4 3 
9 . 0 9 
1 5 . 8 7 
2 1 . 7 4 
2 5 . 9 7 
2 9 . 8 5 
3 3 . 3 3 
3 7 . 7 4 
4 7 . 6 2 
5 3 . 8 2 
6 8 . 9 7 
8 0 . 0 0 
9 0 . 9 1 
177 
TflMf ^ 1 
<*ot«ntioi»»trlc and conductomatric t i t r a t i o n s 
of montjnorillonite -i- i l l i t e (1*1) v i t h »odluK bydrcotlde. 
Concentration of cX«y 
Volutifi of suspension us«<S 
Strengtli of NaCS! 
m 0,542 gnv^O cc. 
» 50.0 c c . 
9.63 
VolUR<@ Of NaCfi 
i n c c 
0 . 0 
0 . 2 
0 . 3 
0 . 4 
0 . 6 






2 . 2 
2 . 4 
2 . 6 
2 . 3 
3 . 0 
3 . 2 
3 . 4 
3 . 6 
3 . 3 
4 . 0 
4 . 4 
5 . 0 
l%q of a l k a l i 
p e r 100 gw. 
c l a y 
0 . 0 
3 . 3 
5 . 7 
7 . 6 
1 1 . 4 
1 5 . 2 
1 9 . 0 
2 2 . a 
2 6 . 6 
3 0 . 4 
3 4 . 2 
4 1 . 3 
4 5 . 6 
4 9 . 4 
5 3 . 2 
5 7 . 0 
6 3 . 8 
6 4 . 6 
6 8 . 4 
7 2 . 2 
7 6 . 0 
8 3 . 0 
*^5.') 
TTi Of t h e 
mixture 
2 . 7 0 
2 . 7 0 
2 .77 
2 . 3 0 
2 . 8 5 
3 . 0 0 
3 . 1 0 
3 . 3 0 
3 . 5 5 
4 . 0 0 
4 . 7 5 
6 . 0 0 
7 . 2 7 
8 . 6 0 
9 . 5 0 
1 0 . 0 5 
10 .20 
1 0 . 4 5 
10 .60 
1 0 . 7 0 
1 0 . 7 5 
1 1 . 0 0 
1 1 . 5 0 
r • 
Conductance 
X l o ' i*»oa 




1 4 . 0 8 
1 2 . 3 2 
1 1 . 2 4 
1 0 , 0 0 
3 . 7 0 
7 . 4 1 
6 . 6 6 
6 .00 
7 . 6 9 
9 . 2 0 
12 .50 
17 .79 
2 5 . 0 0 
3 2 . 3 6 
4 1 . 6 7 
4 7 . 6 2 
57 .19 




i?otmnziojmtri:Z arrU cc«5dtoetoaa»trlc t i t r a t i o n 
of mcmtniorlllonlte • k a o l i n l t * (1*1) wltb scdium hydroxld*. 
Concentretion of clay In 8usp«nsicm 
Volume of 8Us!3ension 
s t rength of HaOH 




Volu»» of Ha<Mi *}-ia:f of a l k a l i 
In cc J per 133 9fn.cley 
Ccmdtictance 























































































Potontioimtric and conductoroetric titrations 
of llllte • kaollnite (HI) vlth sodium bydroxldo. 
Concentration of clay In sus^nslon 
Volume of suspension used 
Strength of NaOB 
0,3142 fjT/25 cc. 
23.3 cc. 
^W 
9 u 6o 
Voluine o£ HaOli 
i n c c 
|K« J of s l k a l l 
I p e r 130 gin. c l a y I 
pK of t>>e 
ndxture 
Conductance 



































































I^tttntioimtric ana oonductoiaotrle t l t ra t ic«a 
of iiiontinorlllonlt« with ijyridina. 
Concentration of clay 
VoluiQft o£ suspension 
Stren-^tb of >yrldin« 
0.2395 gtii/2S cc« 
25.0 cc 
a,5 gia/lOO cc . 
Volume of pyrid-

















iHoq of ;7yridine; 





















































l>otenti<M9etric and conauctcmietrlc t l tratlcms 
of i l l i t e with pyridiiui. 
Ccmcentretlon ox clay 
Volume of suspmslcm 
strength of pyridin© 
3*3025 9r/2S ce. 
25.0 ce. 
3.5 gn/lOO cc . 
Volune of pyr id-





















> ' ' '* 
\s-^eq of ?>yrldin«J 









































5 ; 10 
5.25 
Conductano0 






















1EB,I>I« M ^ 
^twntlonetr ic and conauctowitric t i t ra t ions 
of kaol ini t* with |»yridln«. 
Concentration of CXBY 
VoluRie cf susoenslon 
Strength of pyrlfiin* 
0,8793 gm/SO ec. 
3.50 giti/lOa cc. 
Volume of p y r i -
dine in e c 
0 , 0 
3 . 2 
3 . 4 
3 . 7 
3 , 9 
t . 2 
1.5 
1 .3 
2 . 2 
2 . 3 
3 . 6 
4 . 4 
6 . 3 
7 . 3 


















































i^tentiotwtrdUer and conductoitietric t i t r a t i o n s 
of wontworHlonlt* • i l i i t e ( I t l ) with pyr id ine . 
Concentraticifi of c ley 
Volume of avkapmimion 
Strength of pyrlcin« 
0,5388 qta/25 cc. 
25,0 cc , 
0.5 qm/100 cc . 
VolufOK of p y r i -
dine in ec 
0 . 0 
0 , 2 
0 . 4 
5 . 6 




2 . 0 
2 . 4 
2 . 3 
3 . 0 
i.gf7 
3 . 4 
3 . 6 
3 . 8 
4 . 0 
4 . 2 
4 . 5 
5 .0 
5 . 5 
6 . 0 
Heq of pyridine 
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Table LKII? 
^otent lometrlc and con«3uctOF«tric t i t r a t i o n s 
of o o n t B o r i l l o n i t e • k e o l i n i t a ( l i l ) with pYri'3in«« 
Concentraticm of c l a y 
VolURie of sus'^nsicm 
strength of pyridine 
«» 0.4630 gin/25 cc« 
« 25,0 c c . 
« 0 ,5 gia/lOO c c . 
Volume of pyri-
dine in c c . 
mq of pyridine J pki o£ the 
P9c 13) gRj.cl®y{ mixture 
Conductance 5 
X 10 rtJios. 
a.o 
3 . 2 
3 . 4 
3 . 6 




l . £ 
U 8 
2 . 3 
2 . 2 
2 . 4 
2 . 6 
2 . 6 
2 . 3 
3 . 2 
3 . 6 
4 . 3 
4 . 5 
5 . 0 
3 . 0 0 
2 . 7 4 
5 . 4 3 
8 . 2 2 
1 3 . 9 6 
13 .70 
1 6 . 4 4 
19 .18 
2 1 . 5 2 
2 4 . 6 6 
2 7 . 4 3 
3 3 , 1 4 
3 2 . 3 3 
3 2 . 3 3 
3 5 , 6 2 
3 3 . 3 6 
4 3 . 3 8 
4 9 , 3 2 
5 4 , a 3 
6 1 . 6 5 
6 o , 5'~/ 
2 . 9 5 
2 . 9 5 
3 . 3 3 
3 . 3 S 
3 .35 
3 . 1 0 
3 . 1 3 
3 . 1 2 
3 . 1 5 
3 . 3 3 
3 . 5 5 
4 , 3 3 
4 . 4 5 
4 . 4 5 
4 . 3 0 
4 . 9 5 
5 . 3 3 
5 • 40 
5 . 5 2 
5 . 6 5 






1 3 , 7 ) 
1 3 , 3 3 
12 .82 
1 2 , 3 5 
13 .75 
3 , 3 3 
5 , 4 3 
4 , 4 4 
4 , 4 4 
4 ,25 
4 . 2 5 
4 . 2 5 
4 . 2 5 
4 . 2 5 
4 .25 
4 . 2 5 
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y^ble LKIV 
^ t « n t l o i n e t r i c an'' conductoinetric titr^ticna 
of l l l i t d + kao l in ! t e ( l» t ) vit^is pyr id ine . 
Concentration of clay 
Voluitie o£ suspension 
Strength of pyridine 
• 0,80t2 gro/30 cc. 
- 3>,0 cc. 
» 0.50 gm/lD) cc . 
VolUffi@ o f 
d i n e i n < 
0 . 0 
3 . 3 





2 . 6 
3 . 5 
4 . 0 




J i^eq of pyri?2ine 
J per 133 gm. 
0 . 0 0 
2 . 3 4 
3 . 9 ) 
5 . 4 6 
9 . 3 6 
12 .48 
15 .60 
2 0 . 2 8 
27.3^5 
3 1 . 2 0 
3 9 . 0 0 
54 .^0 
, e l a y 
i:^ ; o f t b e 
mixture 
3 . 2 5 
3 . 4 8 
3 .69 
3 . 3 2 
4 . 5 1 
4 . 7 3 
4 . 9 3 
5 . 1 9 
5 . 3 0 
5 . 3 3 
5 . 3 9 
5 . 5 0 
Conductance 
X 10 irhoa. 
2 0 . 3 3 
1 3 . J 2 
15 .38 
1 2 . 2 0 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 t 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 1 
7 . 4 1 
1S6 
jE^ bjL? Lvy 
.^otentionwtric end conductoraetric t i t r a t i o n s 
of iRontmorillonlte with n i c o t i n « . 
Concentration of c l a y 
Volume of c lay sus^sension taKen 
in d i f f er«nt tuises 
s trength of n i c o t i n e 
0 .10 gm/lQ c c . 
10.0 c c . 
1.5372 gm/250 c c . 
Voluim of 




in c c . 
Pmq of n i c o -
t i n e per 100 
gtruclay 
f*i of the 
naixtore 
Conductance 
X 10 BtlOS. 
0 . 0 
0 . 4 
0 . 3 
1 .2 
1 .6 
2 . 0 
2 . 4 
2 . 3 
3 . 2 
6 . 0 
5 . 6 
5 . 2 
4 . 8 
4 . 4 
4 . 0 
3 . 6 
•J. / 






























i^otantiomitrlc and conductcnnetrlc t i t r a t i o n s 
of i l l i t a with nicot in«« 
Concentration of c l a y 
Volume of su8!>enslon takan in 
d i f f e r e n t tubes 
Strength of n i c o t i n e 
0.1564 gifi/10 c c . 
10,0 cc-
1.5072 gtr/2S) cc . 
Volurss of 
n i c o t i n e in 
c c . 
0 . 0 
0 . 1 
3 . 2 
0 . 3 
0 . 4 
0 . 5 
0 . 6 
3 . 7 
0 . 3 








2 . 3 
3 . 5 
3 .0 
4 . 3 
Volume of 
water a d ^ d 
in c c . 
4 . 0 
3 . 9 
3 . 8 
3 . 7 
3 . 6 
3 . 5 
3 . 4 
3 . 3 
3 . 2 
3 . 1 
3 . 3 
2 . 9 
2 . 3 
2 .7 
2 . 6 
2 . 4 
? .2 
2 . 3 
1.5 
1.3 
0 . 0 
:Kia-f of n i c o -







































































•<?otentloiMitric and conelactometric t i trat ions 
of kaol lnite witb nleotina. 
Concttntration of clay 
VoluBtt of clay suspenal-^n taicen 
in different tubea 
Strength of nicotine 
0.1123 qts/tO cc , 
10.a cc. 
1,5072 <3»/253 cc. 
Volume of 

















VolURl® o f 
water added 
! i n c c . 
2.00 




































































TflyJ^ f ucvm 
i^tentiomitrlc and c»i»ductc»netric tltratioraa 
of sKmtmorillonlte + l l l l t ® (1«1) with nicot ine. 
Conci^tration of clay 
Volume of susodnsion taken In 
different tubes 
Strength of nicotine 
0.0984 gr/ia cc. 
10.0 cc. 
1.5372 gR/250 cc. 
Volume of 
n i c o t i n e in 
c c . 
3 , 0 
0 . 1 
0 . 2 
3 . 3 
0 . 4 
0 . 5 
0 . 6 





2 . 1 
2 . 3 
2 . 6 
Volume Of 
:w«ter adaed 
in c c . 
S.O 
4 . 9 
4 . 3 
4 , 7 
4 . 6 
4 . 5 
4 . 4 
4 . 2 
4 , 0 
3 . 3 
3 . 5 
3 . 2 
2 , 9 
2 , 7 
2 , 4 
:mci Of nico-j 
;t ine p®r 100* 




















































PottOittotrnttic and conductoinetric t i t ra t ions 
of loontnorillonite * Icaolinlta (111) with nicot ine. 
Concentrati^:}n o£ clay 
Volume of clay sus'sension taken 
in dif£«r9nt tubas 
Strength of nicotina 
0,095 gta/lO cc , 
10.0 cc . 
1.5^72 g»i/25'^ cc . 
Volutne o f 
n i c o t i n e i n 
c c . 
0 , 0 0 
3 . 1 0 
0 . 1 5 
3 . 2 0 
0 . 3 0 
0 . 4 0 
3 . 5 0 
0 . 6 0 
3 , 7 0 
0 . 8 0 
3 , 9 0 
1 .03 





Voluine o f ! 
Iwater added 
! i n c c . 
2 . 5 0 
2 . 4 0 
2 . 3 5 
2 . 3 0 
2 .20 
2 . 1 0 








3 . 9 0 
0 . 7 0 
3 . 0 0 
>secf o f n i e o - ; 
t i n e per 100 
gm. c l a y 
0 . 0 0 
3 . 9 1 
S.90 
7 . 8 2 
1 1 . 7 3 
1 5 . 6 4 
1 9 . 5 5 
2 3 . 4 6 
2 7 . 3 7 
3 1 . 2 3 
3 5 . 1 9 
3 9 , 1 0 
4 7 , 0 2 
5 4 . 7 1 
6 2 . 5 6 
7 0 . 3 8 
9 7 . 7 5 
pii o f trie ' 
mix ture 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 5 0 
3 . 4 5 
3 . 6 0 
3 , 8 0 
4 . 3 7 
4 . 3 5 
5 . 4 0 
5 . 3 5 
6 . 2 0 
6 .70 
3 . 0 ) 
8 . 2 5 
8 . 4 5 




; X lO BtlOS. 
1 0 . 5 3 0 
9 . 5 4 0 
13 .030 









5 . 0 3 3 
5 .260 
6.06;) 




i^t«ntioiiatric and c^jnductometric t i t ra t ions 
of i l l i t « and kaol inite ( I t l ) %?ith nicot ine. 
Coneentraticn of clay 
Volune o£ clay 8US!9«nsion talcon 
In clif£«rant tubes 
strength of nicotine 
0,0968 gi^l^ cc« 
10,0 cc . 








































jNeK| of nico-i 























































^ E s u ju f 3 A 1^  i> o I s c u s 5 1 0 n 
fto su i t ab ly c^haraeteriso the clay 8Si^los# Ina iv iaaa l 
c lay mtnerals an<S t h e i r binary ndxtunfta %mr% f i r s t t i t r a t e d 
with aodiiim hydroxide. rh« r<as\ilts obtainad -sr® given in 
t a b l e hXXl »nd th© t i t r a t i o n curves obtained are Bhtr.m in f i g -
u res 13 and 14, the sh.?.p@ of the curves and tbe nature of 
in f lex ions obtained agree with th@ fork of l ^ r s h a l l and i^rinbill"^ 
end with the wore recent work whore hydrogen clays j^lth iRinimal 
^>laminiain obtained a f te r !>dssing through coluiwns of ac idic exch-
ange res ins have kmmn t i t r a t e d with inorganic bases . No it«uiti~ 
pl© inf lexions have been noticed in e i t h e r the t i t r a t l : n of 
Ineilvicrual acid clays or t h e i r binary l l i l ) Riixtur«s '•^ •'•ith Kaa,;, 
liaving character ised t^se clay acids v i t h Us.iM, t i t r a -
t ions were then undertaken with ijyridine. 'fith i t s not i reeble 
bas ic pro|>erties# the intoractic^n "b&timen pyridine an*^  the hyd-






si i?dlar ly . the stroj^g ^»8ic dh^^^racter of n ico t ine shcuid le«d 
• i i i 
'TMwmumw-
\ 
„ _p __ 0 ' 
1.0 MONTMORILUOH^T E 
3.n K^OHH>TE 
4.+ M0NTMORlLi.ONVTt-».lLUTE 
5. • MONTMORltV.Ot«J»TE-»-KAOUH*TE 
6 AI\.V-VTt-V VsAoLVHVTt 
lo 2.0 3Q 4 o 5o 60 70 SO "I 1 —I 1 1 < ^ ^0 too >*o '"i-o 130 l4o »5o 
F l G . t 3 \>H T ITRATION CORVES FOR THE CtAVS & THEIR ntXTORES 
W I T H NaoH-
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TiHy ^qq 
Inflexions and base oxdiiangd capacity values of the tnonorrlne-
r a l i c d a y s and the ir f ixtures as obtained with potentiomstric 
and ccnductofloetric t i t ra t i cns of the clays with sodium hyorojcit^, 
(also laec with iCCl-KiQH method) • 
idLneral 
Bee values in me/lOO gm with 
^tentioTOGtry J Oonductometry 
only on« inflex 
-ion is obtain-
ed ?it. 
Only one inflex 
-ion is obtain-
ed at* 
Sec values in 
me/13 J gm« 
clay by KCl-
filontEaorillo-
n i t e 
X l l i t e 
Kaolinite 
i>3ontmorill(mi~ 
te -f X l l i t e 
Cl«l) 
»^ontmorilloni-
t e + Kaolini-
te U t t ) 
I l l i t e •*- icao-
l i n i t e (111) 
65.0 U.7) 
pKj m 3.05 
21.5 (6.3) 
p*Cj « 3.50 
5.0 (6.5) 
















(ihe r*i values at the inflexion points of t\-m clays are 




I .© HONTMOfliLLONirE 
2«0lLLtTC 
»o 
NdoH C '^^^ /too qm* cla^ ) 
THt<R r ^ » T U ! ^ i S WITH NaoH 
-iTiiiTiimirriTiNiiiiiiiiitiririmimfflfflnfflffiTiiinntiiii^^ 
»l 
to th« fomastlCHn of a salt like product such as 
-f 
Clay 
Consid«ring[ the caso of nicotine the formula for the addition 
coespound a ):9e«rs to be ^uite li)cely na th» aliphatic nitr^en 
of the pyrrole rin^ with its lone electron pair and its lesser 
in%'ard mill "itlll ^3 nsore basic and the clay vill have a greater 
tendency to be linked to this nitrogen. 
During the addlticm o£ ^ rridine or nicotine to the hyd-
rogen clays it is noticed that tha conductance of the clay sus-
oension decreases due to tl.e lesser mobility of the pyridinui« 
or nicotinluw ion» and the :^i Incra ses in a characteristic 
liianner on addition of the organic b«»©, IMs a!>>©srs tf' ^ae due 
to the loss o£ h ions as the pyridinluic or nicotiniuir s^lt is 
formed which is possibly much less ionized thj»n tl?© acid clay. 
;hen all the hydrogen clay has h^m removed* tJ-e values for TI 
an<3 conductance become siare or lees cxmsts-nt due ro the n^ n^-polar 
character of the pyridine or nicotine molecule. 
Ihe curves obtained during th® conductoiastric and 









5-« MOHTMORILLOMITE VK-tOt^MITE 
6-4 I L U T C -V KAOHNITE 
2 1 - ~T 1 1 1 " I r t ' • ' 1 1 1 1 r r — 
to l o 30 40 So (So 10 80 90 t«^ HO tZo 
PYRlDiNt C ^ € / l o o ^Tv^.cU^) 
F to t l ^ H T I T R A T I O N CURVES f O R TH£ CLAVS & THEIR M11TURE& 
WITH PYRIDINE 
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their binary irdxtunsa with pyriaina are sho%m in figures 15 
and 16 and the results presented in table l.x:^ IZ* h conpari-
8on of tlM^ se curves with those obtained in the case of «o«ium 
hydroxide indicate thst titrations ^ i^th pyridine and f|Uinoline 
give Biore well defined curves and the effect is tmch more n)er<> 
ked in cdnauctonetry. only one inflexion is realised in the 
caso of mil tV>e three tyPe of clays* both in potentiometry ea 
well as c-":irsc;uctori©fcry Vis., at &3 ina, in the case of laontifiori-
lionite« l-yec'^m&n 21.5 anc 23 im» in the case of illite anc at 
5 me. in kaolinit^. HhQ breake occur in the »ii ran^ 3.5 to 
4.5 wh«n the titrations are done with pyridine an<! in the >i5 
range 6.5 to 7,5 /^hen the KaC%i is ueed as titrant. She bee 
values at '.«rV,ich th® bra»>cs occur with KaCSi and pyridine in c-;se 
of tt»e different clay irdnerals sn« their edxturea are nearly 
e Tuel to each other an^'^  also in the neighbourhcotj of bee deter-
Kdned by the KCl-ia*: raathod (vide tables I.XXI and LXXII). 
Also a comsarision of the con^  uctowetric titr«ti<>n c^ irves 
obtained by titr-^ tionai witJs sodiuK hydroxide end nicotine indi-
cate t:"?^t titrations with nieotina yield ntore well defined curves. 
Only one inflexion is obtained in the case of the clay mineral 
montnorillonite* (figure 18 curve 1) at ^ ire. on the other hand 
illite gives three breaks at 16 «»,, 31 ma. i*nd 47 BW, (figure 19, 
curve 2) indicating taocm or less a tribasic character in trie -•^ci.-l 
clay am kaolinite gives one break at 4 ire. (figure 13 curve 3) 
indicating a monobasic nature. 










1 © MOHTMOf)/CL0 NITE 
3 a iKAoLjr/tr£ 
4 + /^ONTMONlLONfre -t tLUT£ 
5 9 MONTMONUOfVlT£-i^KAOUN/rB 
6 A /LWrc ^ KMot./f^fr£^ 
^ 
O too 20O 300 -^OO 500 60O 7C0 SOO 90O HO t/O 
r\tammuxiiaxsmmx ^;L-^,.l;^"^.U^^£tLU.ux^«:4ilUj.^*iU, :l;t^r^^^t-i,•tn!:,m^!^^l-;•-^ii;^!i•iiti-;l:i;i1•1i^i n?;.n-ti 
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yii^lf if^ cffji 
Xn€l«3Cio«i£ an^ bestt •xchange capacity valties o£ the laonoBilne-
r a l i e c leys ena their mlxturas as obtained -^^ ith !>otQntionietric 
and cc^ductornetric titr«ti<ms of the clays with pyridine. 
Mineral 
Bee values in H » / 1 0 0 qm cl®y vith 
PotwstioRMBtry 
Only cme Inflexion 
is obtained at 
Conductometry 
Only one inflexicsn 
is obtained at 




2111te ( I t l ) 
Montnorillonite •«• 
Kaolinite (Iti) 
Zllite •!> Kaolinite 
(Iti) 
60.0 (4.50) 
OK. m 2.30 
21.5 (3.50) 
pX. » 2.6S 
5.0 (4.15) 










(the -^JH values et the inflexion ooints of the clays are 
indicated in peirentheses) 
"^ 
_- .—-"-^ 








So C?o Vo So 3 o too t/o /20 '3o ^"fo /«& 2o So AC 
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don« potttntionBtrlenlly* thus confindng the c«9ult0 of con-> 
duetomitry (figure 17« curves 1* 2 and 3)« Zn this ease the 
break for nontnorillonite with nicotine is obtained at a aw 
value 5.S5« for illite at m ralues 5.50« 8.10 ana 8.40 and 
for kaoiinite at W value S.3S# while in the eas* of titra-
tions with HaOti the breaics oeoar in the pR xiwnige <&«5 to 7«0« 
Ifhe bee vstlues at wbieb the breaks occur with NaCB end nico-
tine in case of the different clay minerals and their nixtures 
are nearly equal to eacb other and also in the neighbourhood 
of bee aeterndned by XCl-K£»i method (vide tables UCXZ and LKKIID 
ihese obsarvations point to the fact ^lat adaorpticoi 
of organic bases like i^ridine or nicotine by the clay sdnerals 
is in quantities almost equivalent to thst of aodiuin. Zn the 
concentrti^n range studied by U8# stoichionatric titrations of 
hydrogen clays with pyridine or niootiiM are tlierefore possible* 
the end points of titrations indicating eoaolete exchangetequi-
valent to the exchange cap city of the day* 
taking the case of pyridine the titrations reveal th t 
multiple inflexi{-«s# reportuid by some earlier are net 
realised in the case of illite and kaoiinite whim their freshly 
prepared ion exchanged pure H«-clays ccmtainlng negligible amou-
nts of Al-clays are titrated with pyridine, this bahaviur can 
find an explanation in the fact that during the interaction of 
pyridiiM with Ii-clays« only tl^ negatively charged flat surface 
electrical diffuse laj^r is available for adeorpticMn of pyridine* 
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us« <kmbl« layer on t\m broken silica surface o£ tbe edges 
renaiins ineffective for subeetfuent adsorption, rhis results 
in one lureak only l^uring the titrations, the monobasic nature 
of tlm acid clays can alao be accounted for by the «Kistence 
of acidic sites or spots on the flat layer surfaces of hydro-
gen clays 'j^ bich dominate over others in the interaction of 
h-elays with organic l^ses. Ihis OIM kinc of acid funeti >n only 
gives rise to a single break* 
C« ths other hand the interactions het;ween the acid clays 
anc nicotine and the conse uent infleacions can be explained cm 
the basis of the following hypotheses! 
thm clay systeiss dtfirelop tvo types of electrical diffuse 
layers vis,# the flat surface double layer and the ed-^ e surf nee 
uouble layers with different atosaic structures* the eosnpensa-
ting cations acting as the counter ions of these double layers 
are exchangeable and in tl-ie interaction of hydrogen nontnorillo-
nite with nicotine* the flat surface double layer councer ions 
predoRdnate and only one bxreak is obtained* Due tc a soiti«^ wR«t 
nore conpact structure of illite the predominating influence of 
surface layer is lessened ®nd tue Joint inflenca of all the 
electrical double layers becoiass operative in hydrrsgen illite 
giving rise to nultiple inflesions in the Rdneral* the l%re®ks 
can also be accounted for on the basis of cati-m exctmnge sites 
with different bonding energies of Uie clay Particles* fhus as 
a result of intensive isomorphous replacenants the layer surfaces 
of hydrogw) montsiorillonite develc^ j strcng adsorption or exchange 
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spots. llMias aeldiie sitss prodomlnata In the Interaction of 
nieotin« vitb laontnoriXlonlte ylalding a single bra«k in the 
titration curva. !3iaa to its eoBi>act structura* the layer 
surface sitaa are not ao freely available in hydrogmi illite 
with the result thi>.t the weakly acid CB grou:)8« linked to 
eluniniuiR an<3 silicon at the edges* also becoma appreciable* 
fhnm the layer surface sites anc the two edges surface sices* 
associated with different enec^ levels*give rise to three 
inflexions at different gh values on treataant of hydrogen 
illite vith nicotine. 
Coitting to the case of Itl binary ndxtures of these 
clay iRiner««l8 (figures 17 and t9« curves 4*5 and 6) the results 
of ccmd!ucto»Btry anc potentioiastry show th-^ t the individual 
breaks for clay ninerals marge into aae t^ -eak when titrati'-ns 
are ckme with sodium hydroxide and interestingly encugh t)M» 
bee values obtein^fd for the mixtures are additive of those of 
the indiviuual ninerals. Almost the satre kind o£ interesting 
effect is observed '^ «hen the titrsci« ns are dcaie ^ith pyridine 
(figures IS and 16* curves 4*5 and 6)« In the case of the 
titrations with nicotine* ho'ifever, more breads are obtained 
with c nductometry and the bree»i9 are either at individual bee 
of the S3lnerals or at additive bees of tbe toiactures of clay 
mtx^ttcos ef clay ndnerals. ^tentioaatry /^ith nicotine t^ ives 
single breaics at ad.itive bee values only in the cnse of binary 
mixtures. Ihe Risking effect and a reducti-^ 'n in tVe nuieber of 
breaks realisable *<rith mixtures is not surprising because of 
201 
th« narrow difference in tlie ">K values (ev?»lu??ted from the 
t i t r c t i o n curves and ahcrm in tmblea l^OH t o itKXZXZ). m 
i n t e r e s t i n g point enarg^s frum t^iese inves t igc t i cns in tha t 
the t o t a l ce t ion exchange ca:>scity values a t the f i r s t inflect-
ion ooint of the tnixtures are in general agreement with the 
t o t a l bee of the individu."?! clay sdnerals e t the f i r s t inflex-
ion ^oint ca lcula ted on the ^^ight beeia . ttxis ol3®erv?^ti n 
i s Kore s t r ikin<| in tV» case of !>o&entionetry# both with N-ci 
an., n ico t ine than '^ith c.:!nductoii©try by NaOH, Conrluctonvstry 
by nicot ine* ho-^wver* mostly causes a separsti^'n of SORIB 
breaics* 
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cua wMgajOiOOiCAL avmim ON ALXQAHH 5OH«S {pmt-i) 
Saadulliib Khan and J*P« Singhal 
aAglmwrlng Chainlatrr I«l)oratori««« 
MasliB UniiNiralty^Aligaxti, 
tha district of Aligarh* a trough lilca davpraasion^  
oecttpiaa an araa of 1,9S0 aci.niiaa. Zta alluvial plana has 
an arid to subarid cliaata with an ammal rainfall batwaan 
20* and 25**. A conaidarabla |>art of its lands has baan 
affaetad by sodic salinisation and is knoim as *Usar* naaning 
infartila* l^e pamaabllity of thasa soils is lo<;f dua to an 
un<lkirlying bad of hard *3cankar*. soma of tha lands ara so 
barran that tha avaraga agricultural production of tha district 
is lovr. According to a survay carriad out by tha Dapartnant 
of Agricultura.ll.P* , six principal soil typas hava baan racog-
niaad in the district* viB.# Oanga Khadir (typa 1), Eastam 
uplands (typa ZZ), casntral lovrlands (t:inP* ZZZ)« Astern uplands 
(typa ZV)« Yanuna ]Khadir (typa V) and Trans Yanuna Ithadir 
(typa VZ). 1!ha classification is basad on padole^ieal prlnci-
plas but no aystanatic study has baan mete on tha ndnaralogical 
natura of thase diffarant soil typas. Zt wasctharaforatthought 
worthMhila to study SOBK of tha ndnaralogical asoaets of thasa 
aoiii* 
a x P s a i M & n r A L 
Soil sanplaa (0-6*) i#ara collactad from tha raprasanta-
tiva araas of tha district as indicatad in the soil nap, Iha 
rapraaantativa natura of tlw saiiplas was cTimckm& by tha datarmi-
natimi of machanical conpoaition* •xohaimraabla eati<»i and 
•olabl« contents* The nachttnlcal analyais iraji domi h^ th« 
pl9«tt« netliod tlslng sodiun oaE&l«t« «s tlw dl89«rslng itg«Bt* 
Ttm results srs reeor^d in table X. The iM and conductivity 
nsasurenMRits vers ends witb Beckmsn pB muter »9^1 a and 
Philips conductivity meter respectively in 1 ( i so i l esetracts. 
Bxchangeeble sodiun and potassiun were estimted in tlie neutml 
aBRonittin acNitate esetract and caleiun and MBgnesiun in the barium 
1 
ebloridte-triethanolanine extract of the soils* The values for 
exchangeable calciuia were further oorreeted according to Peecdi.' 
Ihe results obtained are ^iven in table SX« 
Clays separated from the soils %«ere subjected to analysis 
for silicon* aluninluei and iron by the senl*adLerocheKd«al method 
of Corey and Jackson in which tkm elemmts were estimated by 
spectrc^hotomatric technicme following Ha.COji fusion using moly-
bdosilicie acidf alusdncm and potassium thioeyanate respectively 
as colmir reagents. Total Ca plus Mg were determined in the 
solution (left after remDval of ii^ , Al and Si) by versene titre* 
tion and Ca alone by ammooium oxalate pirecipitatioa followed by 
permangamate titration* Hg was caleulated hy differ«ioe* The 
results for Ca and Mg were cheeked by the method of (lysling ai^ 
SchwariBefibach using norexide end erioehroms black T 9m indicators 
following BP fusion* Sodium and potassium were estimated on a 
macroseale in HF saaples with magnesium uranyl acetate following 
Caley and Foulk in ease of sodium* and eobaltinitrite procedure 
in case of potassium* Blanks were carried out as control tor 
impurities of reagents and contandnaticm from glassware* The 
results are sunmarised in table ZZX* 
3C*ray diffraction patterns of the six soils and their 
clays in soaium form* both before and after thermel treatments* 
%#ere obtained using l^mioua quadruple focnaaaing eamara with a 
built-in monochroimtor and Cu K . radiation (wave length « 
1*5405 A }. Xhe sanples were groimd and passed through a 200 
m»sh sieve and enclosed in a specimen holder with eell<n>hane tape 
on either side* T ^ X-ray tube was operated at 32 Kir and 8 mA. 
The exposure tim» was 25 hours* Zt %#as observed that the X-ray 
patt«nui givtto by t\m s ix «oil« vrar« at ncMit sinilar to each 
other* Vor •coiMMqf of spaco. X-ray data for ona so l i and i t s 
oiAy fraction only ara glvan In tabla XV. 
ftisuLgs mp Qiscosaton 
ftn amninatlon of tha nactaatiloal analysis data (tabla X) 
reveals that the soils vary in texture frcm sandy loan to clayey 
loaiiw thm pB of the soils increases vith increasing exdiangeable 
sodium content, fhe pennaability and colour* the crstent of 
soluble salts* exchangeable sodiun* potassiusi* calciua and tmgtm^ 
slum are in general agreenent with the earlier publiebed data 
on these soils • excepting soil typma X and V which slwMed sons 
variation duo to the iaanature nature and the possibility of 
annual inundations in these areas. 
fhe total elenmtal and X<»r9y analysis of the clay 
fractions revealed that though the relatilve aioounts nay somewhat 
vary* the same groups of minerals are present in all the soils. 
The clays are characterised by high silica-alumina (3.19 to 4.11) 
and silica-sesquioiide ratios (2.33 to 3.T7), which along vith 
8 
their high potash ccntents (3.70 to S.80) are indicative of the 
presence of illite in all the samples. yttrther«the presence of 
magnesia suggests the existence of chlorite and/or vermienlite 
in them. 
Xi-ray patterns confirm the presence of illite as the 
dominant mineral and of chlorite in smaller riueatities. Idnes 
at 10,00* 4.50« 3.99 and 3.35 A ^ indicate the existence of illite 
and at 14.00* 7.20, 3.S0 and 2.84 A^ indicate chlorite. Because 
of the oreaence of chlorite In very small quantities in the soils* 
the 14 A^ line for it could not be detected in the 3&»x«y patterns* 
of soils* but it c<»ald be clearly observed in the clay fractions 
in which the chlorite content was hi^. the presence of chlorite 
was also confirmed by taking X-ray pet^ms of clays h»ated to 
600 C for half an hour* as a result of Which the intensity of 
14 A was incr«a8«^* On the iMiala of intcnsitll^s of X-ray 
Unas It can ba suggaatad that soil t]fpaa X* ISl, V and VZ 
ara aoBMMiat richer in illlta than ZZ and ZV and tha quantity 
of chlorita in aoil typas Z and V is slightly graatar than 
in typas ZZ« ZZZ« ZV and VZ. Strong lines at 4«36* 3.3S and 
1,8S A^ indicate the presence of quarts* 4.0S* 3.7S# 3.^ and 
3.20 AP lines correspond to those for labradorite. A greater 
q[ttantity of quarts is present in soil tyi>es ZZZ* ZV and V 
than in ZZ and VZ. Caleite is also present in these soils as 
revealed by lines at l^OQ, 2.28 and 2.0 and the CaO eontwikt 
of tbe clays. Kaolinite» montnorillonite and vemd^lite 
could not be <tetected either in the soils or their clay frac-
tions* ftarruginous siinerals and sons aserphous snterials 
are also indicated in all sanplas. further vorlc alemg these 
line is in progress and will be reported later. 
A B S Y H A C T 
the nineralogieal nake up of the six soil types of 
Aligarh district has been studied by X-r«y diffraction and 
chemical analysis. Zllite hes been found to be the dondnant 
constituent o£ all the clays studies, the other sdnerals 
detected are chlorite* labradorite and caleite. the studies 
reveal that all the soils are more or less sisdlar in thMiir 
nineral composition but their proportions v&ry. 
thanks are d\ae to the IMLractor* Regional fbssearch 
Laboratory,Hyderabad, Principal 2.A. Ansari and 9rof.A.R.Ki.afBi» 
Aligarb t^ uslin university for giving laboratory facilities. 
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W W 14.00 VW CI 
W 10.10 M8 Z 
W W 7,20 WW CI 
5.00 WW X 
S 4 .50 S Z 
H8 4 . 2 5 MS Q 
4 .05 VW L 
W W 3.89 W W I 
3.75 WW I* 
'» 3.IA WW L«Z 
WW 3.50 W CI 
VS 3.35 VS 1,0 
VJT 3.20 W L 
WW 3.00 W l C 
2.35 WW C1,Z 


































































































* Xiit«ii«ititt0 ar* •stiiaBt«d in tho fol lovin^ ora«ri 
VS (vary siurona)« B (strong), MS (t^sdlunt strong)» M (Msdiun) 
M {%immTiti, V!# (v*ry wwiJt) and Wf (V«ry v«ry i««a]c) 
Xlllta*quarts*l«br«dorlt« (fal«p«r)*ehlorlta and 
oale i ta ara Indicatad by tha la t tar Z, :u I** CI and C 
rasi»eetiiraly. 
Soil Science 
AN ZNTSBNAflOMAL JOURNAL FOR SOXL-PLAIfT lUSSSARCH 
Agricultural Col lege end Sxperiflwnt Stat ion 
Rutgers, Meir Brunewick, N.J. 08903 
February 24*1967 
Dr. J. P. Singhal 
Section fiagineering Chemistry 
Dspartnent of Applied science 
College of Bftgineering and technology 
Aligarh Muslim university 
Aligarh (U.9.) ZNIXCA 
Daar Dr. Singhalt 
The revised manuscript entitled "Titrations of Hydrogen Clays 
with Nicotine" by S. Khan and you is now accepted for publication 
in SOIL SCIENCS and should appear in the October or November 1967 
issue. For information on possible earlier publication,see SOIL 
SCZSNCS 89t201,1960. ?lease note that our free publication limit 
is 6 printed pages (See SOIL SCIENCE 96tl52,1963). Authors will 
be charged for publication costs of pages above this limit. 
An order blank for reprints will be sent to you with tl« galley 
proof of the paper. You will receive the proof possibly August or 
September. Please Inform our Managing Editor where y^u can be 
reached if you T^II not be at your present address. 
Sincerely yours, 
Sd/« W.J. Hanna 
nrAAgioNS or hYPHOGaM cLiafj 'iim NicoriNg 
Saniullah Khan and J.^ ** Slnghal 
finginMiriiH? Chssdstry Labortttori** 
Allgarh Ha»lln Uhivvrsity*Aligarh (Znaia) 
A 3 S T >i A C r 
Aie basic character and the tendency •xhlbit«d by certain 
h«t«rocyclic organic coiraounds such as pyridine quinolins»nicotin« 
to wntar into adsorpti'n with acid clays suggested the possibility 
of utilising these bases for the titr^ t^ion of hydrogen clays. Of 
these bases* the alkaloid nicotine proved most useful. It showed 
th<>t its adsorption by minerals was e-^ uivalent to the base exchange 
capacity of itK}ntiiiorillonite,illite and kaolinite respectively and 
that stoichlomstric titrations of hydrogen clays ^ «ere possible with 
it. Sharper breaXs resulted with nicotine as titrant,both in 
conductomatry anc potentionstry*than with inorganic bases* Illite 
exhibited three breaks during its interactinn with nicotine* A 
correlation was observed during the titration of the binary mixtures 
or the clay minerals* in that the cee values of the mixtures of 
clay minerals were found generally to agree 'ith the total cee of 
the individual clay minerals calculated on a weight basis* 
14 Since 1916* when Sharpe 6 Hoagland carried out pB 
titrations of naturs^ lly occurring soils with Ca (Clijl_ solutions* 
the electrochemical nature of cLi^ vs has engaged the attention 
7 8 
of soil chemists* fhe ^ !issouri group ' as well as Mukh<?rjee 
11 12 
and his co*#orkers ' recomtrended electromstric titrations as 
useful methods for characterising clay minerals* The neutra-
lisation curves of these polyacids ^ ^re marked by inflexions 
which incicate ' MoaK acidic characteristics* ' ' the method 
of titration in nonaiueou:; media was extended to these systems 
by Ganguly and coworkers and Singhal end r«ilik with a view 
to obtain more well defined and sharper inflexions at the end 
point of titrations* 
Th@ interaction between tbe colloidal clay acids and 
alicaliea necessitated the postulation o£ mobile and bcnmd hydro^n 
9 
ions which constituted the electrical double layer. Adsorption 
13 
data were interpreted on the basis of electrical d<Hible layer. 
Itie inflexions obtained during the titrations o€ clay acids '#ere 
explained on the concepts of crystallinity and the layer lattice 
structure which postulated the existence of exchange spots with di-
4 6 
fferent bonding energies. According to Jackson* the aluidLniun 
ion bonds through oxygen formed a variety of functional groups 
which provictod the cation exchange sites of soil layer silicate 
clays, tliese played an inportant role in <teteriaining the nature 
of clay acidity. 
Studies on clays also revealed that the clay pcwsessed a 
strcmg preference for sona or;ranic cations which %iere often -^anti-
tatively adsorbed \mtil all the exchange positions were occupied by 
the organic cation vis.* the amino gzroitps. Qriiri* Alla^^y and 
Cuthbert showed that small ions were adsorbed by clays only upto 
the cation exchange capacity^whereas larger ions were adsorbed in 
excess, aidth,'' while studying the adsorption of alkaloids by 
clays from aqueous solutions noticed that the reaction between 
bentonite and salts of organic bases was principally one of base 
exchange*where saturation was indicated by flocculation. fhe 
weight of alkaloid adsorbed approached a definite limit and this 
limit represented equivalent quantities of the various alkc^loids. 
In line with the enervations of 3mith* it was noticed b/ us that 
alkaloid nicotine caused iimrediate orecipitation of hydrogen clays 
and the reaction ould be stoichiometric. Hfm work of i^ain and 
17 
^ite revealed that organic bases*such as* tetraalkyl aittnonium 
bases coulu be used as titrants for hydro^n aluminium bentonite. 
Bwse observations coupled with the basic nature of heterocyclic 
basis such as nicotine*pyridine*isoqulnoline,as well as their 
favourable solubility in water suggested the possibility of utili-
sing these and similar other organic bases as useful titrants for 
clays. Itie prevent ^lork. with nicotine was undertaken wi'.h a view 
to examining the possibility of using it for the titrati«-^ n of 
clays and thereby charectotrising the Istta^ ^ on the basis of the 
f««tnnMi of the ettrvmi. 
Ihe clay minerals us«a in thesa atudlaa i^ra obfealnad 
from wards Natural Sc. •stabllshnant Maw York, the mineral 
Montmorlllonite was from Amori« KLasissippi* Zllite from ftorris, 
Illinoia, and Xaolinite from Batb«South Caroline* the 
clays vera isolated in the uaual manner and converted into 
H-clays by passing the Ha-clays through a eolum of H-Dowex-saif-
X8 cation exchange resin Ba recomnended toy Aldrich d Buchanan, 
the nicotine was i»urified by distilling it at • tesperature of 
98^C and 4 mu pressure in an inert atnosfihere* Merck's pure 
grade KaOfi was used* 
19 cc of 1*5 to 2% of the clay suspensions were talcan in 
pyrex glass tubes* So each of these sanples varying amounts of 
the base O*037M nicotine or 0*iN NaOH) were added and the 
suspension stirred occasionally for three hours before recording 
pii and conductance* the stirring time and the total time for 
titrations was kept as uniform as possible* the readings were 
recorded with Beckmen pH mater^ model 0« with saturated calomel 
and glass electrode assembly* Conductivity naasuremants were 
carried out under exactly similar conditions with the help of 
Philips conductivity meter with dipping cell* All the msasure-
iwnts were msde at 2S ^  l^C with the help of a thermcMitatic water 
bath* Binary mixtures of the clay minerals in 1 t 1 ratio by 
weight#obtained by mixing suspensions of known concentration* 
were also titrated in a similar manner* the cec values for the 
clays and their mixtures -^ -mre evaluated from the inflexions 
points on the titration curves* the oec data were further 
2 
verified by titration according to <languli*s XCl-iSSi method* 
RBsaLfs AmoiBcmsim 
To suitably characterise the clay samples# individual clay 
minerals ana their binary mixtures were first titrated with sodium 
hydrcndd*. 7h« msuits obtained «r« given in table I and the 
titration curves obtalncMl are ah<y«m in figures 1 and 2* tiM 
slvape o€ tbe oirves and the nature of inflexions obtained agree 
witb tbe work of Harsball and iCrinbill and vltb the more recent 
vrork where hydrogen clays vith ctsinieal aluiRinlura obtained after 
passing through coluims of acidic exchange resins have berni 
titrated with inorganic bases. Ho multiple inflexl ns have been 
noticed in either tibe tltretirn of Inaivldual add clays or their 
binary (1 t 1) sdxtures with Ma€li« 
Having characterised tbe clay acids ^ I^th HaCii, titrations 
%nire undertaicMi with nicotine, With hydrogws clays* tl^ strong 
basic ciiaracter of nicotine sYusuld lead to the fonasticm of a 
salt lllGe addition product such es 
fhls fornul« for the addition coppoune appears to be cfuite likely 
as tbe aliphatic nitrogen of the pyrrole ring with Its lone elec-
tron pair and its lesser ineard pull will be nore basic an< the 
clay will have a greater tendency to be llni^ id to this nitrogen. 
iSurlng the addition of nicotine to the H*elays it is noticed that 
the conductance of the clay suspension decreases due to the lesser 
nobility of the nlcotlniuni ion« and the )ii increases in a charac* 
terlstic naimer on ad4iticn of the organic iMise. '^ h^en all tbe 
li<>elay has been reiaoved, the values for i^ and conductance becoce 
laor® or less conseant due to the non polar e^racter of tbe 
niootiine solecule. 
A oomparislon of the conductonstrie tltratl n curves 
obtained by titration with sodlun hydroxide and nicotine indicate 
that titrations with nicotine yield more well defined curves and 
sharp breaks occur. Only <^ ne inflexion is obtained in tbe case 
of the clay nlneral «KmtBorlll<»ilie» (figure 3 curve 1) at 60 ne. 
On tbe other hand 1111 te gives three breaks at 16 ns., 31 me. 
and 47 ns. (figure i,exkrwi 2) indicating nore or less a trlbasic 
<Aiaraet4ir in th« acid clay and kaolinlt* givaia ona braak at 
4 Ml. (figura 3 earva 3) indicating a wmobaaic natura. AlnMit 
aiinilar rasulta ara obtained t^ h^ n tha titrationa ara dona potan-
tioinatrically* thus cemfirming tlia raaulta of eonduetonatry 
(fi^ura 4 curyaa 1« 2 and 3). In this eaaa the break for nont-
aaorillonita vitb nicotine ia obtained at a pH value 9«SS« for 
illite at pu valuea S.SO« 3,10 and 8.40 and for kaolinita at 
pB value 5.3S, wbile in tha caaa of titrations with VteOH tha 
breaka occur in tha pB range 6.5 to 7.0« the eae valuea at 
which tha breaks occur vrlth KaCH and nicotine in ease of tha 
di££er«nt clay adnarala and their nixtttraa ara naarly equal to 
each other and also in the neighbourhood of oac teter^ned by 
Ud-nSM Hathod (vide table X). this points to the fact that 
adsorption of nicotine by the clay Minerals is alnost in quan-
tities ^uivalMut to that of sodium* Xn the concentration 
range studies by us* sboiehionetrie titrati^ms of hydro^n 
clays with nicotine areftherefore#p<Msible«the end points of 
titrations indicating complete wichangm»equival«it to the 
exchange capacity of the clay* 
the interactions between the acid clays and nicotine and 
the c«msequ«Eit infl«ei<nui can be explained on the basis of the 
following Iqfpothesest 
The clay systems develop two types of electrical diffuse 
layers vis.» the flat surface double layer and the edge surface 
double l«>yers with different atomic atrue^res* The copepensating 
cations acting as tlte counter iona of these doable layera are 
excHsngeable and in the interaction of hydrogen mnntmorillonite 
with nicotine* the flat surface double layer counter ions predond-
nate and only one break ia obtained* Sue to a aomstihat mora 
coBpact structure of illite the predosdnating influence of surface 
layer is lessened and the joint influence of all the electrieel 
double layers becomes qperative in hydrogen illite giving riae 
to multiple inflextions in the mineral* The breaita can also be 
accounted for on the basis of c^ t^ion «echange sites with different 
bonding energi^ of the clay particles* Tims as a result of 
intensive isomorphous replaisemtfits the layer surfaoes of hydrogen 
inoiitiK>rllioiilt« d«iV«loE> atrong «d»ocptlon or «]eeliaiigi» Bpotam 
tbrnmrn aciilie sitas s>r«<3oiBin8t« in the iitt«r«etloii of nieotin* 
with nontnorillonito yielding « slngl« br««k in tih* titr«ti<Hi 
curvo, Z3a« to its conoact structurtt, ttm Imf^r muetmem site* 
ar« not so freely evailebl* in liydroq^ n illite vitb tSam nNtttlt 
that ttm i4«aiay reactive aci(5 OB^ groups, linked to eltiBtnitui 
and silicon at the edges* also beco«» ^preciable* thus the 
layer surface sites and the two edge surfaoe sites*associated 
witb different energy levels* ^ ive riee to three inflexions 
at a different pH values on treatment of hydrogen illite with 
nicotine* 
GoMing to the case of 1 < 1 binary laisetares of these 
clay siinerals (figures 1 and 2* curres 4, S and 6) the results 
of conductomatry and potentioimtry show that the individual Inre-
aks for elay adnerals merge into one Inreak when titrations are 
done vith Macti end the eec values obtained for the adscture are 
additive of those of the individual adnerals* In case of the 
titrations *^ itb nicotine*however*BK>re brealcs are obteined with 
conduotORM»try and the brealcs are either at individwtl oee of 
the ninerals or at additive eecs of the adxtures of elay adnerals, 
?otwitionetry with nicotine gives single brealcs at eMitive cee 
values only in the case of binary adxtuz^ as* the nesking effect 
and a reduction in the nuaiher r>{ brealcs realisable with adxtures 
is not surprising because of the narrovr difference in the pX 
values (evaluated fron ttw titraticm curves and shown in table Z) 
of the different acids constituting the clay adxturwi. An 
inteiEiisting point energes froai these investigations in that the 
total cation excSiaBge values at the first inflexion point of the 
adxtures are in general agreeaent with the total cee of the 
indiviaial clay adnerals at the first inflexion 9oint calculated 
on the weight basis. Ihis observation is sore striking in the 
case of potenticnaatry* both with HaOB anr) nicotine and with 
conduetosMtry by HaOli* Con<tectonetry by nieotine,however*BK>stly 
causes a si^aration of soae t»reaks« 
The authora express their grateful thanks to Prof. 
».!C. ^l^mrjem »»nd *rc>f. a.'*. Rldhml *or hel'sftil sug^stl^ns 
and encouragenent. 
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Aligftrh MoaXlii {ltoiiNirslty«iliigaxli« 
Oaring th* latst tmt ememAmm tlw studltta on tto« 
pbysieecdHHdcal prop«rti«« of woila and thoir el«y fmetiona 
have boon aictenalva* the f ia ld has baen lB|>ortant«not only 
thaor«tleally» taat from tlw point of viaw of agricultural 
and anginaaring praetioa aa wal l . Soi l f a r t i l i t y and tha 
affact iva asaploying of ooamarcial fart i l ieara* tha f ia ld of 
ao i l na^anioa and ao i l a tabi l i sat ion atremgly dap«nd upon 
tho quality «nd quantity of clay minarala praaant in tha 
soi la* Por tha eharactarieation of ao i l clay partielea 
aavaral mathoda hava baen reportad but ccmcluaiona draifn 
on tlw Imaia of any aingla •aaauraarat hava not yial^Kl 
a«tiafa>4tory raaulta. Zn such atualaa«tharefora«a judieioua 
conbination of chas^CJ!$l«X-r»y«diffarontial thanBtil«alaetr(Niic 
iBicroacoi>lcal ana alactroimtrlc mathoda h«a to ba un^rtakan. 
Zn cHir coieirunicsticn raportad aarllar» tha adnaralogieal 
Rialca up o€ tha s i x principal s o i l typaa of Aligarh d i s t r i c t 
%raa attaicpted on tha basis of chan^cal analysis and X-ray 
studlaa. ft> confirm and aubatantiata tha results of ear l i er 
atudiaa* further invest igations ^ t h the help of D,T.A. and 
alectronatrie atudiaa ^mrm undartalum and tha results olBH:alned 
are recorded in tha present coinnunication* 
Clay fraetiona ^itmr* i so lated fron the typical s o i l 
saaples of Aligarh ditftriet ii: th® uau3:l nmnn'-r. for the 
purooMi of •loctrotnetric titrations thm clay* i««r« subjttct«d 
to tr«atiMiiit vith 20 vols. H^O^* wamad and r«tr«at«a ^Nflth 
hydrogen Daroxlda till fhm 20a»590^c axotbArmic pmmk for 
organic anttar alaost disappeared, fhe resultant naterial 
was th«i freed from free oxides and then cotrrerted into 
fi->clays by passing tbe Na-elays through a column of H*oowex-
SOff-XB cation exchange resin as reconnended l)y Aldrich and 
Buohaaan* SO ec of 1 to 3 |>er cent, of the clay susoension 
were tl^n titrated with stsndard NaOH soln* SeiMirate titra-
tions were done for ^M and conductance snasureioants. Hie 
titrations were ccME^ leted /^ithin three hcnirs of the prepara-
tion of K<-clays to pc^vent the effect of aluadnium ad^gration. 
fhe cec values for the different clays ware evaluated fron 
the infleadon points cm the titration curves, the cec data 
were furt)^r verified by Ganguli*s JQCl-KCH mathod. 
the Na-clays obtained by treating the isolated clays 
with Nad were utilised after removal of electrolytes for 
diffeiwritial thermal analysis. Before taking the OTA run the 
sasples were ground and passed through 200 mash sieves. (About 
10^ - alusdna was Rdxed with those samples where fusion to a 
hard ness w@s suspected)• > aluRdnium oxide was used as a 
reference inert inat«rial. themograiM were obtaii^d fay canry-
ing out the differential thermal analysis seBd*-«utoimtioally 
with Leeds and Northrup progranna c<mtroller which could control 
tihe teaperature rise at lO^c per sdnute. The differential 
tenperature was recorded by a sensitive galvanomiter using 
chronel-eluasl theneoeouple. Xhe tenoMirature of the samole 
was recorded by a pyrometer. 
D I S C U S S I O N 
The DTA diagrams of the six principal so i l types of 
Aligarh district r« r^p<Juced in figure 1, Indicate'lT that the 
clays have alaost « alnllar nlnaralogieal maka up. tkm 
initial ando-thannic paaka at lOO^ c^ in all caaac<vi4a 
figura 1* ara dua to the iraRoval of aoiatttra froa tha aaaplaa. 
Bxothamdc paalca in tba ranga 200-500^G indirata tba pyaaanea 
of organic and farmginious natarial vhioli appaars to ba 
highar in typas Z, ZV and VZ tlian in typaa ZZ« ZZZ and V. 
Sharp andothandc paaka in tha ragion 590-5S0®C Which ara 
charaotaristie of illita or nontroaita ara ohtainad in all 
caaaa* fha raaulta of dhaieical analyaia and Xi->ray»howavar* 
rula oat tha poaaihilit/ of tha praaanca of nontroBita« Tha 
andothanslc paak mxgmet«6 for illita ia abaant in eaaa of 
aoil typa Z, which ia probahly partly dua to tha vida aira-
thamdc paak snaking it« Soil typaa V, ZZZ, ZV and VZ giva 
nora intansa paaka at SSO^C whila typaa ZZ and Z tha laaat 
intanaa ahcMlng lar^r and laaaar anoiinta of illita raapaetiva-
ly amongat thaaa aoil aanplas* Anil danta of varying intan* 
sitiaa in tha ranga of 600-909^0 mhanr tha presanca of chlorita, 
oaleita and illita in all tha aoila. Soil typaa Z and V ahov 
tha MBJciniai af fact pointing to a higimr dhlorita eemtant in 
tha Oange and Yanona Khadir aoila which ara ianatura and 
aubjaet to floods by tha abova rivars* 2ha affect for chlorite 
is laaat intense in case of soil type VZ. Mk Midothernic 
effect between 0^<-400*'c, alaost in all cases*indicataa the 
pr gence of sesqiaioxides. further soil types Z, ZZZ and V 
indicate ssall Mudotherinic effects at 220-180 and 200^C 
raapectively, pointing to the prasen<Hi of other clay sdnarala 
in thaae sanplea. Ihe results are in agraenMit with our 
earlier Jd-ray and dhasdcal analysis studies* 
Yha curves obtained AariiKr the potentioastric and 
conductonatric titrationa of the clays isolated frosi tha six 
soil ty>es of Aligarh diatrict are shovn in figures 7 and 3 
and the reaulta presented in table Z. Zn most of the eaaea 
only one break is realised vis,, at 20,0, 27.S, 30«0, 29.0, 
95.0, 23.0 nas. respectively when soil types Z, ZZ, ZZZ, ZV, 
V and VZ are titrated potentionstrically. the breaks occur 
in tlM pH rmngm 7.7 to 8.8* Thm eec valutts at yftiidh tho 
br«iak« occur in th« case of dif£«r«nt ciaya ar« in tba 
neighbourhood of tha cac datermLnad lay NCI-ICQB mthod. 
Oonductonatr? yialds aXnoot aindlar raaalta altboa<]fh in 
tbia eaaa an initial infiaacion at a low cac vaXua is also 
ol»taiBad in all tha eaaea. 
Thm erne iraluas aa obtained at the nain break in the 
titration carves and the pH at the tooaka point to the 
exiatMtce of illite aa the dMKinant adneral in the clay 
•anplea*^ Significant multiple infleximia retorted tiarlier 
for illite by soma workera could not be realiaed during 
the titrations but the ahape of the eunrea and the nature 
of min inflexions ol^ained agree with the work of Mewhnll 
o 
and Krinbill on illite and with the aore reewtt work where 
freshly pr^ared hydrogen clays with Bdninal alunlniuii 
obtained after passing through colunns of acidic eicchange 
resins have been titrated with inorganic bases. The initial 
inflexictti in sost of the conductonatrie results nay indicate 
the prmmmnoB of another adneral suc^ as chlorite or kaolinite. 
the preaence of keolinite#lK9vever« could not be confimed by 
differential thermal analyais and x-ray ^results* 
Results on cec end an exandnation of the titration 
curves vide figures 2 and 3 gives an indication of the diff-
ereoee in the cooposition of the sanples* Ihus illite cont«it 
seeais to follow the order V XZZ ZV ZX VZ Z. Ihis 
conclusion is in qtmmrml egreenant with the results of X*ray» 
dhenieal analyais^ and differential therraal analysis data which 
aho-^ s the least intense peak for illite in case of WBIA soil 
tyoe Z* 
3 U H M A a Y 
Zdentificaticm of clay Minerals in soil saaples 
reiuires careful consideration of a noaiser of factors* Zn 
the present conaunication studies have been aade by different 
t i a l tlMirBBl •n«lysl«# pot^ntioiMtry and oonduetoiwtry on 
tb« six so i l typ«s of Allgarh distr ict , tht resalts obtainod 
hav« confirmd thm pcmmmnem of i l l i t e and ebXorita • • t\m 
dondnant adnerala. l^Mir approxineta eontant orter in tlia 
so i l s "hma baen indic^tad. 
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for Acst. 8«er9t«ry« 
tiPAAtioas OP HYmooii4 chhts am 
PyaXDZMS & QUIBOIOHE 
SttRdttllah Xhan and J*'?. Singhal 
PyriaiiM and quiaolina lunra bawi fcmnd to givo «a«on^* 
tion oolrplaxa* with bydrog«i clays, this dharactar along with 
tba iMiale natura and fair aolubllity in iratar of thesa hatro-
eyelics au^^aatad %hm possibility of tbair utilisation as 
uaaful titrants for hydrogan clays* Zt lias baan found that 
tha adsorption of thasa basas by clay ndnarals is aquivalant 
to thair basa axchanga capacity and thay can ba usad for 
stoichioflMtrie titrations of hydrogan clays* An inprovamint 
in tha natura of curves and braalcs is obs«rvad«botb in conduc* 
tonetry and ootantionetry yimn pyridlna and quinolina ara usad 
as tltrents* Mo nultiola inflaxions hava#hovavar«ba«n obsarvad 
during the titrations of hydrogan nontnorillonita«hydrogan 
illita «nd hydrogan Icaolinita with thasa baeas* A corral^ ti'^ n 
has baan oluiarvad during tha titratinn of tha binary id-xturas 
of the clay ninarals with organic basas in that tha total cstion 
axchanga capacity VAluas at tha inflaxion point of tha mi^ rtures 
ara in ganeral agraaiftant with the total cac of the Individual 
clay iRinarals at thair Inflexion ooint calculated on a weight 
basis* 
Investigations on the electrochemical nature of clays 
have been an interesting field of study since early tinea*^ 
Marshall* f^ dOterJee ana their coworlcers^ ''^ ^ '' have reported 
a nuidaer of papers on the electronatric titrations of clays* 
tha neutralisation cMrvaa of those pclyacids were foun'i to 
3 6 7 giv« infl.«3clon0 which indicated \maik acidic eharaetaristica.' ' 
wiiKh a viatv to obtain mora wall d«finad and abacpar inflax-
iona at tha and i»oint of titraticma* tha nathod of titration 
in nonaquacma madia vaa appllad to thaaa syataioa bf Oangcily 
and eovorlcara aa vail aa Singbal and Itelik. tha inflaxir^ na 
obtain«d during the titrations of clay acids tiara aicplslnad 
on the coneapta of eryatallinity and tha layar lattiea 
atructura which iK»atulatad tha aieiatanea of •xchanga apota 
12 
with diffarant bonding anargiaa* According to Jaclca^ it* 
tha aluniniun ion bonds through <Mqr9«ii fornad a variaty of 
functional groupa which providad tha cation aacMianga sitas of 
soil layar ailieata ela^ fw. fhasa playad an inportant rola in 
dataradning tha natura of clay acidity. 
Stttdias on clays also ravaalad that tha clay possassad 
a strong prafaranca for sens organic cations which wera oftsn 
quantltatiwaly adaorbod until all tha sxchanga positions wara 
occupied by tha organic cation vis.* tha asdno groups. Qrin, 
13 
Allaway and Cuthbart shoirad that svmll ions wars adsorbad by 
claya tmXy upto tha cation axchanga capacity*wharaas largar 
ions wars adsorbad in axcass. 2bnith,^  whila studying tha 
adsorption of alkaloidhi by clays from aquaoua solutions notlead 
that tha raactioai batwaen bantonita and salts of organic baaac 
was principally <m9 of basa fncchanga^ iihara saturation was 
indieatad by flocculAtion. fha waight of alkaloid adsorbad 
approachad a dafinita linit and this liisLt rapraaantad aquiva-
lant quantitias of tha various alkaloids, ftia work of s^ain 
IS 
and '\?hita ravaalad that organic basas«such aa* tatraalkyl 
anmemiuir. basaa coul<S taa usad as titrants for hydrogen aluioi-
nium bantonita. Ihasa obaarvations coti^ lad with tha basic 
natura of pyridine* isoquinolina.as wall as* tlwir favourable 
solubility in water suggeated the possibility of utilising 
these and similar other organic baaes as useful titrants for 
clays. D M present work with pyridine wias undertalnm with a 
view to examining the possibility of using it for tha titra-
tion of claya and thereby characterising the latter cm the 
basis of tha features of the curves. 
SliMaifESBDBUJb 
nm clay ndiMrals us«d in thasa «tudl«s w»r« obtained 
from Wards Natural Sc. •stabliahmmt »mw York. Tha isiiMiral 
Montioorillonita waa fron mori, fiiaaiasippi* Zllita tr<m 
^sorrtm, Zllinoia* and iCaollnit« from fistb*South Carolimi* 
rha claya %Mr« isolated in th« usual nnnnar and convertad 
into H<»clay8 by i>as8ing tha Na'-clays through a «N>lunii of 
H-Dowax-SOtr-xa cation exchange rasin as r^eoamandad by 
Aldrich and Bucbanan. the reagents vis«# pyridlne<,qttinoilna 
and sodium bydroxida used t,rare pure grade. 
10 ec of !•$ to 2% of the clay suspensions t^ ere takMi 
in pyrex glass tubes, to each of these samples varying amounts 
of the base (0.06311 pyridine or O.lN MaGH) ^ r e added and the 
suspension stirred occasi nally for three hours before reeordlr^ 
pH and conductance. 1!he stirring time and the total time for 
titrations was kept as uniform as possible. The readings ^ mvm 
recorded with Backman pH meter* model <3« with saturated ealonal 
and glass electrode assembly. Conductivity measurements were 
carried out under exactly similar conditions with the help of 
^ilips conductivity meter with dipping cell. All the measure-
ments were made at 25- l^C with the help of a thermostatic 
water bath. Binary mixtures of the clay minerals in 1 t 1 ratio 
by weight*obtained by mixing suspensions of loio^ m ccmeeiitration* 
wejte i^ lso titrated in a similar manner, fbe eae values for 
the clays and their mixtures ware evaluated from the inflexion 
joints on the titrations curves, the cec data ware further 
verified by titration according to Gaiiguli*s JQCl-iQCH method. 
Individual clay minerals and their binary mixtures cm 
titration with pyridine and quinolin« bavw yialded aiiRilar 
results both in conduetonatric as ^ ««11 «• in i>ot«ntioMat)fic 
titrationa on account of tha cloa« ^Miraetar of thaa« two 
aromtic baaaa. for tha aaka of bravity raaulta obtaina<S 
with pyti6irm only ara baing raportaa Uiira* 
TO auit«bly cbaractariaa the clay a«B|>la8#lndiviauRl 
clay minarala an<'i thair bin!^ ry mixtuz^a \mtQ firat titratad 
with aodiun hydroxida* tha rasalta obtained ara givan in 
tabla Z and tha titration eurvaa obtain«»d ara ahc»m in figuraa 
1 and 2. tha ahapa of the eurvaa and the natara of inflaxiona 
obtainad agraa with tha work of MarahaXl and Xrinbill and /ith 
tha mora racant work wh@ra hydct>gan claya with sdnlinal aluRdni-
un obtainad aftar passing through columui of acidic axehanga 
raaina hava bean titratad with inorganic baaea. Ito eultipla 
inflaxiona hava baan noticad in aithar tha titration of indi-
vidual acid olaya or thair binary (til) mixturaa with MaCli, 
Saving charactariaad tha clay aeida with HaCii* titra* 
tiona vara th^n undartakim with pyridina* With ita noticaabla 
baaio pro|Mirtiaa«tha intaraeticoi batwaan pyridina and tha 
hydrogan cl^ya ahould yiald a aalt liica a<Mlition product auch 
aa 
During tha addition of pyridine to tha H-claya it ia noticad 
that tha ocmductance of tha clay suapenaion dacraaaaa and tha 
pB increaaas In a charactariatie manner. Ihia apoaera to be 
due to tha loaa of ii'*'iona aa the pyridinuRi aalt ia formed 
which is poaaibly much leaa ionised than the H-claya* After 
all tir« B-clay haa intsractad tha valuea for oU and conductance 
becoma nore or leaa ecmatant due to the aon polar character 
of the pyridine molecule. 
Vim curvea obtainad during the conduetonatrie and 
potentionatric titr«ittions of the individual clay minerala 
and th«ir binary nixturca vrlth pyrldln* s m shoim in figurvs 
a and 4 and tb« reatilta preaantad in tabla Z« A conpariaon 
of thaaa curvaa witb tbosa obtained in tba caaa o£ aodion 
hydroxida indieata tliat titrations with lyyridina and quinoliiM 
giva K^m vail dafinad curves and tha affact is nuch mora 
nerkad in conduet<»Hitry« Only ona inflaxion is raalisad in 
tbe caaa of all tha tbraa t]^ Ni of olays,both in pot«»ti<Mntry 
as wall as conductoimtry vix,, at <0 ma, in tha caaa of iMMtit« 
B)orillc»iita«batwaen 21.$ and 23 aa« in tba caaa of illita and 
at S na« in kaolinita. Tha braalui occur in tha pB ranga 3.5 
to 4*5 y/hma tha titrations ara dona with pyridina and in tlia 
pB ranga 6*5 to 7,5 when tha HaOli is used as titrant, tha 
cac values at which tha braaka occur with NaGH and pyridine 
in case of tlMt different clay ninerals and their nlxtures are 
nearly equal to each other and alao in tha naidfKbourtKHdd of 
eec detenainad by KCl-XOK mathod (vite table X). This points 
to the fact that adsorption of pyridine by the clay itinera Is 
is alamit in quantities equivalent to that of sodiun* Xn the 
concentration range studied by us* stoichioiMitric tltrati<«s 
of hydrogen clays with pyridine are*therefore*poasibla*the 
and points of titrations indicating eonplete exchange*e<i(uiva-
lent to the exchange capacity of the clay. 
The titrations reveal thit nultiple inflexions*raported 
by sosia earlier workers 'are not realised in the caaa of illite 
ana kaolinita wh«n their freshly prepared ion exchanged r>ure 
B-claya containing nagligibla amounts of Al-cl«ys are titrated 
with pyridine. This behaviour can find an «EpXaiiatlon in the 
fact that during thm interaction of pyridine with il«clays*^ly 
the negatively charged flat surface electrical diffuse layer 
is available for adsorption of pyridine. Being oositively 
17 
charged at low pH valuas * tha diffuse dcnabla layer on the 
broken silica surface of the e^es retrains inaffective for 
subeenruent adsorption. This results in one break emly during 
the titrations. The nonobasic nature of the acid clays can 
also be accounted for by the existence of acidic sites or 
•l>ots *m th« flat i»y«r surfacas of toyarog«n clays whlcii 
(toiaiiiat« over otlMtrs In ttm int!»ractiaa of B<-el«iys with 
organic bases, 'fhis OCM kina of n^eiA function only givvs 
ri8« to a single break. Tbm earlier eonelusicne on maltiple 
infleadons %fere probably due to the effect of aluminiuiB 
saturation in eleetrodialysed clays ^ h^ere tbe alundno be9ai<-
hydircmiuiR SKHiobasic cation , Al ( ~aB2* )( itself acted as 
a iraak acid givii^ rise to multiple inflexions. 
Considering the case of 1 t 1 binary laixtures of the 
clay iBinerals (figures 1 and 2* cuinres 4,S and 6) the results 
o€ c >nducto8tetry and potentioastry shov that the individual 
brealcs for clay minerals nerge into one break *^Amn the titra-
tions are done with NaGB and interestingly enough the cee 
values obtained for the mixtures are additive of thoMi of the 
individual minerals. Almost the same kind of inter'ssting effect 
is observed ^^ hen the titrations are done with pyridine (figu-
res 3 and 4, curves 4«5 and 6). thm masking effecH: and a 
reduction in the nuidber of breaks realisable with mixtures is 
not surprising because of the narrow difference in the px 
values (evaluated from the titration curves and shown in 
table X) of the different acids ecMisiitutlng the clay mixtures. 
the authors exo ess their gc«teful thanks to ^rof. 
S.X. Hikherjee and l>rof.A.a. Kidwai for helpful suggestions 
and encouragemMit. 
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ttm f i« ia of Chainitttiry previews smny aventies for 
inv«stl9«tlrm • o i l s and clays* Tltm varisd t ec^ iques aval-
lebla hav« bssn l^ l ly u t i l i s « d In tVMt stxiaies r«|3ort«d bare. 
£ha «ubj«ct"-ia9tt«r of ay t b s s i s hmm hmm divided into t^io 
parts t * «. '-n •:'--:'• 
( Z) i^ysico-c^eiioal and iniiM>r«logical studies cm Migarh 
s o i l s , «nd 
(ZZ> Elsetrcmstrio studios on aosm standard c lays . 
Zn tb« investigations undsrtalum in ^ r t X of the 
t h es i s , i t was f e l t that an examinatic^ of the physical and 
dhenical ciheracteristics of the s o i l s of tim Aligarh d i s t r i c t 
nay provide useful data which can later be usod in iRproving 
the s o i l f e r t i l i t y as ^oiell as the eascdnanical properties of 
i t s alkaline* sal ine and l:»irren lanes. 
&stemd.natian of the inschanieal conpositlon of the 
s i x typical s o i l s of the d is tr ic t* their soluble s a l t s , base 
exchange capacity* nature and ext«»t of exc^vixigeable cations 
have yielded interest ing informaticm. the inplications of 
the data obtained have been exai«ined in diiapter II of the 
t h e s i s . Ihe sand and s i l t fractions sho-^ the presence of 
rruertz, felspar, e a l c i t e , sdca and ferruginous primary end 
ii 
«ee«Miory «±nmtmlu in tkm soilB* solubles ar« bigbost In 
•oil typm 111 vhieh also b«s thm hlghast sodiun adsorption 
ratio, ftiis has rssuXtsd in deflocculation of the soil and 
unsuitability for non»l agricultural uso* Clypsum rscfuiro-
nsnt is indieatsd in ell soils in tba ordsr XXZ > V> Z > Vl « 
II > ZV« Vhich is also the order of pt^ values. Ibe noraal 
ordsr of tbs strsiMltb of adsorption viar C«> Mg> *C> He is not 
apparsnt in soil types I, XII• V and VI, fhis indicates nu-
trlticmal deficlMioies* alkaline and saline conditions* unfa-
vourable structure anc toxicity to plants, the bee order of 
ths soils* visy V> XXX> I> IV> Vl> II reveals that soil types 
II« IV and VX have a low capacity to store and yield the nut-
rients needed by plants. 
the second phase of tha stu^ on the Migarh soils 
has been slneralogical. the percentages of KJO, MgO, ^2^3' 
Si02« the silica ses(|uioxide ratios end the silica alumina 
ratios obtained during the 'whole elenmtal amalysis of the 
six clays as well as their base exdbange capacity values point 
to t3nm ejcistence of alaost ttw sans sdnerals* visr illit» and 
^lorite in all th« saicisles* though their prqporticms vary. 
In such studies* however* conelu8i<»ns drawn (m the basis of 
any single naasuremant are not satisfactory nnd0 thsrefore* 
a Judicious conbination of chaniical* electrosaetric* X-ray 
and D.r.A. studies has been undertaken and tbe results of 
each study confirioed and substantiated by those of others. i:he 
results obtained* during tl^ above investigations* have been 
swwpi^ riiMiMl if! the t#ble <?lven hitlowf 
i l l 
l^bla 1 
Clay niiMral eonposltlon of tYm Aligarh 
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Of th« ttmtM •Ittnants* it has b«®n found that there is 
considerable variation in the total iron content of the soils, 
thm reducible ircHiAin very loir amounts. Also the soils of ttm 
district are diarecterised by a total absence of molybdenunw 
i^3lieeti<ms of these micronutrlents in the form of soray mate-
rial* injecticms or oth«rvise« inay prove useful in increasing 
crop prodttcti<Nfi« *^ile total coptmr and eolMlt have been found 
to be within limits for satisfactory crop and aniiml nutrition, 
exeiiangeable and reducible manganese and water soluble boron 
are above the average linits of <teficiency. 
f^ srt IX of the thesis deals with socm fundamental stu-
dios on standard clays. The basic character and the tendmtcy 
eidiibited hy certain Yieterocyclic organic coiipound8,euch as 
pyridine, quinoline and the alk,8loi<i nicotine, to enter into 
adsorpti^i •^ itb acid clays, suggested the possibility of utili-
sing th«Mie bases for the titrati<») of hydrogwn clays. It has 
been found that the edsorw>tic« of these bases by clay minerals 
is equivalent to the base exchange capacity of mcmtmorillmiite, 
illite and kaolinite respectively, and that stoichiometric ti-
trations of hydrogen clays are possible #^ith tl^se bases. An 
improvemMit in the na^re of curves and l»reales is observed, both 
in conduetometry and potentiometry, when pyridine, quinoline 
and nicotine are used as titrants. Illite exhibits three breaks 
during its interaction with ni<»>tine. A hypothesis has be«R 
proposed for these three breaks during its titration ^ i^th 
nieot in* . Mo mudn intltipl« inflexi<Mt8 Brm,h(O<>mvmr,obtmrv0d 
wbttii t i t r s t i o o s aro don« .^ith pfri^int) or qulnolins. 
h conr«Xatlo«i has been observed inuring the t i t rat ions 
o€ the binary siixtures of the eley minerals with organic bases* 
in that the to ta l base excartange capacity values at the inflexion 
point of the iRixtures are in geoieral agreenant with the to ta l 
base exdbange capacity of ttm i n d i v i ^ a l clay ninerals at t t^ lr 
inflexi<m point calculated on a weight bas i s . 
